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Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 Study

I. Introduction
In the Fall of 1968, the NASA Office of Space Science

and Applications (OSSA) requested the Advanced Plane-
tary Missions Technology (APMT) Office of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to assess the feasibility of
performing a 1973 Mercury flyby mission by way of
Venus using the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle.'

The purpose of the study was to determine:

(1) The gross capabilities and limitations of a 1973
Mercury flyby of the Mariner class.

(2) The feasibility of Venus/Mercury trajectories other
than the 1973 opportunity, and of direct Mercury
trajectories.

(3) The practicality of including a Venus entry probe
with the 1973 mission.

(4) The pacing state of the art and advanced develop-
ment areas requiring early attention and support.

'Letter to C. W. Cole ( JPL) from N. W. Cunningham ( NASA,
Code SL), October 3, 1988.
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The study benefited from substantial previous JPL
work in flight mechanics, scientific objectives, and overall
mission studies (Refs. 1-5).

The purpose of this report is to:

(1) Document the work of the Mariner Venus/Mercury
Study Team through June 1969.

(2) Provide a basis for NASA mission planning in con-
junction with members of the scientific community.

(3) Provide the Project Office (if program approval is
granted) with a mission description for purposes of
Manning, staffing, and resource allocation.

(4) Id-ratify critical research and advanced develop-
ment problems.

The spacecraft configurations presented here are typical
of those which might be flown for this mission. The
reader is cautioned, however, that many subsystem inter-
faces and interactions have not yet been investigated in
detail, so that alternate mechanization may be required
in some instances to satisfactorily accomplish system
requirements. Some of these alternate approaches are
discussed in the Appendices.

1
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11. Mission Summary

The bulk of this report describes what is termed a
"baseline" mission and a "baseline" spacecraft. Many
deviations from the baseline mission, such as the Mercury
arrival date, aiming point, and encounter geometry are
possible. Some of these alternatives are described herein.
Certain alternative spacecraft mechanizations and sub-
system designs have also been considered in the study.
Although some of these are mentioned in the text, most
of these variations are discussed in the Appendices.
Unless otherwise noted, all statements refer to the base-
line mission and spacecraft configuration.

A. Mission Description

This section describes the characteristics of the 1973
Venus/Mercury mission considered in this study. A space-
craft is launched by an Atlas (SLV-3C)/Centaur D
launching vehicle and placed on a trajectory that uses a
gravity assist at Venus to carry it on to Mercury. The
spacecraft is injected toward Venus from an earth parking
orbit during October-November 1973. Three trajectory
correction) maneuvers are required. The first correction is
performed approximately 8 days after injection to remove
trajectory dispersions introduced by the launch vehicle
guidance system. A second correction is performed 3 days
before Venus encounter2 to remove execution errors of
the first maneuver.

For the baseline mission, Venus encounter occurs in
the period February 3-4, 1974. At this time, the space-
craft is 0.70 AU from the sun and 43 X 10 6 km from earth.
Earth occultation always occurs (i.e., the spacecraft
passes behind Venus as seen from earth). The distance of
closest approach to Venus ranges from 3600 to 5100 km.

A third trajectory correction is performed approxi-
mately 8 days after Venus encounter to remove errors
due to navigation uncertainties at the time of the second
maneuver. Sufficient accuracy is achievable to allow a
variety of specific encounter geometries to be considered at
Mercury, which satisfy a wide range of science objectives.

The baseline mission encounter at Mercury is a "dark-
side " equatorial passage which provides both sun and
earth occultation for the spacecraft. Encounter occurs
during the period March 19-21, 1974; at this time, the
probe is 0.47 AU from the sun and 132 X 106 km from
earth. Encounters at Mercury are charact°rized by very
high approach velocities, generally in the range of 13.5 to

'Encounter (E) is defined as the time of closest approach.

15.5 km/sec. An attractive alternative encounter, a south
polar pass which provides earth occultation, is described
later in the text (section V-C).

B. Capabilities Summary

Figure 1 shows an isometric view of the baseline space-
craft configuration described in this report. The space-

PRIMARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
	

HELIUM MAGNETOMER

Fig. 1. Baseline spacecraft configuration

craft bears distinct resemblance to previous Mariner
spacecraft from which it is derived. Four solar panels are
mounted on outriggers to decouple them thermally from
the spacecraft bus. Internal temperature of the bus is
regulated by means of louvers on six of the bus' eight
bays. One of the remaining bays is occupied by a liquid
monopropella • ,t propulsion subsystem, and the other has
a high-emittance surface for maximum heat rejection.
A sunshade and thermal blankets shield the spacecraft bus
and most of the instruments. Attitude control torques
during the cruise portion of the mission are provided by
cold gas jets located at the ends of the solar panels. Two
low -gain antennas provide communications coverage
throughout the mission for all spacecraft attitudes. A
high-gain directional antenna, designed to provide point-
ing toward earth with one degree of freedom, is shown
at the top of the figure. When the solar panels are folded
to their launch position, the spacecraft fits within a
standard Atlas/Centaur Suroeyor nose fairing.

Typical science instruments are shown in this con-
figuration. On the sunlit side of the spacecraft are a
plasma probe, which looks directly toward the sun, and

2	 JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-434
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a dark-side infrared radiometer (IRR) which is kept cov-
ered until the spacecraft reaches the vicinity of Mercury.
A modest scan platform with two degrees of freedom
carries two television (TV) cameras and a high resolution
infrared radiometer (HRIR). Two dual-frequency receiver
(DFR) antennas are mounted collinear with the high-gain
antenna, and two magnetometers are mounted as far
distant from the bus as possible.

Typical capabilities of this configuration are listed in
Tablc: 1.

Table 1. Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 capabilities
(baseline configuration)

Spacecraft injected 730 lb using Atlas (SLY-3C) /Centaur D (1130 lb
weight allowable)

Science 1 experiments and 40 lb (6 are body fixed and
2 are on a two degrees-of-freedom scan
platform)

Data storage 1.8 X 10' bits (32 pictures with other science).
Three or more record /IsNybock cycles of
Mercury. Coro buffer used for critical storage
of fields and particles

Data rotes 2 to 16.2 kbits/sec playback at encounter (high
rate block coding), t ys at 33 Ys bits/sec
real-time engineering, 166% bits/see
real-time encounter science

Antennas One 40-in. steerable antenna and two low-gain
antennas

ItF power output 	 C and 1 t W
Attitude control	 3-axis cold gas system using the sun and

Canopus for reference.
Trajectory correction 4-maneuver capability with a total

AV a. 63 m/sec
Spacecraft power	 Solar panel 373 W near earth, 330 W near

Mercury, 1330 W-hr battery capacity
Mission duration	 20 days beyond Mercury encounter

Ill. Objectives and Constraints

The primary mission objective is a 1973 flyby investi-
gation of Mercury using a Venus gravity-assist enroute.
The investigation of Venus and interplanetary space is a
secondary objective, primarily limited to those obser-
vations that can be performed with the Mercury science
instruments.

At the outset of this study, certain constraints and
design assumptions were made:

(1) The launch vehicle is the Atlas (SL,V/3)/Centaur D
with a standard Surveyor aerodynamic fairing.

(2) A single launch mission is assumed.
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(3) No planetary quarantine restrictions are assumed
since the mission considered is several years d(s-
tant, and present policy may well be modified in
the meantime.

(4) The spacecraft configuration is to make maximum
use of Mariner Mars 1989 and Mariner Mars 1971
subsystem designs and technology.

(5) The spacecraft is to be fully automatic, capable of
performing all required functions, except for
ground-based quantitative commands for trajectory
correction maneuvers.

(8) The mission ex ,.ends from launch at earth through
20 days beyond Mercury encounter.

(7) The Mercury science payload is based upon that
suggested by NASA Headquarters guidelines.

The launch vehicle has a payload capability which
exceeds that required by the spacecraft to support the
sample science payload by at least 300 lb (sections V-B
and V-E). The spacecraft configuration must fit within
the allowable physical envelope of the launch vehicle;
however, this constraint can be accommodated readily
wi; h minimum folding of the configuration.

Although only a single-launch mission is described, the
indicated launch period of 25 days is probably sufficient
to assure two launches, if desired. However, even for a
two-launch mission with widely separated Mercury
encounter dates, spacecraft launched anytime within the
launch period must encounte Venus within a 4-day
period in February 1974 (section V-B); the mission
operations problems of conducting two planetary on
counters and four trajectory maneuvers within 2 weeks
have not been examined.

The requirement that the spacecraft be f-,Xy automatic
is part of a larger goal, t.- design phil, )sophy, embodied in
all Mariner missions to date: that, wherever possible,
every spacecraft action necessar; for successful cor ,ple-
tion of the mission have at least one alt.,mate functional
mechanization. Thus, assi,mption (5) allows the space-
craft's receiver or cmnmand decnaor to fail anytime after
the last trajectory correction without causing loss of the
mission.

The assumption that the mission end 20 days after
Mercury encounter, while arbitrary, is more than suM-
cient to allow return of all Mercury science data. There is
nothing inherent in the environment, or the spacecraft's
trajectory or design, which prevents its continued opera-



tion beyond this time if there is reason to extend the
mission (Appendix E). The mission could be extended
to continue measurement of interplanetary fields a..d
particles and to perform gravitational theory tests near
solar conjunction.

The proposed inclusion of magnetometer instruments
adds a general constraint that the spacecraft be mag-
netically clean. This constraint implies a number of
special requirements such as material substitutions, and
possible redesign, relocation or shielding of some com-
rinents, since the Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft carried
no magnetometers, nor will the Mariner 'liars 1971.

Finally, the science payload incorporated in this study
should be clearly understood as only an example. The
payload suggested in the NASA study guidelines was
described only as "typical." The instruments used for the
spacecraft design were used because many of the require-
ments of these instruments were understood or could
easily be developed at the beginning of the study, and
because these instruments provided a broad test of space-
craft capability.

IV. Science Objectives

A. Specific Objectives—Mercury

Mercury has received relatively little observational
study because of its small size and close ri(,zimity to the
sun. Howe , er, for these reasons, it is one of the most
importar: planets for more detailed study to obtain data
bearing on the origin and history of the planetary solar
systen. (Ref. 6).

The basic scientific quesrons regarding Mercury are
concerned with its bulk density and composition, and
internal sti ucture. These question i are discussed beloNv
in approximate order of their scientific importance. From
these questions are derived a list of measurements that
can be made by the type of flyby mission discussed ,n
this report. The material contained in this section rep;,-
sents an updating of similar data presented in Ref, 7.

1. Average density of the planet. The latest reported
density of Mercury is 5.44 g/cm 3 (Ref. 8). Since the
size of the planet is too small and thus its internal
pressure too low to induce low-to-high density phase
changes, the high density of Mercury can be interpreted
roughly in terms of chemical composition (Ref. 9). An
uncompressed density of 5.44 g/cm 3 implies large amounts
of free iron (Ref. 10). If the apparent high density of

Mercury is substantiated, then either (1) iron enrichment
occurred by solar heating in the inner solar system
matter prior to its accretion into planets, or (2) the sun
had no influen^e, and the eircum-solar cloud was chemi-
cally heterogeneous at time of planetary accretion. If
Mercury contains free iron, this lends support to the
theory that the earth has an iron core.

The average density is determined from the mass and
average diameter of the planet. The present data on the
mass of Mercury are internally consistent only to within
2% (Refs. 8 and 11). Analysts of the trajectory of the flyby
spacecraft will greatly improve the mass determination
(Ref. 12) and should resolve any questions about sys-
tematic errors in mass determinations based on radar
ephemeris measurements from earth.

Optical results indicate the average diameter of the
planet is not known to better than approximately 10%
(Ref. 13). Radar results indicate an accuracy of 0.1%
assuming no systematic error. Imaging from a flyby space-
craft should permit determination of the diameter to
better than 1%. Occultation measurements will inde-
pendently give the radius of the planet at the points of
entry and emergence, both for the sun and earth occul-
tations. These radii, however, may not exceed the accu-
racy of future earth-based radar measurements made
prior to the 19'i 3 flyby.

2. Mass distribution. Since the apparent high density
of Mercury implies a high iron content, determining the
internal mass distribution will indicate the extent to which
the planet has differentiated, and thus to what extent
surface material represents the average composition.

Mass distribution is determined fr sc_ V-mcipal mo-
ments of inertia which are calculated from determination
of the angular rotation rate, mass, radii, ai i the a; tmi. i-
cal flattening of the planet. Search for a magnetic field
may be inconclusive to establish the existenrf a liquid
core since the rotation rate of the PIn e: r.-.a y be too low
to produce a field from a liquid core, even if one is present.

The determination of the mass distribution of Mercury
probably cannot be obtained by this mission. An orbiting
spacecraft is indicated.

3. Shape of the planet. The shape or oblateness indi-
cates two things about the planet: (1) inequalities of
figure not attributable to rotation indicate the rigidity of
the interior; e.g., whether molten or solid; (2) large
asymmetries of figure may indicate a fission origin, Le,

4	 JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-434
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that Mercury separated from a differentiated or otherwise
non-uniform parent object.

Shape can be best determined by both polar and equa-
torial radius measurements. (The baseline flyby trajectory
by its occultation measurements will give only equatorial
radii.) Determination of shape is an important factor
supporting a second (polar pass) mission. Whole disk
images from the TV may indicate asymmetry or bulges.
A quantitative assessment of this measurement should
be made.

4. Composition of the surface. The gross chemical and
mineralogical composition of the surface is related to the
average density and mass distribution in that a highly
differentiated planet will have a surface composition
quite different than the bulk planetary composition. If the
surface composition is high in potassium, uranium, and
thorium, it would imply low iron in the surface and high
iron toward the core, both of which in turn indicate
differentiation since the apparent high bulk density re-
quires abundant iron in the planet as a whole.

Some indication of the gross surface elemental com-
position can be obtained from a flyby by measurement of
characteristic gamma or X-radiation emitted by radio-
active isotopes or produced by solar excitation of surface
elements if the atmosphere is < 1 mb and background
from intense solar irradiation can be accounted for. The
gross mineralogical composition can be inferred from spec-
tral measurements of the visible and near-IR reflectance.

5. Surface morphology. Determining the gross mor-
phological and topographical nature of the surface of
Mercury should indicate directly the type and extent
of internal and external processes that have operated
on the planet. For example, a highly cratered surface
similar to the moon would suggest: (1) a tectonically
inactive planet since accretion, (2) little differentiation,
and (3) absence of an iron core. Whereas basin, continent,
and mountain structures, as on earth, would suggest
active tectonic activity and indicate that differentiation
and possible core formation may have gone on after
accretion of the planet. Possible surface fractures asso-
ciated with thermal bulges ("hot poles") will be sought.

Surface morphology will best be visible in television
coverage of the terminator regions. Both polar and equa-
torial coverage are desired.

6. Atmosphere composition and density. There is no
evidence for an atmosphere on Mercury, only estimates
of a probable upper limit of about 1 mb. The mass of
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Mercury is too low to retain a significant atmosphere
because of intense solar heating and solar wind sweep-
ing. Any possible atmosphere, however, may be inter-
preted in terms of (1) present and past outgassing history
of Mercury and (2) solar wind interactions.

Photometry at the limb of the planet at large phase
angles, in the violet near-ultraviolet spectral region,
would be a sensitive test of the presence of an atmos-
phere, reducing the least upper bound on surface
pressure as inferred from terrestrial measurements. Com-
parison of the amount of polarization in the near-UV
on the limb and on the center of the disk can yield a
detection threshold approaching 10- 5 bars. Radio fre-
quency occultation measurements can detect the presence
of an ionosphere with great sensitivity.

In summary, this baseline Mercury mission can make
important contributions toward answering many ques-
tions bearing on the origin of the terrestrial planets. The
following are useful measurements and quantities to
determine: mass, radii, shape, magnetic field, surface
morphology, surface characteristics, and atmosphere
density and composition.

B. Specific Objectives--Venus

Venus is similar to the earth in size and density—
hence it is reasonable to presume some similarity in
gross composition. The atmospheric conditions on Venus,
however, ara very different from those of earth and we
naturally suppose the surface conditions to be different.
Other questions regarding Venus concern the bulk prop-
erties of the planet and are similar to those discussed
above for Mercury.

Although such basic data as the atmospheric compo-
sition, pressure, temperature profiles, and surface tem-
perature are known approximately, some of the most
important questions to be answered by observation dur-
ing a flyby mission concern the surface morphology, the
cloud composition, and the structure and composition of
the outermost atmosphere.

1. Surface morphology. The nature of the solid surface
of Venus is essentially unknown. Earth-based radar
observations indicate a number of extensive features on
the surface of the planet which give especially strong
return signals. Such observations suggest that these are
areas of high surface roughness, but nothing is known
about their relative elevations. Some indication of ex-
treme topographic variation was obtained by comparison
of the results from Venem 5 and 6. Our thoughts on
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these matters are of course speculation. Broad areas that
have very different reflectivity may be found to be
analogous to our (granodioritic) continents and (ba-
saltic) ocean basins on earth. Correlation of large com-
positional domains such as these with elevation may
reflect isostatic equilibrium or an approach to it. Plan-
etary orogeny analogous to what is considered to repre-
sent sea-floor spreading on earth may be more obvious
on Venus in the absence of an ocean. An important
objective, therefore, is to determine the topography and
reflectivity of the solid surface to a resolution of at least
100 m.

2. Distribution and composition of clouds. The mea-
surements of Mariner V and Venera 4, 5, and 6 have
proven the atmosphere of Venus to be very extensive
and quite opaque. Optical frequency measurements can
only provide data from the uppermost layers of clouds
and the thin atmosphere above them. Photography at
several wavelengths, with a resolution of better than
1 kin, should delineate structure in the upper clouds.
Information on the nature of cloud particles could be
constructed from cloud photometry which includes a
wide range of wavelengths and those phase angles very
difficult of access from earth (i.e., especially those near
superior conjunction, phase angles 140-180 deg).

3. Outermost atmosphere. Determination of the outer-
most atmospheric temperature, density, and molecular
weight are important boundary conditions on models of
the Venus atmosphere. Ultraviolet and visible spectra
:copy at good spectral and high spatial resolution would
give much-needed data on the neutral and ionic compo-
sition from atmosphere in and above the uppermost haze
or cloud layer. Such measurements, givi.:g distribution of
components, are difficult and in many cases impossible to
carry out from present earth-based observations.

C. Interplanetary Measurements

The mission will offer the first fields and particles
measurements in the region sun-ward of 0.7 AU. These
measurements will provide a much greater range of rela-
tive solar distances over which solar wind, solar flare
particles, and cosmic rays are measured, and also will
enter a region where direct measurements can be com-
pared with radio-astronomical indications of solar-corona
properties.

The microstructure of the interplanetary magnetic field,
its tempor.-I and spatial variations,is of great interest. The
existence of these variations is a direct consequence of
the -interaction between magnetic field and solar plasma,

making the measurement of the magnetic field a sensitive
indicator of changes in the flow of the solar wind. Simul-
taneous direct measurements of plasma changes in direc-
tion, particle energy distribution (and mass distribution,
if possible), would yield important information on shock
wave propagation and other plasma phenomena. Correla-
tion of particle behavior with solar coronal filament
streaming should be easier at 0.7 AU than at larger
distances from the sun.

D. Two-Launch Mission Considerations

The scientific value of a second launch during this op-
portunity may be examined relative to each of the
planetology questions for Mercury as follows:

(1) This mission will probably add little to the question
of the mass.

(2) The earth occulation will give radii at different
points to compare with those radii determined by
the first flight and thus give a measure of the flat-
tening and inferences of internal mass distribution.
This measurement is a unique contribution in that
radii away from the equator cannot be determined
with comparable precision by earth-based radar.

(3) A thermal scan near the sunset terminator will give
information on the thermal inertia and thus on the
porosity of the surface material. This information
would seem to be more supportive than of
fundamental interest.

(4) The strongest contribution of this mission would
be to examine a different portion of the surface of
Mercury. A different pass will allow systematic
comparison of the imagery of areas which experi-
ence different thermal regimes. New information
on the composition of the surface should also be
obtained from a second flyby.

(5) The question of an atmosphere would appear to be
reasonably well resolved by the first mission.

The value of a second flyby in regard to Venus would
be maxi nized if a different set of instruments were flown.
if the same instruments were flown on a second space-
craft, the value, with respect to Venus, of a second
mission is unknown.

V. Mission Analysis
A. Introduction

The opportunity to go to Mercury via a close encounter
with Venus was first identified by Minovitch in Ref. 14.
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There it was shown that the advantages of a Venus
swingby trajectory were twofold: First, considerably
lower launch energy is required than for direct missions
to Mercury', and second, close-up scientific investigations
of Venus may be possible while in the vicinity of that
planet. The 1973 Venus/Mercury opportunity is unique:
in that year an Atlas/Centaurcan launch a 1200-lb space-
craft to Mercury passing by Venus at an altitude of 1000
to 6000 km. Furthermore, a considerable range of arrival
conditions is available at Mercury so that a variety of
scientific measurements are possible. This section dis-
cusses the available possibilities for conducting a 1973

'A comparison of requirements for direct versus swingby trajectories
to Mercury is given in Appendix A.

mission, the factors influencing trajectory selection, and
the baseline mission design chosen.

B. Interplanetary Trajectories

1. Characteristics of the opportunity. Trajectory data
for the 1973 Venus opportunity have been published pre-
viously by Sturms in Ref. 1 where the flyby of Venus
was emphasized. Since emphasis of the current study is
on Xercury, this report presents the trajectory informa-
tion in a form more suitable for Mercury mission design.
Figures 2-6 show the basic trajectory data.

Figure 2 shows contours of constant launch energy on
a Mercury arrival date versus earth launch date grid. The

12	 16	 20	 24	 28	 1	 5	 9	 13	 17	 21	 25
OCTOBER	 NOVEMBER

FART 4 LAUNCH DATE, 1973

Fig. 2. Launch energy, Cs, W/sect
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launch energy (Cs) is defined as twice the energy per unit
mass of the spacecraft at earth escape (in km =/sec t) and
is related to the spacecraft weight that can be flown with
the particular launch vehicle. For instance, an Atlas-
Centaur4 can launch a spacecraft up to 1200 lb on a

trajectory with C:, L 21 km /sec t ; hence this vehicle can
launch a 1200-1b spacecraft on all combinations of launch
and arrival dates inside the C, = 21 km =/sec' contour.
Each pair of earth launch and Mercury arrival dates
completely specify the flyby conditions at Venus; i.e., no
flexibility in the Venus encounter is available. Figure 3
shows two of these conditions. The red curves, with
contours of constant Venus arrival date, show that there

'Launch vehicle characteristics are discussed in detail in sectior V-E.

is a reasonably small spread in the date of Venus pas-
sage (February 2-7) corresponding to a large spread in

Mercury arrival dates. The green curves show the ahi-
tude of closest approach at Venus (the radius is taken as
6200 km, a value known to be above the sensible at-
mosphere). This parameter represents a hard boundary
to the available trajectories at zero altitude. A practical
boundary is an altitude of 1000 km; below this value
guidance and quarantine requirements may be difficult
to meet.

In Fig. 4 the red curves show contours of constant V.
(hyperbolic excess speed, km/sec) at Venus. The values
of 8-9 km/sec are considerably greater than usually

found at Venus-only missions; these high values bear
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Fig. 3. Altitude at Venus and Venus arrival date
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Fig. 4. Hyperbolic approach speeds at Venus and Mercury, km2/sect

directly on the requirements of a Venus entry probe on
this mission ( Appendix B ). In this figure, the green
curves show contours of constant V. at Mercury. The
lowest available value over the whole opportunity is
10.4 km/sec, substantially higher than for missions to
Venus and Xlars.

Figures 5 and 6 show the orientation of the direction
vectors to the earth and sun relative to the Mercury
centered coordinate system shown in Fig. 7. Here S is
along the incoming asymptote, T lies in the plane of the
ecliptic and R completes a right-handed RST system. The
aiming point at the target planet is designated by B and
B as shown in Fig. 7. The angle CF between S and the
Mercury-to-earth vector is plotted in Fig. 5 (the red

curves), and the green curves show the angle n,; from T
to the projection of the earth-to-Mercury vector in the
R-T plane. The definition of t and 7 for a generalized
body (subscript B) may be seen in Fig. 8. Figure 6 shows
similar quantities, Yx and fie, for the sun. The centerlines
of the earth and sun occultation zones are given by
B = np,, and B = %, respectively.

Note that over the range of the plots all the pertinent
Mercury quantities are nearly constant with earth launch
date'. Because of a few days spread in Venus passage date,

'F. M. Sturms, Jr., JPL Systems Analysis Section, has surveyed this
opportunity for C. < 30 km'/sec' ( rather than 21 km'/sec' as shown
here) and has found this generalization still to be valid.
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this results in all trajectories arriving at Mercury at a par-
ticular time having nea p!- identical Venus-to-Mercury
legs. Accordingly, Mercury approach conditions on a
particular arrival date are representative of all trajec-
tories arriving on that date.

Figure 9 shows the appearance of Mercury from the
approach asymptote on six arrival dates. For progres-
sively later arrivals, the earth occultation zone moves
from alignment with T to alignment with R (i.e., ,?,
increases from ,--0 to - 90 deg), the planet becomes more
illuminated ( as seen from the approach asymptote), and
the prime meridian moves into the dark . On March 26,
1974, M ercury is at aphelion and, because of the
rotational -orbital synchronism, the prime meridian lies
on the terminator.

2. Trajectory selection criteria. In selecting the base-
line and alternate mission profiles, certain constraints
and preferences were assumed:

(1) Prime emphasis is on Mercury so that arrival con-
ditions are selected which are favorable to imaging
and other experiments.

(2) Venus closest approach altitude is constrained to
be greater than 1000 km.

(3) A launch period ^ 15 days is deemed adequate
for a single spacecraft.

(4) Venus and Mercury encounters are constrained to
be in view of Goldstone so that facilities there
and at similar longitudes in the United States
could be used.

3. Selected launch period. The reference trajectory is
that launched October 26, 1973, and arriving at Mercury
March 20, 1974, ISM GMT. A "dark side" flyby was
chosen providing both sun and earth occultation, and
generally following the equator (Fig. 9). The lighted
hemisphere becomes visible to the spacecraft shortly
after encounter, and conditions are favorable for imag-
ing continuously thereafter until resolution is limited
by range.

An alternate trajectory which arrives April 3 and
approaches a nearly half-illuminated planet was studied.
Targeting was along R in the earth occultation zone so
that the spacecraft flies under the South Pole and follows

"The prime meridian definition is taken from Ref. 15, viz, passing
through the subsolar point at the instant of perihelion passage on
May 1, 1968.

the terminator, affording favorable imaging throughout
the near-encounter phase. Details of these two trajectories
and the near-Venus phase are covered in section V-C.

Having assurr,ed the Mercury arrival date of March
20, 1974, the launch period was designed t„ conform with
the above constraints. Figure 1 0 shows the Goldstone
view periods of Venus on a launch date versus Mercury
arrival date grid. The baseline launch period is indicated
by the X's and th.; alternate by the O's. Table 2 gives the
dk_:1 ails of the launch period. Note that the baseline con-
sists of two continuous 10-day segments separated by a
5-day gap and that the desire for constant Mercury ar-
rival conditions ( i.e. constant arrival date) has been
tempered by the requirement to have Venus encounter
over Goldstone. The alternate launch period is broken
into three segments running 5, 5, and 4 days, respectively.

C. Near-Planet Geometry

1. Mercury. The approach conditions at Mercury for
the reference trajectory are such that both sun and earth
occultation are possible if passage is sufficiently close to
the planet (Fig. 9). A closest approach altitude of approx-
imately one radius provides adequate imaging and is well
within the two occultation zones. Hence the reference
trajectory was targeted for the center of the overlap
region (B = 0 deg) with a periapsis altitude of 2500 km.
Figure 11 shows the planet with the occultation zones
and the aiming point as seen from the approach asymp-
tote. Figure 12 shows the planet and flyby trajectory in
the trajectory plane. Note the small amount of bending
compared to previous planetary flybys. This is due to the
high approach speed and relatively small mass of
Mercury.

Figure 13 shows the planet as seen from various points
along the trajectory. The intersections of the equator and
longitudes 0°, 90", 180° and 270° are termed "hot"
and "warm poles," so named because of the nonuniform
solar heating experienced by various points on the equator
(Ref. 15). These "poles" are designated in Fig. 13 as:

HPO	 Hot pole at 0° longitude

WP90	 Warm pole at 90° longitude

HP180 Hot pole at 180° longitude

WP270 Warm pole at 270 0 longitude

The drawings in Fig. 13 are in true perspective ( i.e.
focal plane projection) so that the earth ( indicated by the
"E") and sun (indicated by "S" in actual apparent
diameter) may be seen in the background. The scale is

JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-434	 13
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Tabl* Z. 1973 *arth-Venus/Mercury tralfrcfory charactorisfics

Venus

Earth launch Venus arrival, Mercury arrival, closed launch

GMT GMT approach energy, Ca

altitude, km km'/tee'

baseline launch period

10/22/73 2/3/74 1400 3/21/74 1100 4200 20.0
10/23/73 2/3/74-- 1700 3/21/74•-- 1100 4300 19.9
10/24/73 2/3/74 1900 3/21/74 ~ 1100 4300 19.1
10/25/73 2/3/74 ~ 2100 3/21/74 ~ 1100 4400 19.7

Reference	 i	 10/26/73
trajectory

2/3/74 1700 3/20/74- 1100 4000 19.1
10/27/73 2/3/74 ~ 1900 3/20/74 1100 4000 19.7
10/21/73 2/3/74. 2100 3/20/74'^-- 1100 4100 19.6
10/29/73 2/3/74 ~ 1600 3/19/74 ~ 1100 3600 19.7
10130/73 2/3/74 ~ 1900 3/19/74 ~ 1100 3700 19.6
10/31/73
--------------------

2/3/74--2100
----------------------- --- ---------	 -

3/19/74~1100
--------------

3700 19.5

 gap
------------------- --

------------	 ------------------------------------ -----------------------

11/6/73
----•-----•---------	 ---------	 ----

2/4/74 ~ 1500
---------------------------------------------------------------

3/21/74 ~ 1100 5000
-----------------------

19.2
11/7/73 2/4/74~ 1100 3/21/74•- 1100 5000 19.2
11/1/73 2/4/74 ~ 2000 3/21174 ~ 1100 5000 19.3
11/9/73 2/4/74 ~ 2200 3/21/74 ~ 1100 5100 19.4
11/10/73 2/4/74 ~ 1100 3/20/74 ~ 1100 4700 19.5
11/11/73 2/4/74 ~ 2000 3/20/74 ~ 1100 4100 19.6
11/12/73 2/4/74 ~ 1600 3/19/74 ~ 1100 4100 19.9
11/13/73 2/4/74 ~ 1100 3/19/74 ~ 1100 4200 20.1
11/14/73 2/4/74 ~ 2000 3/19/74 ~ 1100 4200 20.3
11/15/73 2/4/74 ~ 2200 3/19/74 ~ 1100 4300 20.5

Ahonate launch period

10/14/73 2/4/74 ~ 1430 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3000 2".5
10/15/73 2/4/!4 ~ 1630 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3100 20.4
10/16/73 2/4/74 ~ 1130 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3100 20.2
10/17/73 2/4/74 ~ 2030 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3200 20.0
10/11/73
....................

2/4/74 ~ 2230
.....................................

4/3/74 ~ 1100 3200 19.1

Eight-day gap
.------------------

.....................-----.........-- ......----•-.......... ........................

10/27/73
....................................

2/5/74 ~ 1500
.....................................................

4/3/74 ~ 1100
--	 ---

3600
-----------------------

11.6
10/21/73 2/5/74 ~ 1700 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3600 11.'
10/29/73 2/5/74 ~ 1900 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3700 11.5
10/30/73 2/5/74 ~ 2100 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3700 11.4
10/31/73
--------------------

2/5/74 ~ 2300
-----	 -----------------------------

4/3/74 ~ 1100
---------- -----------------------------

3100 11.4

Ilgh"" gap
.................. ......

----------------------- -----------------------

11/9/73
...............................

2/6/74 ~ 1600
•-----------......	 ....................

4/3/74 ~ 1100
.......................

3100
------...............--

11.3
11/10/73 2/6/74 ~ 1100 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3100 11.3
11/11/73 2/6/74 ~ 2000 4/3/74 ~ 1100 3900 11.4
11/12/73 2/6/74 ~ 2200 4/3/74 ~ 1t00 3900 11.4
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Fig. 12. Reference Mercury flyby trajectory
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Fig. 14. Mercury aiming plane (alternate trajectory)

Fig. 15. Alternate Mercury flyby trajectory
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such that the time blocks in each corner are approxi-
mately 6.8 deg X 25.6 deg. It should be pointed out that
the instruments on the spacecraft are not necessarily
viewing the planet at the times shown. The actual event
sequence is discussed in section VII-C, and scan platform
limitations in section VII-B.

For the April 3 arriving alternate trajectory, there is
no significant overlap of the two occultation zones in the
aiming plane, and earth occultation was selected as pre-
ferable. The aiming point was chosen nearly on the R
axis with a closest approach altitude of 2500 km. Figure
14 shows the planet with the occultation zones and aim-
ing point as seen from the approach asymptote. Figure 15
shows the flyby trajectory in the trajectory plane; the
planet is nearly completely shaded when seen in this
view as one is looking nearly directly into the sun.
Figure 16 is analogous to Fig. 13, but for the alternate
trajectory and at different times. Note that since targeting
is well away from the sun occultation zone (and hence
the trajectory is quite far from the sun's shadow) the sun
never comes into the field of view.

2. Venus. As noted above, conditions at Venus are
uniquely specified once the Mercury arrival and earth
launch dates are chosen. Also, there is only a small vari-
ation in the Venus flyby since the arrival date is confined
to 2 days for the baseline case and 3 days for the alternate
case. The largest variation is in periapsis altitude which
ranges from 3600 to 5100 km over the baseline launch
period and 3000 to 3900 km over the alternate (Table 2).

Aiming plane diagrams at Venus are shown in Ref. 1,
Figs. 32-35. These show that the aiming points for the
trajectories surveyed lie within the earth occultation zone
but outside the sun occultation zone.

Figure 17 shows the reference flyby trajectory at Venus
(launch October 26, 1973, Venus arrival February 3, 1974
and Mercury arrival March 20, 1974). Because of the
narrow range of Venus passage conditions, this is typical
of Venus flybys for both the baseline and alternate mis-
sions. Meridians 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240° and 300 0 , and
the earth's shadow (the region of the earth occultation)
are shown on the figure. Closest approach altitude is
4038 km. The longitude convention takes the prime meri-
dian through radar identified feature a T which is 40° to
the east (measured on the celestial sphere) of the
meridian which faces the Earth at inferior conjunction.

Figure 18 shows the appearance of Venus from the
flyby trajectory between Ev — 30 min ( Venus encounter
rainus 30 min) and Ev + 30 min. The scale is the same
as that used in Figs. 13 and 16. On the approach, the
planet presents a nearly fully dark face with the sun in
the background. The radar identified feature a, the prime
meridian, and the subearth point are on the side facing
the spacecraft. Earth occultation begins at Ev + 6 min
and ends at Ev + 20 min. In the course of the flyby, the

'The meridian and longitude definitions are taken from Ref, 11,
pp. 28 and 29, where the North Pole is adopted along the angular
momentum vector, and longitude increases to the east ( measured
on the planet surface). The feature locations are taken from Ref. 16.

EV -30 min	 CLOSEST AP-ROACH
EV.O, ALTITUDE • 403M.

Fig. 17. Reference Venus flyby trajectory
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spacecraft passes close to features y and e. Feature y is a
few degrees into the dark, whereas a is rear the subsolar
longitude. Features R and 8 can never be seen. An active
radar investigation was performed during the Spring
1969 opposition and numerous additional features are
expected to be identified as a result of that study.e

D. Navigation and Guidance

An analysis of guidance requirements for the 1973
mission was published by Sturms in Ref. 1. Although the
basic guidance policy presented there is still applicable,
navigation advances and revised projections since Sturms'
analysis cause the quantitative results to be revised ap-
preciably. The remainder of this section presents the
basis and results of the revised analysis.

The Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle has, through Sur-
veyor and Mariner Mars 1969 flight experience, proven
to be exceptionally accurate. Using an injection covari-
ance matrix characteristic of a planned Mariner Mars
1969 launch at approximately the same value of Cg, the
rms Venus dispersion following injection is 31,900 km
and the rms first maneuver is 3.13 m/sec (section V-E).
Because the injection characteristics are similar for the
entire launch period, a single rms first maneuver mag-
nitude is assumed throughout. Table 3 summarizes the
characteristics of the first maneuver.

Table 3. First maneuver characteristics

Reference trajectory: Launch October 26, 1973,
Mercury arrival March 20, 1974

Dispersion at Venus due to launch errors
Semimajor axis, km 31,380
Semiminor axis, km 5,735
Orientation angle, deg' 174.7

First maneuver magnitude (performed of launch + 8 days)
Rms value, mjsec 3.13
Mean, m/tat 2.77
Sigma, m/sec 1.45

Dispersion at Venus following first maneuver
Semimajor axis, km 388
Semiminor axis, km 101
Orientation angle, deg' 171
Three dimensional rms miss, km 439

•Sao Fie. 19 for definition.
Note. kayielsh approximation used for maneuver statistics (Ref. 171.

'R. M. Goldstein, JPL Communications Research Section, personal
communication.

In sizing the first maneuver, no consideration was given
to biasing the launch trajectory for planetary quarantine
purposes, because the planetary quarantine policy for a
1973 Venus/Mercury mission is not yet established.
Furthermore, the results of the Soviet missions in 1967
and 1969 will probably influence this policy. If an in-
jection bias is necessary, the effect will be to increase the
rms first maneuver.

Pointing and shut-off errors in the first maneuver will
cause a dispersion at Venus which must be reduced by
a second maneuver. Pointing errors are discussed in
section VII-G-2 and shut-off errors in section VIII-I. The
results stated in these sections imply a proportional point-
ing error of 0.7% to and a proportional velocity error of
0.2% la. The simplified execution error model given in
Ref. 18 requires equal proportional errors in all direc-
tions; a conservative estimate is that the total la propor-
tional error is 0.7%. The simplified model assumes a
spherical velocity error distribution following a maneuver
which may be mapped to the target, and the model
allows the use of the midcourse execution accuracy data
generated by a conic trajectory program.

The rms value of the second maneuver may be approx-
imated by taking the three-dimensional rms miss at the
target and dividing by the time between the second
maneuver and Venus encounter. This result compares
favorably to that found in Ref. 1 using integrated values.
Characteristics of the second maneuver are shown in
Table 4 for the reference trajectory. The values are
essentially the same as for the other candidate trajectories
because of the nearly constant Venus arrival date.

The residual error following the second maneuver is
almost entirely due to the orbit determination uncertainty
at the time of its execution. The level of orbit determina-
tion (OD) accuracy depends on several factors discussed
by Melbourne in Ref. 19'. The principal factors are rela-
tive station location-, location of the Earth spin axis
relative to the crust, charged particle density between
the station and the spacecraft, timing synchronization
errors between stations, and ability to determine the
spacecraft-station range rote. All but the last of these
can be lumped into an equivalent station location accu-
racy. These equivalent accuracies are quoted in Ref. 19
for two eras of Deep Space Network (DSN) development
and are repeated in Table 5.

The multi-planet mission requires precise determina-
tion of the spacecraft position relative to the intermediate
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Table 4. Second maneuver characteristics

Reference trajectory: Launch October 26, 1973,
Mercury arrival March 20, 1974

Dispersion at Venus following first maneuver

Semimajor axis, km 388

Semiminor axis, km 101

Orientation angle, deg 171

Three dimensional rms miss, km 439

Second maneuver magnitude (performed at encounter

- 3 days)

Rms value, m/sec i.7

Mean, m/sec 1.5

Sigma, m/sec 0.7

Residual dispersion at Venus due to orbit determination

uncertainties (1972 DSN capobililiy)

Semimajor axis, 	 km 27.2

Semiminor axis, km 5.0

Orientation angle, deg 125

Note,	 Rayleigh approximation used for manevrer statistics (Ref.	 17).

Table 5. Equivalent DSN Station location and
range rate uncertainties

All statistical values one sigma

Parameter uncertainty
DSN capability data (Ref. 19)

1969 1972

Distance from earth's spin axis 2 m 0.8 m

Longitude 4 m 1.6 m

L
Range rate 3 mm/set 1 mm/sec

planet, hence that planet's ephemeris must be well known.
Knowledge of the ephemeris of Venus has improved
dramatically over recent years. The current ephemeris
uncertainty is described in Ref. 11. This uncertainty has
been estimated for 1973 based on discussions with W. G.
Melbourne and the position error of the center of mass
of Venus was assumed to be between 1 and 5 km.

Orbit determination uncertainties in the Venus impact
plane are shown in Fig. 19 along with the execution error
dispersion from the first maneuver. Parameter values of
interest are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Navigation parameter uncertainties

All statistical values one sigma

DSN capability dote (Ref. 191
Parameter uncertainty

1964 1972

• priori spacecraft position
(spherical), km 200. 150.

• priori spacecra(' velocity
(spherical), km/sec 2 X 10-` 10-'

GM Venus, km'/sec' 0.8 0.4
Venus position (spherlcall, km 5. 1.
Station spin axis distance, m 2.0 0.8
Station longitude, m 4.0 1.6

Range rate data noise, mm/sec 3.0 1.0

B•plane

Tracking span, E - 30 days to Ev - 8 Ev - 4.5 Ev - 8 Ev - 4.5
days	 days days	 days

Semimajor axis, km 71.7	 66.2 29.8	 27.2
Semiminor axis, km 15.7	 13.4 5.9	 5.0
Orientation angle, deg 125.3	 125.0 12`.3	 124.8
Rms error, km 73.4	 67.6 30.4	 27.2

XECUTION ERROR FROM FIRST MANEUVER
OD UNCERTAINTY	 (NOVEMBER 10 LAUNCH)

TRACKING TO E - 4.5 days 	 DSN 1969 ERADSN 1972 ERA	 l/F

ORIENTATION ANGLE'
T

-100 km R

Fig. 19. One-sigma Venus B-plane dispersions
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The magnitude of the third maneuver is directly pro-
portional to the impact plane miss at Venus, hence its
value depends on the DSN navigation capability. The
rms magnitude is 26 m/sec for the current capability and
11 m/sec for that expected in 1972.

Following the third maneuver, the residual dispersion
is due to execution errors. The dispersion at Mercury
depends strongly on the flight time from Venus to Mer-
cury and, therefore, on the Mercury arrival date. Hence
the results are quite different for the reference and alter-
nate trajectories, as may be seen from Figs. 20 and 21
where 3a dispersion ellipses are plotted about the nomi-
nal aiming points. Two levels of DSN capability and two
levels of proportional execution errors are shown. The
standard deviation of the proportional execution errors,
oP (due to pointing and magnitude) are taken to be
0.008 (slightly larger than those quoted in section VII-
G-2) and 0.005 (an optimistic projection to 1973 eapa-

Table 7. Dispersion at Mercury following
third maneuver (1 sigma)

Mercury arrival date 3/20/74 4/3/74
Orientation angle, deg 138 167
1969 DSN capability

to dispersion for le execution - 0.008

major axis. km 545 1630
minor axis, km 462 301

la dispersion for to execution _ 0.005

major axis, km 347 1018
minor axis, km 289 188

1972 DSN capability
io dispersion for to execution = 0.008

major axis, km 235 655
minor axis, km 195 121

to dispersion for to execution = 0.005
major axis, km 147 409
minor axis, km 128 76

Table B. Total midcourse fuel requirements, m/sec

DSN capability date 111110f. 19)
Parameter

1969 1972

RMS value 30 is
Mean 27 13
Sigma 12 5

Moon + 3 sigma 64 29

Now Rsylelth opproulmetien vied for maneuver statistics feet. 171.

bility). For the late arrival, only the most optimistic
guidance parameters (the 1972 DSN capability and
oe = 0.005) assure success with a single post-Venus ma-
neuver for the aiming point chosen. One-sigma dispersion
values are given in Table 7.

The total mideourse fuel requirements are given in
Table 8; the values are essentially identical for both the
reference and alternate trajectories. Note that the require-
ments are sufficiently small, especially for the assumed
1972 DSN navigation capability, that Mariner Mars 1969
midcourse velocity capability will be adequate (section
VIII-1).

A summary of the guidance parameters is given in
Table 9. The major conclusion is that the dispersion at
Mercury following the last maneuver is generally ade-
quate to assure occultation(s) and avoid planetary impact,
assuming current navigation and guidance performance.
Improved performance will assure occultation for the
alternate south-polar trajectory.

Table 9. Guidance summary, baseline mission

Earth-based radio nevilleflon

Maneuver time
Rm► sixo,

m/ sec Purpose

Launch + 8 days	 3.1 Remove launch vehicle disper-
sions

Venus encounter	 1.7 Remove execution errors from
— 3 days first maneuver

Venus encounter	 11 — 26 Compensate for navigation
+8 days errors at second maneuver

Total mean-plus-three-sigma fuel load	 29 — 64 m/sec

Rms residual dispersion of Mercury
1969 DSN capability 750 km
1972 DSN capability 200 km

E. Launch Vehicle System

The launch vehicle assumed for the Mariner Venus/
Mercury 1973 is the Atlas (SLV-3C)/Ce4taur D. Similar
vehicles have been successfully used to launch a number
Of spacecraft, i.e., the last three Surveyor spacecraft, the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatom (OAO) spacecraft, and
two Mariner Mars 1989 spacecraft. Many of the require-
ments and constraints for the Mariner Venus/Mercury
1973 mission are similar to those of the Mariner Mars
1989 mission; therefore, much of the material in Ref. 20
is appropriate and has been used for the current base-
line study.
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NOTE!	 PARKING OR81T = 90 n ml
-	 LAUNCH AZIMUTH = 90 deg

100 1 b

MARINER MARS
1969

MARINER VENUS
19

/MERCURY

19.2
20.5

2800

2400

2000

1600

1200

BW

10	 20	 30	 40

VIS-VIVA ENERGY, C 3 , km2/,.2

Fig. 23. Parking orbit ascent payload capability

1. Nose fairing payload envelope. Figure 22 shows the
standard version of the Centaur nose fairing. The stand-
ard fairing was used for Surveyor, Mariner Mars 1989,
and is planned for Mariner Mars 1971. The baseline
Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 configuration will fit within
this standard payload envelope.

ALL DIMENSIONS
IN INCHES

14.8•

141.75

T ^-_ I15__e4
9.7	 115	 110

Fig. 22. Surveyor payload envelope

The nose fairing is constructed of honeycomb fiberglass
and is made in four sections, i.e., two half -conical sec-
tions and two half-cylindrical sections. The spacecraft
is encapsulated in the two half-conical sections at the
launch area Explosive Safe Facility (ESF) assembly area,
transported to the launch complex, and mated to the
launch vehicle, to which the two half-cylindrical sections
have been previously installed. When the launch vehicle

is out of the earth's lower atmosphere and still acceler-
ating, the nose fairing is jettisoned by separation of two
clamshell halves, each comprising one half-cylindrical
and one half-conical section. Separation of the two halves
is accomplished by pyrotechnic release devices and two
gas jets located in the forward end of the nose fairing.

2. Injection capability. As discussed in section V-B,
the launch energy C, required for the mission is 19.2 to
20.5 km"/sect (Table 2). Adequate launch windows
may be obtained with an allowable maximum launch
azimuth of 114°. Figure 23 indicates a maximum allow-
able separated spacecraft weight of 1180 lb for Mariner

Venus/Mercury 1973 assuming a launch azimuth of 90°.
The payload capabilities shown for Mariner Venus/
Mercury 1973 are 100 lb greater than those shown for
Mariner Mars 1989 since the configuration of Mariner

=r

Table 10. Injection covariance matrices

X, m	 R, m	 V, m/»e	 I', mrad	 W, m	 W, m/M

1.202E 05	 -1.192E 05 2.624E 02 -7.237E 01 -5.711 E 04 -2.148E 02
2.455E 05 -3.588E 02 1.261E 02 -1.026E 05 -7.367E 01

Aanic-
8.689E -01 -2.006E-01 1.871E 02 1.548E-01

Symmetric 7.006E-02 -2.885E 01 3.049E-02
9.474E 05 2.694E 03

9.642E 00

0.1202E 00	 -0.1192E 00 0.2624E-03 -0.9123E-04 -0.5711 E-01 0.2148E-03
0.2455E 00 -0.3588E-03 0.1448E-03 -0.1026E 00 -0.7367E-04

AJrr,-
0.8689E-06 -0.2417E-06 0.1871E-03 0.1548E-06

0.9571E-07 -0.1989E-04 -0.3191E-08
Symmetric 0.9474E 00 0.2694E-02

0.9642E-05
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Mars 1969 included a second telepak on the Centaur,
weighing approximately 100 lb, which is not required
for this mission. Figure 24 indicates a payload loss of
50 lb for a launch azimuth of 114 0 (worst case), thus the
net separated spacecraft weight capability would be 1130
lb. This estimate does not include an estimated 70 Ib for
spacecraft adapter which is normally included with pay-
load weight for launch, but which is not injected into

-40

° -80

0
i -120

-160
70	 80	 90	 100	 110	 120	 130

LA. INCH A7IMUTH, dog

Fig. 24. Payload loss vs launch azimuth

orbit with the spacecraft. There are other possible con-
tingency allowances and improvements for the Atlas/
Centaur which could be used to increase payload weight
capability, but the present e  i .,ability already exceeds that
required for the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 baseline
mission.

Because of the small declination (<4.5 0 ) of the launch
asymptote for the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 mission,
the distance between launch and perigee is too large to
permit a direct ascent launch profile. The Mariner Venus/
Mercury 1973 mission will therefore require the use of
a parking orbit. For the baseline reference trajectory
selected (section V-B-3), the 2-hr window opens at
0546 GMT October 26, 1973, with azimuth of 90' (open-
ing) to 114 0 (closing) and a maximum coast time of
1739 sec'. The coast time decreases with increasing azi-
muth. However, for the opening day of the selected base-
line period (October 22, 1973) the maximum coast time
is 1754 sec, which is considered the maximum required
for the entire launch period. The maximum coast time
successfully used to date on any Centaur mission is 25 min
(1500 sec). However, an increase of coast time to meet the
Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 requirements should not
be unduly difficult.

'JPL, personal communication to P. Eckman from F. M. Sturms, Jr.,
January 22, 1969; subject: Launch Window for Mariner Venus/
Mercury 1973.

3. Injection accuracy. The injection accuracy is a
function of many trajectory variables such as launch
azimuth, flight profile, injection energy, payload weight,
and coast time.

Since a reference trajectory was not available for this
mission, specific accuracy data could not be generated.
However, for the purposes of the guidance analysis and
sizing the first midcourse maneuver (section V-D), an
injection covariance matrix from Mariner Mars 1969 was
used. A direct ascent trajectory at a C, of 18.2 km 2 /sec,
was taken as representative. Table 10 gives the injection
covariance matrix in both the General Dynamics/Convair
(GD/C) and JPL forms. Table 11 summarizes the injection
errors from the first matrix in Table 10 and compares
them to those from Surveyor and the Applications Tech-
nology Satellite (ATS). The values shown for Mariner
Venus/Mercury 1973 were used in sizing the first mid-
course maneuver shown in Table 3.

Table 11. One-sigma injection errors'

Mission
Coast
time,
min

aX'
m

aft '
m

av-
m/sec

ar •
mrad

ax„
m

at;..
m/sec 

Mariner Venus/
30 347 499 0.94 0.267 980 3.13

Mercury 1973

Surveyor 25 4100 1000 1.0 0.48 1100 3.0

Applications
Technology 60 5400 1600 2.6 0.67 2200 3.7

Satellite (AT$)

•These errors are not statistically independent.

ax = Down-range position error

aR = Radius error from the center of the earth

a,, = Inertial velocity magnitude error

ar = Flight path angle error

ay, = Cross-range position error

oµ, = Cross -range velocity error

VI. Mission Description

The baseline mission sequence for Mann. Venus/
Mercury 1973 is similar to previous Mariner missions,
with two notable exceptions. The spacecraft -neounters
two planets, Venus and Mercury, and performs three
midcourse trajectory correction maneuvers. The first
midcourse correction occurs 8 days after launch. The
second and third maneuvers occur 3 days before Venus

-5016

NOTES:
I.	 C3 = 20km2

I
/,ec2

n4•

r--
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EAD EARTH AT DEPARTURE
EAVE EARTH AT VENUS ENCOUNTER
EAME EARTH AT MERCURY ENCOUNTER

VAE VENUS AT ENCOUNTER
MAE MERCURY AT ENCOUNTER
nU LINE OF NODES
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XO EXIT EARTH OCCULTATION
7 VERNAL EQUINOX

Fig. 25. Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 trajectory and sequence

encounter, and 8 days after Venus encounter, respec-
tively. The baseline mission is depicted in Fig. 25. The
spacecraft approaches the dark side of Venus above the
ecliptic plane, passes the planet approximately 100 days
after launch (the actual number of days depends on the
launch day), and travels throu gh the earth occultation
zone. The spacecraft then passes downward through the
ecliptic plane and proceeds toward Mercury. At Mercury,
the spacecraft travels through the sun occultation zone,
passes within 2500 km of the surface of Mercury, and
travels through the earth occultation zone in rapid suc-
cession. The baseline mission is terminated 20 days past
Mercury encounter.

The Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 baseline capabili-
ties were indicated in Table 1. A significant difference
from recent Mariner spacecraft is the inclusion of a
one degree-of-freedom, high-gain steerable antenna. In
addition, the baseline spacecraft has the capability for
four midcourse trajectory corrections; however, only three
maneuvers are anticipated. The Mariner Venus/Mercury
1973 spacecraft will pass approximately 0.43 ALT from
the sun after Mercury encounter, which is closer than
any previous Mariner spacecraft. This is a most important
difference because the thermal environment will be
significantly more severe.

Interplanetary cruise science and engineering rates
are 166% bits/sec and 66%,33% or 8% bits/sec, respectively.
Interplanetary science and engineering data are trans-

mitted over the primary low-gain antenna until approxi-
mately 65 days before Venus encounter. The high-gain
antenna is used subsequently for communications except
during maneuvers. The baseline antenna configuration
results in a few weeks loss of cruise science data near
earth for early launch dates, because the spacecraft is
optimized to acquire data primarily during planetary
encounters, and secondarily, between Venus and Mercury.

A buffer has been added to the baseline science data
subsystem (SDS) to augment the tape recorder. The intent
of the buffer is to store real-time fields and particles data
during critical periods of the mission near planetary
encounter when the data storage subsystem (DSS) is in
the record or playback mode.

The baseline spacecraft has the primary objective of
obtaining data in the vicinity of Mercury; however, some
of the Mercury-peculiar experiments can perform a use-
ful science mission at Venus and during interplanetary
flight. The instruments applicable at Venus are the TV,
high resolution infrared radiometer (HRIR), and the dual
frequency receiver (DFR). The playback data rate at
Venus is 16.2 kbits/sec. The playback rate at Mercury
is 8.1 kbits/sec. The baseline mission requires at least
one 210-ft antenna.

Figure 26 indicates the Venus encounter science
sequence. The tape recorder must be stopped for approx-
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LAUNCH: OCTOBER 26, 1973
VENUS ARRIVAL: FEBRUARY 3, 1977

a I I•
1) a 153•

V. = 8.3 krr,/wc

TIMES INDICATED.

1. E V -1 hr

2. CROSS TERMINATOR, E V -7 min

3. CLOSEST APPROACH (7038 km),

A. ENTER EARTH OCCULTATION,

5. EXIT EARTH OCCULTATION, EV

6. E V .I hr

REMARKS:

I. PLANE SHOWN 15 THE SUN-EARTH-VENUS PLANE.
TRAJECTORY DOES NOT LIE IN THIS PLANE

2. TOTAL EARTH OCCULTATION TIME: 20 min, 3 we

3. T IN PARALLEL TO INCOMING ASYMPTOTE

7. S IN 13.6 clop DOWN FROM PLANE SHOWN

S. TRAJECTORY DEFLECTION = N d.9

WIN

7	 ^_IN

S
e

EARTH
SHADOW

ZONE

Fig. 26. Venus encounter sequence

imately 10 min during earth occultation at Venus, since
the maximum recording time is approximately 20 min
and data immediately before and immediately after earth
occultation is desired. The tape recorder is partially
unloaded and pictures taken alternately for approxi-
mately 16 hr past closest approach, when Venus subtends
approximately a 1-deg field of view.

The Mercury encounter sequence is indicated in Fig. 27,
The encounter sequence for Mercury is initiated 7 days
prior to closest approach. Periodically, a sequencc of
eight TV pictures is taken and transmitted back to
Goldstone or one of the other two 210-ft sites planned.
Record and playback of pictures will occur up to 12 min
before closest approach. The pre-encounter science ex-

SUN	 PROBELAUNCH: OCTOBER 70, 1973 	 TRAJECTORYMERCURY ARRIVAL. MARCH 20, 1977	 S
t	 27•

n x 130'
Pro a 15.1 km/^.c	 130•

i	 37•__

3• 11
EARTH E

EARTH

TIMES INDICATED:
31. ENTER SUN OCCULTATION, E M -10 min, N we	 MERCURY

2. EXIT SUN OCCULTATION, E M -2 min, 36 we

3. CLOSEST APPROACH (2500 km), E M .0	 i2

4. ENTER EARTH OCCULTATION, E M . I min, 12 sec

5. CROSS TERMINATOR, E M . 7 min, 30,-

6. EXIT EARTH OCCULTATION, E M . 7 min, 55 we	 J!

REMARK S: 	 / I SUN

I.PLANEPUNE SHOWN IS SUN-E..RTH -MERCURY PLANE 	 SHADOW

TRAJECTORY DOES NOT LIE IN THIS PLANE	 ZONE

2. TOTAL SUN OCCULTATION TIME - 8 min, 7 we
3. TOTAL EARTH OCCULTATION TIME - 6 min, 13 we
4. PARALLEL TO INCOMING ASYMPTOTE

5. s APPROXIMATELY 10 dp UP FROM PLANE SHOWN

6. TRAJECTORY DEFLECTION LESS THAN 1 d.R

Fig. 27. Mercury encounter sequence
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periments consist primarily of TV and HRIR. The cruise
science instruments are also of interest during the pre-
encounter as well as the post-encounter and occultation
periods. The near-encounter sequence starts at sun oc-
cultation which begins 10 min before close.it approach
for the baseline mission. The infrared radiometer (IRR)
scans the dark side of Mercury during sun occultation.
Solar occultation ends approximately 2 min before closest
approach. The DFR is switched into its high data rate
mode at this time for earth occultation measurements.
The TV and HRIR sequence is initiated 3 min after
closest approach during earth occultation, and prior to
the spacecraft crossing the Mercury terminator at E b + 4
min, 30 sec. The spacecraft exits earth occultation about
8 min after closest approach. The TV and HRIR near-
encounter sequence ends approximately 19 min after
closest approach, when the DSS is filled to capacity.
At this point, the spacecraft is commanded in:o the post-
encounter science segnencc in which the DSS alternately
plays back encounter data previously stored and records
additional TV pictures taken between these playbacks.
The spacecraft is returned to the far-encounter mode
approximately 3 hr after encounter, after which periodic
picture taking and cruise science measurements will
continue until 7 days after encounter. From 7 days until
the end of the mission, cruise science measurements
will be taken.

Section III referred to the possibility of extending the
mission duration. The primary impact of extending the
mission is a requirement that the high-gain antenna track
the earth through solar opposition, requiring the antenna
to function in full sun illumination at high solar intensity.

VI1. Spacecraft Description

A. Introduction

The baseline spacecraft configuration resulted from
consideration of the objectives and constraints described
in section III, and various alternatives that arose during
the study period. Some of the more significant alterna-
tives are (baseline selections in italic):

(1) Early arrival (March 20) at Mercury versus late
arrival (sections IV, and V-C)

(2) Sunny side, versus polar, versus dark side pass for
early arrival (sections IV, and V-C)

(3) Venus entry capsule versus flyby only (Apper.•
dix B)

(4) Maneuver sequence; pitch -roll versus roll-A turn
( Appendix C)

(5) Solar cell temperature cor,;,z:' 4 panel mirror
mosaic versus 2 tiltable panels (AppenL:. ^)

(6) Termination of mission at 20 days past Mercury
versus an extended mission ( Appendix E)

(7) Encounter record and playback data handling; core
buyer versus other methods (to avoid loss of fields
and particles data) (section VII-G).

(8) Optimization of data return near Mercury versus
earth/Venus interplanetary flight region (sections
VII-F and Appendix E).

In the following sections, descriptions are given of
the baseline spacecraft configuration, sequence of events,
weight estimates, power requirements and subsystem
telecommunications performance and subsystem, and
data handling.

B. Configuration

1. Guidelines and constraints. Those elements of the
mission which significantly impact the configuration are
listed here for reference even though they may have been
presented in earlier sections of the report (section III).

a. Mission parameters

Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle
Standard Centaur (Surveyor) shroud (Fig. 22)
Mariner-class spacecraft
Maximum utilization of Mariner Mars 1969 and 1971

hardware and technology
1130-1b maximum injected spacecraft (not including

launch vehicle/spacecraft adapter)

b. Design requirements

Survive 5.4 solar constants experienced near Mercury
at a distance of 0.43 AU from the sun

Provide maximum visibility of Mercury (and Venus)
for the imaging and other planet-oriented experi-
ments

Provide satisfactory data return throughout mission,
especially from Venus encounter until 20 days
after Mercury encounter

Provide spherical command-link capability.

2. Spacecraft description. The Mariner Venus/Mercury
1973 spacecraft configuration is based on Marina r Mars

i

4
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Fig. 28. Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 spacecraft, sunlit side

1969 and 1971 hardware and technology and is identical
except where unique mission parameters dictate modifi-
cation or replacement of components. Figure 28 depicts
the baseline spacecraft resulting from the study effort.
Although the configuration pictured is not necessarily
the optimum spacecraft, it serves to indicate potential
problem areas and to suggest alternate approaches need-
ing additional study. Several of these areas are discussed
in the Appendices.

The spacecraft consists of the standard Mariner
octagonal bus with six louvered bays, a Mariner Mars
1969 propulsion module in the seventh bay, and a
high-emission, fixed radiating surface in the eighth. Four
modified Mariner Mars 1971 solar panels are mounted on
outriggers. Figure 29 is a Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973
configuration drawing showing subsystem and compo-
nent arrangement. The panels and outriggers are inverted
to face the sun in a direction opposite from that on flights
to Mars. The Mariner Mars 1969 high-gain antenna has
been placed on the shade side of the spacecraft; an

instrument scan platform is shown which is considerably
smaller than that used on either Mariner Mars 1969 or
1971. Neither the antenna nor the platform is exposed to

the sun except during maneuvers. The launch vehicle
adapter along with its V-band assembly and separation
mechanism remain unchanged. However, the adapter
will be virtually empty since there is no scan platform
on the forward face of the spacecraft. Succeeding para-
graphs will cover the spacecraft and its subsystem in
more detail

a. Coordinate convention. Conventional Mariner co-
ordinate systems and bay locations have been used with-
out regard to weight, CG, or thermal considerations.
A tabulation of bay locations is given below.

Bay No. Equipment

I Power conversion and pyro
II Propulsion

III Attitude control and CC&S
IV Telemetry and command
V Data storage

VI RF communications
VII Science

VIII Power regulator and battery
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Figure 30 defines the spacecraft coordinate systems.
Though the coordinates are consistent with previous
Mariner Mars spacecraft, it should be noted that the
direction to the sun from the spacecraft has changed to
the +7. direction. The relationship between spacecraft
and launch-vehicle coordinate systems is given in Fig. 31.

b. Solar panels. Four solar panels similar structurally
to those used on Mariner Mars 1971 are mounted on
inverted Mariner Mars 1971-type outriggers to minimize
thermal input to the spacecraft. The panels fold up for
storage within the Surveyor fairing with the active
surface facing outward. The panels slope inward slightly
as they rise from the outrigger hinge points to the upper
tip, (Fig. 29). The upper corners are attached to one
another through the Mariner Mars 1971 damper and
latching mechanisms.

The panels provide approximately 83 ft' of surface
area, one-third of which is covered with solar cells, The
remainder is covered with second-surface mirrors ar-
ranged in a mosaic pattern among the cells. The mirrors
reduce the panel temperature near Mercury by reflecting
most of the solar energy incident to them and by emitting
the heat from the solar cells conducted to them through
the substrate. The substrate thickness Nvill be increased
from the 5 mils used in :lfariner Mars 1969 ind 1971
panels to perhaps as much as 20 mils for an unproved
conductive path. This solar panel design concept was
chosen for the baseline configuration; some alternatives
are discussed in Appendix D.

e. High-gain antenna. A Mariner Mars 1969, 40-in.-
diameter, parabolic high-gain antenna is mounted on
a truss structure within the stowed solar panels and does
not require deployment. Except during maneuvers, the
antenna remains in the shade throughout the mission.
The location and height of the antenna are such that an
unobstructed field of view (a 30-deg included angle cone
frustum emanating from the Lee of the dish) is provided
from E, — 65 days to E,,, + 20 days. The antenna has
one degree of freedom articulation and rotates through
150 deg about a "hinge" axis defined later in sectionVII-
F, Fig. 40.

The baseline antenna and its support structure obscure
a portion of the scan platform field of view in the
present configuration (Fig. 29). Additional effort will be
required to restructure and relocate the antenna to mini-
mize or eliminate interference. Field-of-view obscuration

is covered in greater detail in the next section.

d. Lott-gafn antenna. A pair of Mariner Afars 1969
low-gain antennas provide spherical command-link cap-
ability regardless of spacecraft attitude. The antennas
are mounted on top of identical 93-in, wave guides. Each
antenna has an unobstructed 2.2 Tr steradian spherical
sector field of view. The primary omni is body fixed on
the centerline of bay 1V near the edb, of the bus on
the shade side of the spacecraft, with its axis parallel to
the 180-deg cone vector. The secondary low-gain antenna
rotates from it stowed position within the solar panels
through approximately 200 deg to a deployed position
on the sunlit side of the spacecraft; the deployment
position is at 80 deg clock and 20 deg cone angle, The
deployment hinge is attached to the bay V solar panel
outrigger and protrudes into the area in front of bay VI.

e. Thermal shield and suit shade. The entire sunlit
face of the spacecraft is covered by a thermal blanket
which extends beyond the edges of the bus to form a
shade. The edges of the shade are rigidized and sup-
ported by a stand-off structure attached to the outriggers.
ThP extension for bays II and VIII is approximately 10 in.
to protect the propulsion module and Canopus sensor,
respectively. The extension is 6 in. for the remaining bays.

f. Scan platform. Science instruments .which require
articulation are mounted on a 2-degrees-of-freedom scan
platform with complete rotational freedom (360 deg)
about mutually perpendicular axes. The platform is lo-
cated near the edge of the spacecraft, at the corner
between bays VI and VII on the shade side, and is not
exposed to the sun except during maneuvers.

The platform has the physical ability to point the cam-
eras toward any point on a spacecraft centered celestial
sphere. However, the spacecraft bus, sun shade, solar
panels, and antennas do obscure some portions of the
sphere. The platform location has been chosen to limit
the obscuration to noncritical or least-critical areas. As
located and mechanized for the baseline configuration,
the platform provides for a post-encounter sequence at
Venus, and both pre- and post-encounter sequences for
the Mercury baseline and alternate south polar trajec-
tories. The following section will cover the capabilities
and limitations in greater detail.

3. Scan platform pointing and obscuration. To deter-
mine the capabilities and limitations of the scan platform,

i-
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(2) Venus (10/22/73	 Ev ± 20 hr

launch

0

(3) Mercury

(10/22/73 launch)

(a) Reference tra-	 E„ {-10 days
jectory
(equatorial pass)

(b) Alternate	 E„ ±60 min
traiectory

(south dolar pass)

b. Pointing vector dispersions. For the baseline mis-
sion, the effect of varying paunch dates and B-plane
errors on the nomi:tal trace for the Mercury equatorial
pass was also evaluated. Examination of the range of
launch dates indicates that launch day 1 (10/22/73

launch; 3/21/74 arrival) and launch day 8 (10/29/73
launch; 3/19/74 arrival) give the extremes in cone and
clock angle. For each of these, arbitrarily sized pertur-
bations of ±750 km in B and ±8.5 deg in 0 were -pplied
to the nominal aiming point (B = 5000 km, 0 = 0 deg).
(Refer to sections V-B and V-D for coordinate definitions
mid awi( irated trajectory dispersions.) The resulting
scan platform pointing vector dispersions are plotted in
Fig. 33.
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c. Scan platform capability. Figures 34 and 35 show
the degree to which masking limits the platform capa-
bilities."' The irregular outline superimposed on planet
traces represents the limits to which the platform can be
rotated in cone and clock while maintaining a totally

unobstructed field of view. The center of rotation of the
platform is taken as the origin in these figures.

Also presented in the figures are the relative positions
and shapes of the high-gain antenna, and the scan plat-
form fields of view at various critical times near en-
counter. It may be seen that the view of the center of
Mercury is not obstructed by the antenna (Fig. 35)
though masking of Venus from E,- + 7 min to E v + 30 min
does occur (Fig. 34). Masking caused by the baseline
high-gain support structure has not been presented in
these figures. Restructuring will be necessary to eliminate
the masking whirn results from the structure shown
in Fig. 29.

In summary, the platform provides an unobstructed
field of view for both cameras when pointed at the planet
centers for at least the following intervals:

(1) Venus encounter
E l . — 10 min to Er• + 7 min; and Ev + 30 min to
Ev+20 hr
(view obstructed by high-gain antenna from
Ev + 7 min to E ti. + 30 min).

(2) Baseline trajectory (Mercury equatorial pass)
Em — 7 days to E„ — 15 min; and, E„ + 3.5 min to
E„ 10 days
(view obstructed by spacecraft from E„ — 15 min
to EM + 3.5 min).

(3) Alternate trajectory (Mercury south polar pass)
E,v-60 min to E„+ 60 min

4. Science instruments. At this point in the program, a
science payload has not been selected. However, evalua-
tion of interface problems such as instrument placement,
look angles, fields of view, and temperature control can
only be accomplished using instruments for which data
and requirements exist. Therefore, a representative

"Geometric considerations and physical aspects assumed in deter-

mining the masked area are shown in Fig. 36. For convenience in

constructing the mask, a fixed shape for the field of view was used

throughout. The shape used is conservative except at the outer ends

of the solar panels, where interference does not occur in the
baseline mission.

science payload as suggested by NASA, was used, and,
where appropriate, parameters of prior Mariner instru-
ments were assumed.

The instruments are: wide-angle camera, narrow-
angle camera, high-resolution infrared radiometer, dark-
side infrared radiometer, helium magnetometer, tri-axial
search coil magnetometer, dual-frequency receiver, ener-
getic particle detector, plasma probe, and cosmic dust
detector.

The two cameras and the HRIR are loca t ed on the
scan platform which has a 4-rr steradian pointing capa-
bility, though portions of the field of view are obscured,
as discussed in section VII-B-3.

The IRR is mounted on the sunlit face of the space-
craft. The sensor is partially submerged within bay VII
and is mounted against a louvered wall, The sensor is
covered by the forward thermal blanket except for the
view ports. A removable sun shade will cover the port
area until solar occultation occurs.

The heliu-,. vapor magnetometer mounts on the pri-
marylow-gain antenna mast 80 in. above the spacecraft as
in previous Mariner spacecraft designs.

The tri-axial search coil magnetometer sensor consists
of three mutually perpendicular bar shaped elements.
The sensor is located 10 ft from the spacecraft on a 2-ft
fixed boom which is attached to the end of a solar panel.
A shade is provided to protect the sensor from the sun.

A pair of cupped turnstile DFR antennas (423.3 and
1294.8 MHz) are attached to, and move with, the high-
gain antenna. This articulation provides for an occultation
experiment at Venus and Mercury without the necessity
of separate repositioning of the DFR antennas at the two
planets. The DFR antennas may require relocation if
unaccepta ale interference with the scan platform field
of view occurs.

The plasma probe, energetic particle detector, and cos-
mic dust detector of the types used on previous Mariner
spacecraft were also evaluated. These instruments should
require no special attention with the exception of the
plasma probe, where materials changes in the sensor will
be required to withstand the thermal environment near
Mercury.
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Fig. 34. Scan platform view limitations at Venus
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Fig. 36. Spacecraft mask doermination

	

C. Mariner Venus /Mercury 1973 Baseline Sequence 	 Definitions used in this sequence are:
of Fvents L 4 0 = liftoff (2-in. rise)

BUS

The sequence- of event:: that fellows was generated to
provide a nomina' mission outline The reference trajec-
tory was assumed with Venus arrival February 3, 1974
(1700 GMT) and Mercury arrival March 20, 1974 (1800
GMT). The launch date is October 26, 1973. The baseline
mission assumed is an equatorial pass with dual (sun and
earth) occultation at Mercury.

The level of de.ail presented is only that which s
necessary to assist the technical disciplines in initial
design of subsystems. The source and destination of com-
mands necessary to implement the sequence of events are
not considered here.

S + 0 = i:Y °craft separation from launch vehicle

M, + 0 = start of nth trajectory correction
maneuver (n = 1,2,3)

Ev + 0 = closest approach to Venus

E„ + 0 = closest approach to Mercury

The nominal operational telemetry modes referred to in
this section are described in section VII-G. Performance
predictions are discussed in section VII-F.

A time-line diagram of some of the key maneuver and
encounter events is shown in Fig. 37.
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6

Major events with their associated nominal times
follow;

EVENT TIME

1.	 Start final spacecraft countdown L - 4 hr
checkout. OF power on, cruise mode I.
TWT low power. Transmitting and
receiving on primary low-gain antenna.

2.	 Clear, load, and verify CC&$. L - 1 hr

3. Start one-way communications L - 1 hr
(downlink only).

4.	 Switch spacecraft to internal power L - 7 min
and verify.

5.	 Start CC&S sequence. L - 4 min

6.	 Liftoff. L + 0 (Oct. 26, 1973)
0546 GMT

7.	 Aerodynamic fairing separation. To be determined

8.	 Second Centaur burn cutoff (injection)" L + 39 min
(1739 sec coast time)

9.	 Separate spacecraft. S + 0 (L + 40 min)

10.	 Turn on active attitude control ACS. S + 0
Start acquiring sun.

11.	 Vart two-way communications. Trans- S + 0
mitting and receiving on primary low.
gain antenna. 85-ft d' h. Low-power
TWT.

12.	 Deploy solar panels and secondary S + 3 min, 10 sec
low-gain antenna.

13	 CCB,S backup to verify turn-on of ACS, S + 25 min (L + 65 min)
deployment of solar panels and
secondary low-gain antenna.

14.	 Sun acquisition complete. Switch to Event 10 + 0 min to
solar po • .el power, even; 10 + 45 min

15.	 Swatch to cruise mode 11. Start Event 14 + 0 min
calibration of magnetometers.

16.	 Complete mognetometer calibration. Even, 14 + 10 hr
Turn on Canopus sensor and initiate
roll search about the sunline axis.

17.	 Complete Canopus acquisition. Event 16 + 0 min to
Terminate roil search. event 16 + 120 min

"All powered flight trajectories require a parking orbit. A typical

value of 39 min includes 29 min coast time and 10 min from

launch to start of parking orbit.

"The baseline turn sequence for all Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973

maneuvers is a pitch turn followed by a roll turn ( referred to as
a pitch-roll maneuver). The abo%e times are typical values for any

of the four possible trajectory-correction maneuvers. The roll-A

maneuver turn sequence is discussed in Appendix C and appears

to be a possible alternative to the pitch-rc'1 maneuver turn sequence
as some thermal problems are alleviated.

"Launch-date dependent.

EVENT TIME

18.	 Initiate first trajectory correction M, + 0 IL + 8 days)
maneuver.	 Switch to cruise mode I.
Gyros turned on. Low-power TWT,
primary low-gain antenna, 210-ft
dish not mandatory. Ranging
turned off.

19.	 Switch to inertial reference. Set polarity. M, - 1 - 68 min, 16 sec
Start pitch tu4"(0,18 deg min to
180 deg max).

10.	 Stop pitch turn. Event 19 + 1 sec to event
19 + 2000 sec

21.	 Set polarity. Start roll turn (0.18 Event 20 + 256 sec
deg min to 180 deg max).

22.	 Stop roll turn. Event 21	 + 1 sec to event
21 + 2000 sec

23.	 Start burn. Event 22 + 1024 sec

24.	 Stop burn. Event 23 + 0.0." sec to
event 23 + 102. 35
sec

25.	 Start sun reacquisition. Event 24 + 256 sec

26.	 Complete sun reacquisition. Switch Event 25 + 0 sec to event
to cruise mode H. Start Canopus 25 + 1200 sec
reacquisition. (M, + 93 min, 54 sec to

M, + 182 min, 14 sec)

27.	 Complete Canopus reacquisition. Event 26 + 1 h r to event
Gyros turned off. 26 + 4 hr

28. Switch TWT to high-power. TWT will L + 10 days
remain in high power for
remainder of mission.

?9.	 Switch to cruise mode I. Science loss L + 15 days "(Oct 26
due to blackout. ( Will not occur for launch)
late launches.)

30.	 Unlatch high-gain antenna. Between events 29 and 31

31.	 Switch to high-goin spacecraft antenna. L + 35 days "(Oct 26
Spacecraft receiving over primary launch)
low-goin antenna. Switch to uuise
mode II. Recommence ranging
desired.

32.	 Initiate second trajectory maneuver." M, + 0 (Er - 3 days)
Switch to cruise mode I. Gyros turned January 31, 1974
on. Switch spacecraft transmission to (L + 97 days)"
primary low-gain ante-ina. 210-ft dish
may be mandatory dependirg on value
of turns. Repeat events 19-27.

33.	 Switch spa %craft transmission back to M, + 93 min, 54 sec to
high-gain antenna. Switch to cruise M, + 182 min, 14 sec
mode 11. 85-ft dish.

34.	 Unlatch scan platform. Between events 33 and 35

35.	 Switch to pre-encounter mode. Er - 1 hr

36.	 Cross terminator. E,	 - 3 min, 59 sec

37.	 Closed approach. DSS on. Picture lak- Er + 0, 1700 GMT
ing commences. Switch to record Feb 3, 1974 If + IDo
mode I. DFR begins high rate data days)°
transmission.
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EVFNT TIME
38. Enter earth occultation. Engineering E,	 4	 5 min, 44 sec

data will be lost throughout occulta-

tion. Switch to record mode It.

39. Switch to record mode III in order to To be determiner,

conserve storcge capacity for Occulta-

V )n exit. Time will be determineJ by

actual picture sequence as frame time

varies depending on whether some

camera, ulternoting coma :is, or o

combination is the picture order

desired.

40. Switch to record mode 11. Ei + 21 min, 0 sec

41. Exit earth occultation. Switch to record E,	 + 25 min, 47 sec

mode I.

42. Completion of maximum DSS recording To be determined

time. Time required of actual recording
(not counting gap from event 3 •: to

40) will vary from 16.6 to 21.4
min, depending on camera sequence

chosen. 32 pictures have been taken.

43. Switch to playback mode. Play back To be determined

two pictures which will take 10 min,

57 sec.

44. Switch to record mode I. Take one Event 43 + 0
picture.

45. Switch to playback mode. Play back Event 44 4- 31 sec

two pictures (most recent picture and

one encounter picture).

46. Switch to recor r! mode 1. Take one Event 45 + 10 min, 57 sec
picture.

47. Repeat steps 45 and 46 until recorder

is empty and all encounter and for
encounter pictures have been trans.

mitted. Mi,,;..:.,m time (no gap in

picture taking) to do this would be

approximately 6 hr.

48. Switch to record mode I, TV will take To be determined
32 more pictures at appropriate times 'approx. Er + 7 hr
until Ei	 +16 hr. These pictures will be

stored on DSS until 210-ft dish comes
into view aga i n. Fields and particles
data will be received by 85-ft dish

whone ,er 210-ft dish is not in view.

Cruise mode II will be used when TV
pictures ore not being recorded Or

played back.

49. Switch to cruise mode II. Er + 16 hr

50. Initiate third trajectory moneuver," Ms + 0 (E, + 8 days)
Switch to cruise mode 1. Gyros turned

on. Switch spacecraft transmission to
low-grin antenna. 210-ft dish

mandatory unless turns very small.

Repe.*t events 19-27.

51. Switch to cruise mode 11. Switch M, + 93 min, 54 sec to

spacecraft transmission back to high- M, + 182 min, 14 sec
gain antenna.

52. Switch to pre-encounter mode. Em - 7 days

EVENT TIME
53.	 Switch to record mode I." Start En - 7 days

picture taking when camera B resolu-

tion equal* 500 km. Record 7 B
frames and one A frome.Will take 4

min, 58 sec if A trome is between two

B frames. HRIR remains off.

54.	 Switch to playback mode. Transmit 8 Event 53 -f-	 min, 58 sec

pictures taken in event 53; will take 87

min, 36 sec.

55.	 Switch to cruise mode I1. Event 54 -1	 87 min, 36 sec

56.	 Repeat events 53-55. L u - 4 days

57.	 Repeat events 53-55. Elf - 2 days

58.	 Repeat events 53-55. Eli	 - 1 day

59.	 Repeat events 53-55. Eli - 12 hr

60.	 Switch to record mode I. Begin Eli - 6 hr, 54 min

when B field of view is approximately
one planet Wometer. Record one B

frame. Requires 31 sec, HRIR on.

61.	 Switch to playback mode. Transmit E.: - 6 hr, 53 min, 29 sec

picture taken in event 60; will to-e

11.2	 min.

62.	 Begin repeating events 60 . 61 Ell - 5 h,, 42 min, 17 sec

(continuously).

63. Switch to record mode 1. Record one A E,	 - 1 hr, 22 min, 58 sec

from* followed by five B framer

64. Switch to playback mode. Transmit 6 E„ -- 1 hr, 19 min, 12 sec

pictures taken in event 63; will take

67 min, 12 sec.

65.	 Switch to cruise mode 11. Switch ACS to Ell - 12 min

inertial control (gyros on).

66.	 Enter sun occultat i on. Take cover off Em - 10 min, 44.5 sec

IRR. Begin IRR operation.

67.	 Exit sun occultation.	 Turn	 IRR off.	 Put Ell - 2 min, 36.8 sec
cover back on.

68.	 Closest approach. Eli + 0, 1800 GMT

March 20, 1974

(L + 145 days)"

69. Switch to record mo,e III. Enter earth Em + 1 min, 12 sec
occultation. Lose engineering data

throughout occultation.

70. Switch to record mode If. Record A and Eli + 3 min

B frames until DSS capacity is filled;
will take 16 min, 33 sec.

71.	 Cross terminator. Ell 	 4 min, 30 sec

72.	 Exit earth occultation. Switch to recorcl Ell 	 17 in, 55.2 sec
mode I. Switch ACS bark to celestial

reference (g y ros off),

73. Switch to playback mode. DSS now Eu + 19 min, 33 sec
full. Transmit 2 , ictures.

74. Switch to record	 node 1. Take one B Em + 43 rin, 57 sec
frame.

75. Repeat events 73 and 74 three times Ev 4 44 min, 28 sec

for a total of four cycles. (28 pictures
on DSS at completion of cycles.)

"For the baseline configuration, there are two cameras, A and B,
which are discussed in section VIII-N.
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EVENT	 TIME

76. Switch to playback mode. Transmit 8 	 Ev + i hr, 59 min, 13 s:r

pictures (20 pictures on DSS).

77. Switch to record mode I. Record one 8	 Ev + 3 hr, 28 min, 49 sec

frame.

78. Repeat events 76 and 77 three times	 Ev + 3 hr, 29 min, 20 sec

for a total of four cycles. At

completion DSS will be empty.

79. S..itch io cruise mode 11.	 Ev + 7 hr, 59 min, 41 sec

80. Switch to r*cr , d mode I. Record 7 B	 Ev + 12 hr

frames and one A frume t will take 4

min, 58 sec if A from* is between two

B frames. HRIR off.

81 . Switch to playback mode I. Transmit 8 	 Ev + 12 hr, 4 min, 58 sec

pictures taken in event 80. Will take

87 min, 36 inc.

82. SwiW to cruise mode II. 	 Ev + 13 hr, 32 min,

34 sec

83.	 Repeat events 80-82. Eu + 1 day

84.	 Repeat events 80- 82. Eu 4- 2 days

85.	 Repeat events 80-82. Em + 4 days

86.	 Repeat events 80-82. Ev + 7 days

87.	 leave on cruise mode II or playback Eu + 7 days

mode unti! all desired data are

obtained.

A8.	 End of baseline mission." E.v + 20 days

D. Weight Summary -nd Subsystem Development Status

The Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 subsystem weights
and status are shown in Table 12 for the baseline Mercury
flyhy. The total spacecraft weight is 829 ]b, which in-
cludes 71 lb for the Afarin--r Mars 1989 spacecraft adapter.
Thu.;, the separated (injected) spacecraft weight is
758 ]b. The launch energy C„ required for the baseline
opportunity is 20,5 km"/see", which corresponds to a
separated spacecraft capability of approximately 1130 lb
for the Atlas (SLV-3C)/Centaur D launch vehicle. There-
fore, an additional 372 lb of separated spacecraft pay-
load capability exists for the baseline opportunity.

The propulsion weight shown includes the capability
for a fourth midcourse trajectory correction maneuver.
T he SDS weight shown includ .s 7 lb for the core buffer
discussed in section VII-G and VIII-M. The science pay-
load, given in section VIII-N, weighs 90 lb, approxi-
mately 12% of the separated spacecraft weight. The
power subsystem weight breakdown is discussed it see.
tion V111-D. The DSS, FTni, FCS and RFS subsystem
weights ^re sed on tentative Mariner Mar:, 1971 values.

"Refer to section III and Appendix E for extended mission con-

siderations.
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The design and technology status of each subsystem
is as indicated.

E. Power Requirements and Subsystem Description

The Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 power subsystem
consists of a primary and a secondary power source,
solar panels and silver zinc hatterie ., and (tentatively
selected) silver zinc batteries, respectively. In addition,
poxscr conditioning components are provided for con-
ditioning and conversion of unregulated solar panel and
battery outputs as required by user subsystems. A func-
tional block diagr.tm of the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973
baseline power subsystem is shown in section VIII, Fig. 84.
A combination of the Mariner Mars 1989/1971 power
subsystems \vas used as the baseline system. The sizing of
the primary and secondary power .source and -ondition-
ing equipment is based on the total power demand from
each source and component in addition to the efficiencies
of these components which vary throughout the nlisraon.
Component efficiencies and their effect on the total power
demand arc shown in section VIiI, 'fable 18.

The distance of the spacecraft from the suit he
taken into consideration when sizing the solar panel.
On April 2, 1974 (13 days after arrival at Mercury), the
spacecraft is at its closest approach to the sun, assutnc:i
as 0.43 AU. Solar intensity is increased from 140 mw/cm=
at earth to approximately 757 mw/cm = . Associated with
the increase in solar intensity is a significant increase in
temperature. Becau se of this, a newly designed solar
panel is required, limiting maximum panel temper-, cure to
135 to 140°C. As a result, near-Mercury output
may drop to approximately 19 Vdc (Appendix D), which
is below the minimum input voltage allowance of 25 Vdc
(maximur.- 50 Vdc) for operation of the power condition-
ing, battery charger, and battery. However, the switching
of four solar panels front a parallel condition at 35 Vdc
(temperature approaches 60'C) to a two-panel parallel-
series operation (shown in section VIII, Fig. 85), will
alleviate this condition. Available solar panel power will
vary from approximately 375 NV at near-earth to approxi-
mately 550 W at Mercury (Appendix D). A detailed dis-
cussion of this approach is presented in section ViI1-D-2
and -4.

Table 13 summarizes the total raw power required
for the key operational modes (section VII-C) which
o^cw from launch through a Mercury—sun occultation
mode. !ncludcd is the power source required and as-
signed for each mode of operation. A detailed breakdown
of power requirements is shown in section VIII, Table 18.
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aw	 Tah& 12. Wz!ght su.mnari-attc lsubsi f eriVaevelopmenf status ""'^'

Subsystem Weight, I6 Design Technology

Adopter 71 Mariner Man 1969 Mariner Mars 1969

Structure 170 Major modification Mariner Mars 1969

RFS SS Mariner Mars 1971 Mariner Mars 1971

KS 9 New C^irrenl

CC&S 20 Minor modification Mariner Man 1969

FTS 21 Major modification Current

ACS 69 Minor modification Mariner Mars 1969

Pyro in Minor modification Mariner Mars 1969

Cabling 58 New Current

Propulsion 50 Minor modification Mariner Mars 1969

TC 26 Major modification Mariner Mars 1969/1971'

Devices 24 Minor modification Mariner Mars 1969/1971

DSS 20 Mariner Mors 1971 Mariner Mors 1971

SDS 25 New Mariner Mars 1971

Scan control 20 New Mariner Mars 1969

Power 90 Minor modification Current"

TV 49 Major modification Mariner Mars 1971

HPIR 11 Major modification Nimbus
INN S Major modification Mariner Mars 1969

Science	 Magnetometers 7 Major modification Mariner Mars 1971 6 OGO

payload	 Plo:mo probe 7 Minor modification Mariner Mars 1971

Energetic particle detector 3 Minor modification Mariner Mars 1971

Cosmic .lust detector 3 Minor modification Mariner Mars 1964
DFR 6 Minor modification Mariner Venus 67

Total spacecraft weight 829

Spacecraft adapter weight 71
Separated spacecraft weight 758

Atlas-Centaur separated spc cec.oft capability approximately 1130 lb for C, = 20.5 Am'/sec'

• RLAD requir,J for run ride Insulation 	 -- _
n RLAD required for solar arrays

F. Telecommunications Subsystem Description and
Performance

1. Minion requirements. The following telecommuni-
cations subsystem requirements were assumed:

(1) Engineering telemetry and command capability
are required during the near-earth phase after
sun acquisition, once roll stabilization has been
achieved.

(2) Engineering telemetry and command coverage is
required during the motor burn of all trajectory
correction maneuvers. It is also highly desirable
that communications be maintained through all
turns prior io the burn, then during sun acquisi-
tion after the maneuvers are completed. Use of the
210-ft DSIF antenna is required for spherical cov-
erage of the second and third maneuvers.

(3) Engineering telemetry and command capability
are regrlired during all other phases of &.e mission
not covered in (1) and (2) above.

(4) Cruise science data is desired over as much ui the
missic,n as p'issible. However, performance at
Mercury arti Venus has priority.

(5) High-rate telemetry at 8.1 kbits/sec is required at
E„ — 7 days to Em + 7 days. High-rate telemetry
at 4.1 kbits/sec is desired to 20 days after Est.

2. Baseline and alternate systems. An overall block
diagram of the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 telecom-
munications subsystem is shown in Fig. 38. The major
components of the telecomrnunicationE subsystem are
the antennas, spacecraft radio subsystem, spacecraft eoln-
mand subsystem, data storage subsystem, and the spave-
craft telemetry subsystem.

a. Antennas

Primary low-ga in antenna. The primary low-gan an-
tenna is used for both transmitting and receiving from
launch until the point where the high-gain antenna is
usable for tiansmission. The primary low-gain antenna is
then uses' for command reception until approximately
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Table 13. Preliminary power profile (baseline)

Key
operational modes

Raw

power

required, W

Power

source

assigned

1.	 launch 279 Battery

2.	 Sun acquisition 289 Battery

3.	 Roll calibration and 324 Solar panel

Canopus acquisition

4.	 Cruise mode II: Battery 322 Solar panel

charging, low-power

TWT

5.	 Cruise mode I: first

maneuver

338 Battery

6.	 Cruise mode ll: Battery 359 Solo.- panel
charging, high-power

TWT

7.	 Cruise mode I: blackout 266 Solar panel

8.	 Cruise mode I: second 362 Battery
and subsequent

maneuver

9.	 Pre-encounter 377 Solar panel

10.	 Record mode I and II 349 Solar panel

11.	 Record mode III 343 Solar oonel

12.	 Playback mode 1 271 Solar po Tel

13.	 Cruise mode II: Sun 325 Battery

occultation	 (near

Mercury)

Mercury encounter, after which time the command re-
ception is through the secondary low-gain antenna. 7 he
antenna proposed for the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973
mission is a modified Mariner Mars 1969 design which
will provide a pattern similar to that furnished by the
.Mariner Venus 67 low-gain antenna. The proposed an-
tenna pattern is shown in Fig. 39. The primary low-gain
antenna is located at 180-deg cone angle (Fig. 29).

Secondary lac-gain antenna. The secondary low-gain
antenna is identical to the primary low gain. The sec-
ondary mast size could probably be reduced in length,
and still meet its requirements for command reception
past Mercury and telemetry and command usage during
some maneuvers. The secondary antenna is located at
20-deg cone angle, 80-deg clock angle. In this position, it
provides the best performance at Mercury with minimum
variation of the roll pattern symmetry. Mounting of this
antenna is also illustrated in Fig. 29. At launch, tho
secondary low-gain antenna is in a stowed position, and
it is deployed after launch to an operating position.

High-gain antenna. A Mariner Mars 1969/1971 high-
gain antenna, which is a 40-in. circular paraboloid with
boresight gain of 25.6 dB, is adequate to meet the mission
requirements, if it is mounted so as to move with one
degree of freedom.

z _
v

120	 .100	 80	 60	 40	 20	 0	 20	 40	 60	 8o	 I

ANGLE OFF SORESIGHT, deg

Fig. 39. Radiation pattern of low-gain antennas
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The antenna is mounted in the shade to withstand high
temperature environment encountered late in the mission.
The baseline location chosen for the antenna hinge axis
is: B = 8.5 deg and 0 = 10.5 deg. The antenna rotates
about the hinge axis in such it way that its boresight axis
makes an angle 0 = 77.5 deg with respect to the hinge
axis. Figure 40 illustrates the angles defining the antenna
hinge axis and the antenna boresight axis.

SUN

HT

0- CLOCK

HINGE AXIS PROJECTION	 \
IN X-V PLANE

Fig. 40. Antenna hinge and boresight axis location
in spacecraft coordinates

The pointing error versus flight time, which is the
angle from the antenna boresight axis to the earth vector
is shown in Fig. 41 for the baseline hinge axis location.
Curve 1 in Fig. 41 illustrates the pointing error if the
antenna were mounted perfectly and ignores the attitude
control limit cycling. Curve 2 in Fig. 41 considers the
effects of an error in mechanical mounting location of
the antenna, and the effects of the attitude control limit
cycling. The baseline hinge location provides usable
antenna pointing over a large portion of the mission, and
provides a cruise science capability of 664Et bits/sec early
in the mission.

An alternate antenna location was considered which
provided better antenna pointing during the Venus/
Mercury portion of the mission. The pointing error versus
time for this position is shown in Fig. 42.

The antenna is positioned by CC&S commands such
that the desired antenna hinge-angle time-function is
approximated by straight-line segments which are pro-
grammed into the CC&S. The number of positions re-
quired for the antenna has not been evaluated, but would
be approximately 20 with the position increments becom-

TENNA HINGE
XIS

POINTING ERROR -
( I ) BEST GEOMETRIC ERROR,(2) WORST CASE ERROR (USING OPT. HINGE ANGLE 

9

2

8
1

8- 8.5 deg

	

7	 ^- 10.5 dp
'Y= 77.5 deg

6

	

O 5	 2

O
Z

Z
g

2
EV	 EM

\V/
2

0

10	 60	 80	 100	 120	 110	 160	 I80

TIME FROM LAUNCH, d r

Fig. 41. Pointing error (baseline position, October 21, 197; launch)
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POINTING ERROR -
(I) BEST GEOMETRIC ERROR (2) BEST HINGE ANGLE PROGRAM (3) WORST CASE

20 3

IB

	

2	 8 -A,3 dp

	

16	 -	 ♦= 12.6 dp

Y= 86.5 dg

I 12

O

O
	 10

Z

Z

Q 
8

EV	 EM
6

3

2

	

0	 2

	

60	 80	 100	 120	 140	 160	 180

TIME FROM LAUNCH, days

Fig. 42. Pointing error (alternate position, October 21, 1973)

ing finer later in the mission. The high-gain antenna is
launched in a latched position and is unlatched at
approximately 20 days after launch.

b. Spacecraft radio subsystem. The only change from
the Mariner Mars 1971 radio frequency subsystem (RFS)
is the addition of a circular switch to allow switching
between the two low-gain antennas.

c. Spacecraft command subsystem. A single channel
command subsystem operating at 4 bits/sec is assumed.
This command subsystem is a new design from the com-
mand subsystems previously used in Mariner Mars 1969
and 1971.

on these spacecraft are considered in the baseline con-
figuration.

3. Telemetry and command capability for baseline
design. Telemetry and command performance predic-
tions were made using the baseline communication sub-
systems described in the preceding section. The per-
formance predictions are presented as curves relating
performance margin versus time. The performance mar-
gin is the magnitude by which the received signal level
exceeds the specified threshold level. The thresholds for
the various communications modes used in this study, are:

STiN„ is the ratio of the received power (S) per bit
time (T) to the noise power per unit barfiwidth (No). It

JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-434

d. Data storage subsystem. Plans are to fly one digital
recorder, similar to one of the Mariner Mars 1971 re-
corders. Data storage capability is to be 1.8 X 101 bits.
The record rate desired is 175 kbits/sec and playback
rates are 16.2, 8.1, 4.05, 2.025, and 1.0125 kbits/sec.

e. Spacecraft telemetry subsystem. The telemetry sub-
€_ system is redesigned from the Mariner Mars 1969/1971

configuration due to the unavailability of the integrated
circuits used in the 1969/1971 design. Data rates used

E
f

52

Mode Bit error rate ST/N,,, dB

Engineering telemetry 5 X 10- 3 5.2
Low-rate science 5 X 10-3 5.2
Command 1 X 10- 6 11.0 ±1
High-rate telemetry , 1 X 10- 3.0	 -

'M -rd error rate. 3
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is it convenient parameter used to define system per-
formance.

In the performance description, the terms grayout and
blackout are used. Grayout is the point at which the
performance margin is equal to the summation of nega-
tive tolerances of all link parameters. Blackout is the
region below the point where the performance margin is 0.
Thus the system is below threshold if it is in the blackout
region.

a. Trajectory geometry. Figures 43 and 44 give the
earth clock angle and earth cone angles, respectively,
for an early launch (October 21, 1973) and late launch
(November 10, 1973).

b. Cruise mode 1 performance. Cruise mode I is one
of two cruise modes used in the baseline design. During
cruise mode I operation only engineering telemetry is to
be transmitted, either at 8% or 33% bits/sec.

Figures 45 and 46 show the cruise mode I telemetry
performance using the primary low-gain antenna. Cruise
mode I reaches grayout at 8 1r'1 bits/sec on the 210-ft
DSIF antenna 2 wk after Venus encounter with the
spacecraft in low power. In the high-power mode, essen-
tially spherical coverage is provided for the second
maneuver, using the 210-ft DSIF antenna. For the third
maneuver, on the 210-ft antenna, telemetry grayout at
8 1 3 bits/sec with the spacecraft in high power occurs
when the earth vector is 6.3 deg off boresight of either
low-gain antenna. Data used in deriving Figs. 45 and 46
is shown in Table 14.

c. Cruise mode II (science at 663 bits/sec, engineering
at 8 1,3 bits/sec performance). In the telemetry cruise
mode 11, engineering data, and science data are trans-
mitted simultaneously. Figure 47 illustrates cruise mode II
performance margin on both the primary low-gain an-
tenna and the high-gain antenna. For the October 21

300

0

MERCURY
ENCOUNTER

VENUS
ENCOUNTER

NOVEMBER 10 LAUNCH OCTOBER 21 LAUNCH

^/	 W	 W	 W	 IW	 IN	 IN1	 IW	 IW	 NV	 [N

DAYS FROM LAUNCH

Fig. 43. Clock angle of earth (with respect to Canopus)
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Fig. 44. Cone angle of earth (earth—probe—sun angle)

PRIMARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA	 VENUS	 MERCURY
I	 ENGINEERING DATA ONLY	 ENCOUNTER	 ENCOUNTER
it	 B I/3 m 33 1/7 biry+ec

B 13 bily',ec, 1104r 055
SPACECRAFT LOW POV;ER

8 1 3 biry .ec, 85-0 DSS
SPACECRAFT HIGH POWER	 t )VERSE

TOLERANCES

6 1, 3 bay -wc, 65 4,
SPACECRAFT LOW POWER

33 1 3 biry wc. 85-1, D5$
SPACECRAFT Low POWER

0	 20	 40	 60	 to	 100	 110	 Ido	 160
DAYS FROM LAUNCH

Fig. 45. Cruise mode I performance, October 21, 1973 launch
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VENUS
ENCOUNTER

TWT LOW POWER
PRIMARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA

B 1 3 b" ' r.c	 ENGINEERING DATA ONLY k.T 1 1/3
1104, DSS	 OR 33 1/3 6;n/-

8 I. 7 l4vy	 ADVERSE TOLERANCES
BS-fr DSS

77 1'3niri, :.c	 \
15• D'S

20	 10	 60	 10	 100	 110	 110	 1e0	 110
DAYS FROM LAUNCH

Fig. 46. Cruise mode I performance, November 10, 1973 launch
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launch, there is a 10- to 20-day period early in the mis-
sion when cruise mode II data is below threshold. For
the November 10 launch, cruise mode II can be received
continuously. Data used in deriving these figures is
shown in Table 15.

d. High-rate performance. High-rate telemetry, in
which each 6 bits of telemetry data are block-coded into
a 32-bit word, can be transmitted at data rates from
1 to 16 kbits/sec nominally. In the plots shown for the
high-rate performance at various bit rates, the engineer-
ing <-hannel. -.which is transmitted simultaneously with
the high r•..te, is not shown. The modulation indices will
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be chosen, however, such that the engineering per-
formance margin is equal to or, in some cases, Better
than the high-rate performance.

Figures 48 and •19 illustrate high-rate performance for
the October 21 and November 10 launch dates, respec-
tively, for the ba, cline antenna hinge position. For this
orientation, the maximum data rate above grayout at
Mercury encounter is 4.05 kbits/sec. Note that the param-
eters chosen for the 210-ft antenna are quite conservative
(elevation angle 10 deg), so that the 4P5 kbit/sec per-
formance will normally be well above grayout, and the
8.1 kbits/sec performance well above blackout, almost
approaching the grayout level.
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Table 14. Telemetry design control table: cruise mode I

Engineering channel: 8',/3 bits/sec	 DSS: 85-ft antenna	 TWT: low power	 Arrival: 4/11/74
Science channel: none	 Spacecraft: primary low-gain antenna	 launch: 10/27/73	 Time in mission: L+ 160 days

Nominal Tolerance
No. Parameter

Favorable	 Adversevalue

1 Total lronsmitter power, 39.020 1.100 0.000
dBmW

2 Transmitting circuit loss, dB -1.990 0.360 -0.360

3 Transmitting antenna gain, 5.200 1.500 --l-500
dB

4 Transmitting antenna pointing -15.700 2.637 -2.637
loss, dB

5 Space loss, dB -263.755 0.000 0.000
F = 2297 MHz,

R = 158 X 10' km

6 Polarization lost, dB -2.057 0.190 -0.198

7 Receiving antenna gain, dd 53.500 0.600 -0.600

8 Receiving antenna pointing 0.000 0.000 --0.250

ioss, dB

9 Receiving circuit loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

10 Net circuit loss, dB (2+3+ -224.803 5.287 -5.546

4+5+6+7+8+9)

11 Total received power P(TI, -185.783 6.387 -5.546

dBmW (1 +10)

12 Receiver noise spectral -181.220 -0.870 +0.727

density, dBmW/Hz

13 Carrier power/total power, d8 -2.440 0.560 -0.660

14 Received carrier power, dBmW -188.223 6.947 -6.206

(11+13)

15 Carrier threshold noise BW, 10.800 -1.000 0.000

dB/Hz

Carrier tracking (one-way)

16 Threshold SNR in 261.0, d8 0.000 C.000 0.000

17 Threshold carrier power, -170.420 -1.872 0.727

dBmW (12+15+16)

18 Performance margin, -23.803 8.819 -6.933

d8 (14.17)

Nominal Tolerance
No. Parameter

value
Favorable Advert*

Data channel

19 Data power/totol power, dB -3.660 0.750 -0.880

20 Waveform distortion loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

21 Loss through radio system, dB -1.950 0.200 -0.200

22 Subcarrier demod loss, dB -0.400 0.100 -0.100

23 Bit sync/detection losb, d3 -0.100 0.100 -0.100

24 Receiver data power, dBmW - 191.893 7.537 -6.826
(11 +19+20+21 +22
+23)

25 Thre.hold data power, dBmW -166.011 -0.872 0.727
(12+25a+25b)

a Threshold PT/N, dB 5.200 0.000 0.000
(BER = 1 X 10-')

b Bit rate, dB bitt/see 9.208 0.000 0.000

26 Performance margin, dB -25.081 8.409 -7.553
(24.25)

Dofa channel

27 Data power/total power, dB -3.660 +0.750 -0.880

28 Waveform distortion loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

29 Loss through radio system, dB -0.750 0.1 co -0.100

30 Subcorrier demodulation -0.250 0.100 -0.100
loss, dB	 1

31 Bit sync/detection loss, dB 0.100 0.100 -0.100

32 Received data power, dBmW -190.543 7.437 -6,726
(11 +274-28+29+30
+31)

33 Threshold data power, dBmW -160.791 -0.872 0.727
0 2+33a+33b)

o Threshold PT/No, d/ 5.200 0.000 0.000
(BEN= 1 X 10-')

Is Bit rate,d8 bits/sec 15.228 0.000 0.000

34 Performance margin, de -29.752 8.309 -7.453
(32.33)

High-rate performance for the alternate antenna
position is shown in Fig. 50. For this hinge position,
8.1 kbits/sec is above grayout after encounter, and the
performance margin curve is generally smoother, since
the antenna pointing is optimized over a smaller portion
of the trajectory. Note that the high-gain antenna is not
useful until approximately 1 mo before Venus encounter.
This means about 2 mo of cruise science data is dis-
carded in favor of better pointing late in the mission, if
the alternate antenna hinge orientation is chosen. Data
used in the high rate calculations are shown in Table 16,

for a multiplex using high rite at 4.05 kbits/sec and
lrngineering at 84a bits/sec.

e. Command performance. Figure 51 shows command
performance margin for the October 21 launch using the
55-ft antenna DSIF. For the 85-ft antenna, command
performance is above grayout for 34 days after Venus
encounter. After that time, one must either (1) command
through the 210-ft antenn A which provides considerable
margin with 20 kW trr-nsmitter power, (2) modify the
high-gair antenna on the spacecraft to allow reception
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of these command signals, or (3) modify the command
system to provide 1-bit/sec operation. This latter modifi-
cation could either allow the command system to operate
only at 1 bit/sec, or could provide a dual capability of
operating at either 4 or 1 bits/sec.

Performance for the November 10 launch is virtually
identical to that for the October 21 launch. Command
parameters used in these calculations are given in Table 17.

G. Data Handling

1. Introduction. The 1fariner Venus/Mercury 1973
data handling is similar to previous ,Mariner missions
with few major exceptions. A core buffer has been in-
corporated into the SDS to enable continuous coverage

of fields and particles data during critical intervals. The
DSS is assumed to be similar to the Mariner Mars 1971
DSS, but with a higher record rate. The SDS would have
to be modified slightly to accept the Mariner Venus/
Mercury 1973 data stream and the incorporation of the
core buffer.

2. Telemetry mode descriptions. The six data handling
modes considered as a baseline to the current design and
utilized in the development of the flight sequence of
events in section VIII-C are delineated in the subsequent
paragraphs of this section. The telecommunications con-
straints and requirements were discussed in section VII-F,
from which the data rates discussed for each mode below
originate. The data rates possible are a function of the
spacecraft position, TWT power, antenna implementa-
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tion, coding procedure, etc. Each mode listed represents
a particular combination of the above, which is outlined
as the data mode: zre individually developed.

a. Crui mode I. This is the mode normally used dur-
ing interplanetary cruise to transmit only engineering
data over a single: channel. Transmission is assumed over
the high-gaiii antenna except early in the mission when
high-gain performance is below threshold, and during
the three midcourse trajectory correction maneuvers,
when spherical coverage is desired. The primary low-
gain antenna is used early in the mission and the primary
and/or secondary low-gain antenna will be used during
maneuvers. For the third maneuver. telemetry grayout at
8 1.3 bits/sec occurs with the spacecraft in high power
when the earth is 63 deg off boresight of either Iow-gam
antenna. Except for this, a minim -im telemetry capability
of 8 1 ii bits/sec exists for the mission d- ,'ation, if desired,
33'5 bits/sec could be utilized earl y i., the mission and
during periods of high-gain antenna operation. An 85-ft
antenna would be sufficient for all times when cruise
mode I occurs, except during the second and third mid-
course trajectory correction maneuvers when a 210-ft
antenna might be required. The configuration correspond-
ing to cruise mode I is shown in Fig. 52.

b. Cruise mode II. --his  mode is normally used to
transmit engineering data over one channel and cruise
science- data over another channel. Transmission is as-
suim-d over the high-gain antenna except early in the

mission when high-gain performance is below threshold.
The engineering channel data rate is 8".T or 33% bits/sec
as discussed under cruise mode I. The cruise science
channel data rate is 33`5 or 665 bits/sec, except neat
planetary encounters where a data rate of 166% bits/sec
is assumed. This performance (1665 bits/sec) is marginal
et Mercury encounter (grayout). The data rate of
.L66% bits/sec would be possible from a performance
standpoint at other mission times, but is not considered
necessary based on estimates of cruise instruments as-
sumed for the baseline spacecraft design. An 85-ft antenna
would be sufficienl` for all times cruise mode II occurs,
except possibly during Mercury encounter when a 210-ft
dish might be necessary for a cruise science rate of
16621 bits/sec. Figure 53 shows a schematic of cruise
mode II.

c. Pre-encounter mode. This mode is normally used
near planetary encounter. The data handling rates are
the same as those discussed under cruise mode II. The
chief distinction is that encounter data handling related
instrumentation is being prepared for use, which affects
the spacecraft power requirements.
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Table 15. Telemetry design control table: cruise mode II

Engineering channel: 8 t/) bits/ sec	 DSS: 85-H antenna
	

TWT: high power	 Arrival: 3/21/74

Science chonael: 66% bits/sec	 Spacecraft: high-gain antenna
	

Launch: 11/10/73	 Time in mission: L + 160 days

Nominal Tolerance
Na. Parent~

Favorable Adverse
value

1 Total transmitter power, dBmW 42.320 0.580 0.000

2 Transmitting circuit loss, dB -1.450 0.250 -0.250

3 Transmitting antenna gain, dB
i

25.600 1.000 -1.200

4 Transmitting antenna pointing 0.000 0.000 0.000
loss, dB

5 Space loss, dB -266.120 0.000 1.000
F= 2297 MHz,

R=21 OX10'km

6 Polarization loss, dB (10 deg) -0.020 0.000 -0.110

7 Receiving antenna gain, dB 53.300 0.600 -0.600

8 Receiving antenna pointing 0.000 0.000 -0.250

loss, dB

9 Receiving circuit loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

10 Net circuit loss, dB -168.690 1.850 -2.410

(2+3+4+5+6
+7 +8 +9)

11 Total received power P91, -146.370 2.430 -2.410

dBmW (1+10)

12 Receiver noise spectral density, -181.220 -0.872 -x0.727

dBmW/Hz

Noise temperature,

55±1C' lL

13 Carrier power/total powerdB -4.766 +1.000 1.000

14 Received carrier power, dBmW - 151.370 -.430 -3.410

(11 +13)

15 Carrier threshold noise BW, 10.800 -1.000 0.000

dB/Hz

Carrier tracking (one-way)

16 Threshold SNR in 28r,o, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

17 Threshold carrier power, -170.420 -1.872 +0.727

dBesW, (12+15+16)

18 Performance margin, dB 19.050 5.302 -4.137

(14 -17)

Nominal Tolerance
No. Torameter

value Favorable Adverse

Data channel B

19 Data power/total power, dB -11.39 1.000 -1.000

20 Waveform distortion loss, dB

21 Loss through radio system, dR -1.300 0.400 -0.400

22 Subcorrier demod loss, dB

23 Bit sync/detection loss, dB

24 Received data power, dBmW -158.910 3.830 -3.810
(11 +19+20+21 +22

+23)

25 Threshold data power, dBmW -166.812 -0.872 +0.727
(12+25a+25b)

a Threshold PT/No, dB 5.200 0.000 0.000
(BER=SX 10-)

b Bit	 rate, dB bits/sec 9.208 0.000 0.000

26 Performance margin. dB 7.902 4.702 -4.537

(24-25)

Data chnnnel A

27 Data power/total power, dB -3.119 +0.800 -0.800

28 Waveform distortion loss, d8

29 Loss through radio system, dB -1.05 0.300 -0.300

30 Subcarrier demodulation

loss, dB

31 Bit sync/detection loss, dB

32 Received data power, dBmW -150.539 3.530 -3.510

(11 +27+28+29+30

+31)

33 Threshold data power, dBmW -157.781 -0.872 +0.727

(12 +33a+33b)
a Threshold PT/No, dB 5.200 0.000 0.000

(BER = 5 X 10-)
Is Bit	 rote, dB bits/sec 18.239 0.000 0.000

34 Performance margin, dB +7.242 4.402 -4.237

(32-33)

d. Record mode I. This mode occurs at planetary
encounter and uses the DSS for storage of high-rate
science data. The record rate is 175 kbits/sec. TV data,
HEIR data and, if desired, IRR data (at Mercury only),
and fields and particles data are being recorded. Engi-
neering data are being transmitted in real time over one
channel and fields and particles data, IRR data (at
Mercury only), DFR data and, if desired, HEIR data
over the other channel. Thus all science (except TV and

possibly HEIR) is being recorded and sent in real time,
except when the same camera is taking a succession of
pictures; during the latter case the DSS would be off for
the 10-sec picture erase time. During this 10-sec interval,
science will be sent in real time and stored in a core
buffer, if desired, for transmission during a noncritical
interval. Recora mode i nominally utili2 es the high-
gain antenna near planetary encounters. The engineering
channel data rate is 8% or 33% bits/sec as discussed
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Table 16. Telemetry design control table: high rate

Engineering channel: 8 1/3 bits/sec	 DSS: 210-ft antenna	 TWT: high power
	

Arrival: 3/21/74
Science channel: 4.05 kbits/sec	 Spacecraft: high-gain antenna	 Laumh: 11/10/73

	
Time in mission: L + 160 days

Nominal Tolerance
No. Parameter

Favorable Adversevalue

1 Total transmitter power, dBmW 42.320 0.580 0.000

2 Transmitting circuit loss, dB -1.450 0.250 -0.250

3 Transmitting antenna gain, dB 25.600 1.000 -1.200

4 Transmitting antenna pointing 0.000 0.000 0.000
loss, dB

5 Space loss, dB -266.120 0.000 0.000
F = 2297 MHz,
R=21OX10'km

6 Polarization loss, dB -0.020 0.0000 -0.110

7 Receiving antenna gain, dB 61.400 0.300 -0.300

8 Receiving antenna pointing 0.000 0.000 0.000
loss, dB

9 Receiving circuit loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

10 Net circuit loss, dB -180.590 1.550 -1.860
(2+3+4+5+6
+7+8+9)

11 Total received power P(T), -138.270 2.130 -1.860
dBmW (1+10)

12 Receiver noise spectral density, -182.068 -1.091 0.872
dBmW/ Hz (elev. = 10 deg).
Noise temperature,
45 ±10° K

13 Carrier power /total power, dB -7.67 1.570 -2.050

14 Received carrier power, dBmW -145.940 3.120 -3.910
(11+13)

15 Carrier threshold noise BW, 10.800 -1.000 0.000
dB/Hz

Carrier tracking (one-way)

16 Threshold SNR in 26LO, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

17 Threshold carrier power, -171.268 -2.091 0.872
dBmW (12+15+16)

18 Performance margin, dB 25.328 5.211 -4.782
(14 -17)

Nominal Tolerance
No. Parameter

value Favorable Adverse

Data channel C 16,200 bits/set

19 Data power/total power, dB -1.040 0.310 -0.390

20 Waveform distortion loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

21 Loss through radio system, dB -0.100 0.100 -0.100

22 Subcarrier demod loss, dB -0.100 0.000 -0.100

23 Bit sync/detection loss, dB -0.200 0.000 -0.100

24 Received data power, dBmW -139.710 2.440 -2.500
(11+19+20+21 r22
+23)

25 Threshold data power, dBmW -142.998 - 1.091 0.872
(12+25a F25b)

a Th-ashold PT/N, dB 3.000 0.000 0.000
(WER = 1 X 10-')

b Sit	 rate, dB bits/sec 36.070 0.000 01000

26 Performance margin, dB +3.288 3.531 -3.372
(24-25)

Data channel B 8 1/3 bits/sec

27 Data power/total power, dB -21.200 0.960 -1.510

28 Waveform distortion loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

29 Loss through radio system, dB -0.800 +.200 -0.200

30 Subcarrier demodulation -0.250 +0.100 -0.100
loss, dB

31 Bit sync/detection loss, dB -0.100 +0.100 -0.100

32 Received data power, dBmW -160.770 +3.490 -3.770
(11 +27+28+29+30
+31)

33 Threshold data power, dBmW -167.660 -1.091 0.872
(12+33a+33b)

a Threshold PT/No, dB 5.200 0.000 0.000
(BER= 1 X 10-)

b Bit rate, dB bits/sec 9.208 0.000 0.000

34 Performance margin, dB +6.890 4.581 -4.642
(32-33)

e!t

for cruise mode I. The science channel data rate
would have a maximum data rate of 166% bits/sec as
discussed for cruise mode II, except if HRIR data
were desired in real time (assumed 1000 bits/sec). Dur-
ing the 10-sec picture erase time (when the DSS is off)
the core buffer will accept fields and particles data for
later playback to earth. If HRIR data were desired in
real time, a 210-ft antenna would be necessar y. An 85-ft

dish would be sufficient for all other times record mode I
occurs. This mode is depicted in Fig. 54.

e. Record mode 11. This mode is used for high-rate
science data at planetary encoune. during earth occulta-
tion, when no real-time data can be sent to earth. This
mode also requires the DSS to be. on and in the record
state. The record rate is 175 kbits/sec. TV data, HRIR
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Table 17. Command design control table: single channel

Data channel: 4 bits/sec 	 DSS: 35-ft antenna

Sync channel: not used	 Spacecrart: primary low-gain antenna

No. Parameter
Nominal
value

Tolerance

Favorable	 Adverse

1 Total transmitter power, dBmW 70.000 0.500 0.000

2 Transmitting circuit loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

3 Transmitting antenna gain, dB 51.800 0.900 0.900

4 Transmitting antenna pointing 0.000 0.000 0.000
loss, dB

5 Space loss, dB -257.022 0.000 0.000
F= 2116 MHz,

R = 80X 10' km

6 Polarization loss, dB - 0.057 0.027 -0.027

7 Receiving antenna gain, dB 5.200 0.400 -0.400

8 Receiving antenna pointing -5.947 0.999 -0.999
loss, dB

9 Receiving circuit loss, dB -0.080 0.010 -0.010

10 Net circuit loss, dB -206.136 2.336 -2.337

(2+3+4+5+6

+7+8+9)

11 Total received power PM, - 136.136 2.836 -2.337
dBmW (1+10)

12 Receiver noise spectral density, -165.675 -0.700 0.700
dBmW

13 Carr:er power/total power, dB -3.000 0.250 -0.250

14 Received carrier power, dBmW -139.136 3.086 -2.587
(I1+13)

15 Carrier threshold noise BW, 11.460 -0.850 0.150
dB/H:

data, and fields and particles data are being recorded. No
data (science or engineering) is being sent in real time
since the earth is not in view. Since engineering data is
not assumed to be recorded, it is being lost. During the
assumed 10-sec picture erase time, if the same camera
were taking a succession of pictures, the DSS would be
off. During this 10-sec interval, while the spacecraft is
occulted by the earth, real-time science can be stored in
a core buffer, if desired, for transmission during a non-
critical interval. During the 10-sec picture erase time
(when the DSS is off) the core buffer will again accept
fields and particles data for later transmission to earth.
The spacecraft may or may not be able to disting_:s^r
record mode I1 irom record mode I; however, the dis-
tinction is made here to simply encounter discussions.
Figure 5r : , a schematic of record mode Il.

f. Record mode III, This mode occurs during earth
occultation when no high-rate science data needs to be

Launch: 10/21/73	 Time In mission: L t 130 days
Arrival: 41 1/74

Nominal
Tolerance

No. Parameter Yalu*
Favorable Adverse

Carrier tracking (one-way)

16 Threshold SNR in 28f,u, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

17 Threshold carrier power, -154.215 - 1.550 0.850
dBmW (12+15+16)

18 Performance margin, dB 15.578 4.636 -3.437
(14-17)

Data channel

19 Data power/total power, dB -3.000 0.250 -0.250

20 Waveform distortion less, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

21 Loss through radio system, dB -1.500 0.200 -0.200

22 Subcarrier demod loss, dB

23 Bit sync/detection loss, dB

24 Received data power, dBmW -140.636 3.286 -2.787
(11 +19+20+21 +22
+23)

25 Threshold sync power, dBmW -148.655 -0.700 0.700
(12+25a+25b)

a Threshold PT/No, dB 11.000 1.000 -1.000

(BER = 1 X 10-)

b Bit rate, d0 bits/sec 6.020 0.000 0.000

26 Performance margin, dB 8.019 4.986 -4.487

(24-25)

recorded. The DSS is off. Critical fields and particles are
being stored in a core buffer for later transmission during
a noncritical interval. No data (science or engineering) is
being sent in real time since the earth is not in view.
Because engineering data are not assumed to be recorded
of. the core buffer, such data are being lost. The core
buffer will accept fields and particles data during critical
occultation intervals for later transmission to earth.
Figure 56 is a schematic of record mode III. .

g. Playback mode. This mode shown in Fig. 57 allows
playback of previously stored science data and uses
the DSS in the playback state. The playback rates are
assumed to be up to 16.2 and 8.1 kbits/sec at Venus and
Mercury, respectively. Pre% iously stored data are being
transmitted over one channel at the above rates and engi-
neering data are being sent over the other channel as
discussed under cruise mode I, Playback mode nominally
makes use of the high-gain antenna near planetary en-
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counters. Real-time fields and particles cannot be sent
in real time since two channels are already occupied.
Critical fields and particles may be stored in a core
buffer, if desired, for later transmission to earth during
a noncritical interval. The core buffer will accept fields
and particles data during critical intervals when the DSS

is in the playback mode. A 210-ft dish would be manda-
tory to receive on earth at the higher playback rates.

3. Record modes I, II, and III and playback mode
discussion. The purpose of this discussion is to describe
the parameters related to data handling for Mariner
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Fig. 56. Schematic representation of record mode III

SDS

TO EARTH

CORE
DUFFER

NOTE! SUFFER CAN RECORD AND PLAY SACK SIMULTANEOUSLY, THUS COMPLETE
REAL-TIME COVERAGE OF CRITICAL INTERVALS OF FIELDS AND PARTICLES IASTS
%MING PLAYBACK MODE

Fig. 57. Schematic representation of playback mode
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Venus/Mercury 1973 during record and playback con-
ditions. Picture format, data storage, etc., will be dis-
cussed, followed by the means of recording and playing
back data.

Initially, some of the parameters must be constrained;
then the remaining parameters can be derived. One
possible method of generating necessary parameters is
outlined below.

An initial assumption is the picture size which was
fixed at 704 lines, 945 pixels/line and 8 bits/pixel, which
is equivalent to 5.322 X 10" bits/picture. This corresponds
to the present Mariner Mars 1969 TVS (not Mariner Mars
1971) whi-ch has 700 X 832 X 9 = 5.25 X 10 6 bits/picture.

Following an assumed picture size, it will be necessary
to fix the maximum encounter science data rate, exclud-
ing TV video information. This rate is to be buffered by
the SDS with TVS data for DSS recording. For the base-
line mission, the following data rates, except for TV video
information are assumed for the instruments:

^. s trument Data rate 
bits/sec

Cosmic dust detector 1

DFR 10

Energetic particle detector 3

Plasma probe 100

Magnetometers 40

IRR (sun occultation) 10

HRIR 1000

Minimum instrument 1164
requirements

The 1164 bits/sec rate is well within the 2000 bits/sec
assumed, allowing a contingency %. , hich might be neces-
sary as detailed design of the instruments proceeds.

To determine the maximum encounter science bit rate,
excluding TV video information, a total TV formatting
rate must be assumed. The following data rates are
assumed:

TV formatting Bits/line

Picture count 6

Real-time frame count 16

Line count 10

PN sync 31

Contingency 10

Camera ID 1

74 bits/line
X 704 lines/frame
= 52,096 bits/frame

52,096 bits/frame	 = 1.68 X 10 9 bits/sec = 1680 bits/sec
31.065 sec/frame

Total science	 = 3680 bit/sec (average)

Before proceeding, the distinction between a frame
and a picture should be emphasized. A picture is defined
as video information only and a frame is defined as video
information plus TV formatting and instrument data other
than TV. Thus a frame, for the purposes of this discus-
sion, would include 3680 bits/sec (average) of informa-
tion in addition to TV (pure picture) video information.

Finally a DSS record rate must be assumed. Ideally
this would be determined by locating on the planet's
surface a desired swath and then extrapolating back-
wards to a necessary frame time. Given the bits/picture,
the effective picture record rate would be defined as
shown in Fig. 58. To this effective record rate, the maxi-
mum ancounter science data rate would be added (toi this
case 3680 bits/sec) and the resultant would be the total
record rate necessary. We have assumed a record rate
of 175 kbits/sec. This record rate is higher than the value
for Dlariner Mars 1971, utilizing the same DSS, but was
felt necessary due to the high approach velocities at
Venus (8.3 km/sec) and Mercury (15.1 km/sec).

With the above assumptions, the following parameters
can be derived:

(1) Pure picture time =

5.322 X 106 bits/picture _ 30.411 sec/picture
175 X 10 9 bits/sec

This rc;i;osents the time necessary to record one
pure picture excluding TV formatting and other
instruments.
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I.	 704 .	 945. d	 -	 5.322 .	 106 bih PICTURE

2.	 APPROXIMATELY "kbih +. 	 OF OTHFR DATA
BUFFERED WITH TVS VIDEO DATA

3.	 FRAME TIME -	
0, PICTURE

RECORD RATE

DEAD TIME/FRAME
0.654 uc

31 .065 +ec 171 .32 kbi h,hec
175kbih -+ec

30.411 —

TOTAL FRAME
TIME

PURE PICTURE
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0
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100	 110	 120	 130140	 150	 160	 170

RECORD RATE, kbih;sec

Fig. 58. Frame time versus record rate
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(2) Effective picture record rite = 175 kbits/sec — 3.68
kbits/sec = 171.32 kbits/ sec

This represents an average picture record rate.
One line of pure TV data would be recorded at
175 kbits/sec and then formatting and instrument
data would be recorded in an interval before the
next line of pure TV data was recorded. The ef-
fective picture record rate is the average rate.from
the beginning of one line to the beginning of the
next. If there were no TV formatting or other in-
struments, the effective picture record rate would
be identical to the DSS assumed rate of 175 kbits/
sec.

(3) Total picture time (frame time)

5.322 X 10" bits/picture = 31.065 sec/picture

171.32 kbits/sec

This represents the time necessary to record one
pure picture at an effective record rate of 171.32
kbits/sec. Thus, since the record rate of the DSS
is 175 kbits/sec, TV formatting and instruments
would be recorded at an effective rate of 3680 bits/
sec, which corresponds to the value : ssumed. The
time above is the amount of time necessary to

record one pure picture with TV formatting and
instruments interleaved on it line-by-line basis.

(4) Dead time/picture — 31.065 sec/picture
— 30 411 sec/picture

0.654 sec/picture

This represents thr. portion of time of one total
picture devoted to TV formatting and other in-
struments.

5) Dead time/line =

0.654 sec/picture = 0.9289 me /line
704 lines/picture

This represents the time from the end of one line
of pure picture information to the beginning )f
the next line of pure picture information.

(6) Pure picture time/line =

30.411 sec/picture = 43.197 ms/line
704 lines/picture

This represents the time to record one line of
pure picture information.
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(7) Total line time = 43.197 ms/line
+ 0.9289 ms /line

44.120 ms/line

This represents the time to recor.l one line of
pure picture information and TV formatting and
other instrument data and to be ready to record
the next line.

(8) Bits/frame of TV formatting and other mstrument
data = 0.654 sec X 175 X 10 ` bits/sec

= 0.1145 X 10" bits

(9) Bits/picture =

44.126 ms
43.197 ms X 5.322 X 10' bits/picture

= 5.436 X 10" bits/picture

This represents the total number of bits per picture
The above parameters are depicted in Fig. 59.

Before data implications for mission sequence can be
examined, two other parameters must be assumed:

(1) Vidicon erase time = 10 sec

(2) DSS capacity = 1.8 ±5% X 10" bits
.'. worst case = 1.71 X 18' bits

The number of frames/track is:

1.8 X 10` ±5% bits
5,43 X 10" bits/frame X 4 tracks

= 8.27 +0.41 frames/track

The above calculations assume that cameras A and B
are alternating and that while picture information from
one camera is bring recorded, the vidicon on the other
camera is being erased. This is depicted in Fig. 60 for a
sequence of 8 frames. It will be assumed that each track
can store 8 frames, i.e., the nominal case above.

Figure 61 shows the case of one camera (A or B)
taking a succession of pictures. The DSS will be shut off
during the 10-sec vidicon erase time. One second of
tape will be lost by turning on and off the DSS during
each 10-sec vidicon erase time. Therefore, if we assume
that 7 sec of tape are lost for one track, we can derive
the number of bits lost per track and the DSS storage
capability in the following manner:

Assume 8 frame/track results in 7 sec of tape lost if
cameras cycle continuously:

Bits lost/track = 7 sec/track X 175 X 10' bits/sec

= 0.1225 X 10' bits/track

W,126-

0.9289.,	 43.197 im	 1 TOTAL LINE

1 74 bin 180 biH I	 7360 bit,

TO DSS (7560.
88. 74 bib), OR
7772 bib
M. 126 "
WHICH COR-
RESPONDS TO
A RECORD
RATE OF 175
kbi,V .c

F—

T——
L

TV FORMAT

74 bi ry'li n^

U NE
BUFFER

SDS

CORE
BUFFER

J

Fig. 59. Data handling on a line basis at encounter
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Total bits/track = 1.8 ±5% i X 10' hits/4 :racks

-- 45 ^ .225)	 10' hits/truck

Effective hits/track = 4.5 ±0,225) X. 10' bits/track

— 0.1225 X 10' hits/track

— (4.377 x-0.225) X 10' bits/track

Framcs/track	 (1.377 -' 0.225) X 10' hits/track
5.43 X 10" hits/frame

- 8.05 X 0.41 frames/track

Thus the assumption of 8 frames/track is justified if we
assume the nominal case. The above parameters have
been used to provide it baseline mission sequence.

The data handling depicted occurs when all science
data are to he recorded with TV data simultaneously.
However, if all science data are not being recorded with
TV data simultaneously on the DSS, the total frame time
will remain the same; i.e., there would he a gap on the
tape where other encounter science data would have been.

The record mode discussed here was chosen since it
appeared to best satisfy the constraint that ficids and
particles data be retained over the entire critical interval
during the near-encounter period. During a portion of
the Venus and Mercury encounter period, the DSS would
be off (section VII-C) during earth occultation. To avoid
loss of fields and particles data during this critical interval
before pictures are taken, fields and particles data are
stored in it core buffer that can ► ...d and write simul-
taneously (record mode III). Once DSS operation is
initiated during earth occultation (i.e,, pictures being
taken), fields and particles data are interleaved on a line-
by-line basis with TV data. During the 10-sec picture
erase periods In tween pictures (when the DSS is stopped
and the same camera is being used repeatedly as illus-
trated in Fig. 61) the core buffer also functions to pre-
vent loss of ficids and particles data during critical
intervals (record mode I1).

Once earth occultation ends, fields and particles data
are again recovered over the direct link (ihe buffer's
function is now redundant).

,`Note that the HHIR is assumed to produce data only
when TV pictures are being recorded. Therefore, HHIR
data is always interleaved with TV data on a line- by -line
basis.

Hill data will be pm.luced only near or during solar
occultation at Mercury (when earth is in view).

During the critical near-encounter period, it is also
imperative that no fields and particles data he lost dtir-
ing playback. Therefore, during; playback, fields and
particles data are stored in a core buffer that can
record and playback simultaneously After one frame of
DSS data is played back, the DSS will stop and the buffer
will play hack information acquired while the frame was
being played hack. The DSS then will hack up to com-
pensate for the tape t hat was lost while shutting off and
then will play back Cie next frame stored on the tape
(playback mode). This process will be repeated during
encounter playback periods.

Other possible means of receiving critical real-time
fields and particles during playback would be to: (1) send
real-time and particles interleaved with engineering over
the engineering channel, (2) send real-time fields and
p-.-i icles .r,to it second DSS with a low record rate for
playback after the critical near encounter period, and
(3) increase the capacity of the pre.sent DSS so that play-
back wouldn't be necessary during the critical encounter
period.

VII1. Spacecraft Subsystems Description

A. Structure

Primary function of the spacecraft structure is to
integrate mechanically the subsystems which comprise
it functioning spacecraft. As such, the `^ucture provides
support and alignment for all flight equa;ment.

The basic structure is an electronic compartment
54.5 in. across the diac --►als and 18 ia. high, consisting
of upper and louver octagonal ring, connected at each
corner by longerons. Seven of the }gays contain electronic
assemblies and the eighth h -,y houses the propulsion
subsystem. The electronic assemblies are packaged in
chassis which, when insta' Icd in the spacecraft structure,
serve as load carrying memi,crs.

Pedestals and brackets are attached t- the basic struc-
ture as necessary to support and align sensors, scientific
instruments, primary low-gain antenna, and attitude con-
trol components. The electrons; cabling is supported by
a trough which also provides for mounting of cable-end
connectors at each bay.
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The high-gain antenna is mounted on top of a tubular
truss structure approximately 5 ft tall. This structure,
which attaches to the corners of the upper ring, provides
the one degree-of . freedom antenna with an unobstructed
view of earth during appropriate portions of the mission.

The solar panels are mount-1 on 18-in.-long outriggers
to thermally decou '0-> them from the spacecraft. Each of
the outriggers is made up of five tubular members which
provide longitudinal and transverse stability. The out-
rigger in bay V incorporates provisions for mounting the
deployable secondary low-gain antenna.

The spacecraft is attached to the launch vehicle through
the spacecraft adapter. The adapter mates with the
Centaur adapter and is attached to the lower ring of
the spacecraft structure by a V-band assembly at the
eight corners of the octagon.

All major structural components are similar if not
identical to those used on previous Mariner spacecraft.
The most notable structural changes are: (1) addition of
high-gain antenna superstructure, (2) relocation of the
scan platform, and (3) inverting. of the Mariner Mars
1971 solar panel outriggers.

B. Radio Frequency Subsystem

The radio frequency subsystem (RFS) receives the
uplink command and ranging signals transmitted by the
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) and trans-
mits the telemetry and ranging signals to the DSIF. A
block diagram of the RFS is shown in Fig. 62. Both the
received and transmitted frequencies are in the S-band.
In the one-way mode of operation (downlink only),
the transmitted frequency of 2295 MHz (nominal) is
controlled by an on-board crystal oscillator (called the
auxiliary oscillator) contained within the exciter. When
the spacecraft receives an uplink signal, and the receiver
acquires phase-coherence with that signal, the spacecraft-
transmitted frequency is controlled by the uplink fre-
quency and is 240/221 times the received frequency of
2115 MHz (nominal). If the spacecraft is in a one-way
mode, the DSIF can provide for only one-way doppler
tracking of the spacecraft. In the two-way mode of oper-
ation, the DSIF can accomplish two-way dop pler track-
ing and ranging. The receiver and exciter portions of the
RFS are functionally similar to those utilized for Mariner
Mars 1969 and 1971.

The spacecraft receiver demodulates the command
signal and the ranging information from the uplink sig-
nal. The command data is then sent to the flight com-

mand subsystem for processing. The ranging code, when
present in the uplink signal, is remodulated on the down-
link to provide the turn-around ranging data. This rang-
ing function may be turned on or off in the radio by
means of a ground command, and is also turned off
periodically by a CC&S timing function. The downlink
is also modulated in one of several modes by a composite
telemetry signal from the flight telemetry subsystem.

The receiver, which operates continuously, is a narrow-
band, automatic phase-tracking, double conversion super-
heterodyne receiver. The receiver input stage is a balanced
mixer, using hot carrier diodes. The spacecraft trans-
mitter has redundancy by having two exciters and two
traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifiers. Either exciter
may be used with either amplifier, thus providing full
redundancy. Switching between exciters and amplifiers
is accomplished automatically by circuits which peri-
odically test exciter and amplifier outputs. If the exciter
outputs are below a specified threshold, automatic trans-
fer to the redundant equipment is accomplished. Switch-
ing may also be performed by ground commands. The
present design is for either of the power amplifiers to
operate in a 10- or 20-W power output mode. Power
output switching may be performed either automatically
by CC&S commands or by ground command, and is
accomplished by the adjustment of operating voltages.
Input power to the TWTs is held constant.

The RFS uses three antennas. The high E;ain antenna,
used only for transmitting, is a 40-in.-diameter circular
paraboloid, identical to that used on Mariner Mars 1969
and 1971. Two low-gain antennas which are modified
Mariner Mars 1969 designs, are mounted approximately
diametrically opposed on the spacecraft. The primary
low-gain antenna, used during the early portion of the
mission, is mounted at 180 deg cone angle, and the sec-
ondary antenna, used after Mercury and during maneu-
vers, is mounted at 20 deg cone angle, 80 deg clock angle.

A summary of the nominal RFS parameters is:

Uplink frequency: 2115 MHz

Downlink frequency: 2295 MHz

RF power output: 10 or 20 W

Antennas:

(1) High-gain, 40-in.-diameter circular paraboloid,
right-hand, circularly polarized

(2) Two low-gain antennas, modified Mariner Mars
1969 design, right-hand circularly polarized
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PSK SUBCARRIER
FROM RADIO

DIRECT
COMMANDS

QUANTITATIVE
COMMANDS

CODED
COMMANDS

I

6

Weights:

RFS, 55.111)

High-gain antenna system, 16.5 lb (includes boom
and actuator)

Low-gain antennas, 10 lb (includes both primary
and secondary antennas, but does not include actu-
ating mechanism for the secondary low-gain an-
tenna)

Power Requirements:

2.4 kHz power, 28 W continuously

TWT low power, 57 W of do power

TWT high power, 93 W of de power

C. Flight Command Subsystem

The flight command subsystem recommended for
Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 is a single subcarrier
PCM/PSK/PM type, using a bit synchronizer. PCM/
PSK/PM indicates that the data is pulse-code modulated,
the data then phase-shift keys a subcarrier, and the
subcarrier phase modulates the RF carrier. Such a system
has substantial data rate, error rate, and acquisition time
advantages over the Mariner Mars 1969 and 1971 imple-
mentation. It is also amenable to multiple bit rates, if
this feature is needed by the mission. For the baseline
configuration a single bit rate, 4 bits/sec, system is
described.

The block diagram of the command subsystem is
shown in Fig. 6:3, from which it is seen that the subsystem
performs several functions:

(1) Accept a narrow-band PSK subcarrier from the
transponder receiver

(2) Acquire sync and synchronously demodulate the
subcarrier

(3) Acquire sync and synchronously detect the PCM
bits

(4) Detect a word START code in the PCM data,
using this detection to resolve all ambiguities

(5) Decode direct commands (DCs) and provide iso-
lated switch closures to the command output

(6) Recognize and decode coded commands (CCs) and
channel the serial bits and bit sync to the CC&S

(7) Similarly, recognize and then decode quantitative
commands (QCs), and channel these commands to
the scan subsystem.

Direct commands are commands which provide a
single-switch closure to the user subsystem in order to
cause some function to be activated in real time. Coded
commands and quantitative commands provide quanti-
tative information to either the CC&S or the scan sub-
system to furnish timing information used later in the
mission.

Fig. 63. Flight command subsystem
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Performance parameters for the command subsystem
are:

Hequired ST/N,,: 11.0 ±1.0 dB

Bit rate: 4.0 bits/sec

Error rates: (at ST/N„ = 11.0 dB)

Bit error rite less than 1 X 10-

False start less than 1 X 10-0

False abort less than 1 X 10'

Sync acquisition time: 150 bit times (35 sec Nvith
probability of acquisition = 0.99)

Command word length: less than 32 bits

Weight: 8.7 lb

Power: 2.5 W

D. Power Subsystem

The Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 spacecraft power
subsystem is essentially a modification of the Mariner
Mars 1969 and 1971 power subsystems. Modifications
are due primarily for operation near earth and Mercury,
as well as for a revised science payload. The following
text describes why these changes are required, alternate
solutions to the problem, and it preliminary description
of the overall power subsystem.

1. Power requirements. A mission power profile de-
picting the subsystem power requirements as compared
to the key operational modes is shown in Table 18. Total
raw power required during the complete mission will
vary from 266 to 377 W. Duration of time (for battery
sizing) is also shown.

2. Solar panel. Because a significant increase in tem-
perature associated with an increase in solar intensity is
anticipated at Mercury, a newly designed solar panel
is required. With the increase in temperature expected
at Mercury, panel output voltage may be reduced from
50 Vdc near earth to 19 Vdc depending on the operat-
ing temperature of the panels. Zener diodes are provided
for clamping of panel output voltage at 50 Vdc when
colder operating temperatures prevail. However, in con-
sidering operation at Mercury, the newly designed panel
is expected to limit maximum temperatures in the range
of 135 to 140°C. At some predetermined operating
temperature (approximately 60°C), equivalent to a panel
output voltage of approximately 35 Vdc, the switching
of the four solar panels operating in parallel to a two-
panel parallel-series condition will occur. The Zener

diodes will clamp the panel output voltage at 50 Vdc.
Further explanations of this approach are discussed in
the power conditioning and distribution section that
follows.

The worst case design considers four 21-ft- solar panels
operating in parallel near earth and providing a total of
approximately 375 W. For operation at Mercury, four
panels operating in parallel-series condition will provide
approximately 550 W.

A detailed discussion of the solar panel configuration
and alternate approaches are provided in section VII-E
and in Appendix D, respectively.

3. Battery. The worst case energy demand require-
ment may vary up to 500 W-hr. This demand mLv occur
during any of the three planned maneuvers, each of
which may last up to 80 min. With the addition of the
launch mode, sun occultation at Mercury and a possible
fourth maneuver, a total of six battery discharge/charge
cycles is required. Preliminary testing of the Mariner
Afars 1969, 18-cell 1350 W-hr silver zinc battery has
shown that this battery is capable of providing the above
required cycles an(] is therefore(tentatively)selected for
this mission.

The Mariner Mars 1969 battery charger may be used
for battery charging which occurs immediately after
acquiring solar pa -iel power. The charger provides a
maximum charging current of less than 1 A with a maxi-
mum output voltage of 34.6 -^2 Vdc at 5 mA. The charger
has the capability of accepting an input voltage varying
from 25 to 50 Vdc.

4. Power conditioning and distribution. A preliminary
functional block diagram of the Mariner Venus/Mercury
1973 spacecraft power subsystem is shown on Fig. 64.
Four solar panels provide power to the do bus located in
the power source logic subassembly. During the early
phases of the mission, the four panels are operating in
parallel at 50 Vdc. For operation at Venus and Mercury,
or when excessive temperatures reduce the solar panel
output voltage to 35 Vdc, two panels operating in parallel
are automatically switched in series with the remaining
two panels also operating in parallel as shown in Fig. 65.
In this manner, the battery will never be required to
supplement the solar panels. In effect, battery operation
will be identical to that of the Mariner Mars 1969 system.
In addition, no modifications to Mariner Mars 1971 power
conditioning components and Mariner Mars 1969 battery
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Table 18. Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 mission power profile

Key operat final modes Power source Duration of event (worst case), min

1.	 Launch Battery 38
2.	 Sun acquisition Battery 45
3.	 Roll calibration and Canopus acquisition Solar panel
4.	 Cruise mode II: battery charging. Low-power TWT Solar panel
5.	 Cruise mode I: First maneuver Battery 80
6.	 Cruise mode II: battery charging. High-power TWT Solar panel
7.	 Cruise mode I: telemetry blackout Solar panel
8. Cruise mode I: second and subsequent maneuver Battery 80
9.	 Pre-encounter Solar panel

10.	 Record mode I and II Solar panel
11.	 Record mode III Solar panel
12.	 Playback mode Solar panel
13.	 Cruise mode It: sun occultation (near Mercury) Battery 8

Key operational modes
Subsystem

1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12 13

Main inverter 2.4 kHz

(avg)

Science:

HRIR	 0 5.0 5.0 5.0 0 0

TV	 6.0 - 38.0 38.0 38.0 6.0 6.0

IRR	 0 0 2.5

DFR	 0 - 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Magnetometers	 0	 0	 5.0 5.0 0 5.0 0	 0 5.0

Plasma probe	 0	 0	 6.5 6.5 0 6.5 0	 0 6.5 -

Energetic particle	 0	 0	 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 0	 0 1.0

detector

Cosmic dust detector 	 0	 0	 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0	 0 0.2 -

SDS (includes I W	 0	 0	 22.0 22.0 0 22.0 0	 0 22.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 22.0

for buffer)

Total science	 6.0	 6.0	 40.7 40.7 6.0 40.7 6.0	 6.0 80.2 81.2 81.2 44.2 45.2

Engineering:

Scan electronics	 4.0 18.5 18.5 18.5 4.0 4.0

Data storage	 10.0 18.0 22.0 18.0 19.0 18.0

Flight telemetry	 15.0
system

Flight command	 2.5 -

RFS	 28.0

Pyrotechnic	 0	 1.0

Thermal control 	 38.5	 26.0	 26.0 26.0 38.5 26.0 26.0	 38.5 0 -^
heater (No. 1)

CCSS	 29.0	 16.0 -

Attitude control	 13.0	 15.0	 25.0 4.0 52.0 4.0 4.0	 52.0 4.0 - - 25.0

Gyro No. 1	 8.0	 8.0	 8.0 0 8.0 0 0	 8.0 0 8.0

Power distribution	 2.25 -^

Total engineering	 150.25	 140.75	 140.75 119.75 180.25 119.75 108.75	 177.25 105.25 109.25 105.15 87.75 119.95
(2.4 kHz)

Total 2.4 kHz	 156.25	 146.75	 181.45 160.45 186.15 160.45 114.75	 183.25 184.45 190.45 186.45 132.95 164.95
inverter output

Efficiency	 0.903	 0.900	 0.910 0.903 0.911 0.903 0.870	 0.911 0.911 0.912 0.912 0.88 0.904
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Table 18 (confd)

Key operational modes Icontd)

Subsystem

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Total 2.4 kHz 166.38 163.05 199.39 177.35 204.4 177.35 125.0 194.56 202.46 208.82 204.44 150.62 182.46

inverter input

Scan motor 0 11.79 1 1.79 11.79 0 0

(400 Ha-10)

incl eff 0.797

Gyro No. 2 11.6 11.6 11.6 0 11.6 0 0 11.6 0 11.6

(400 H:-30) includ-

ing efficiency 0.775

Total boost reg 177.98 174.65 210.99 177.35 216.0 177.35 125.0 206.16 214.25 220.61 216.23 150.62 194.06

output requirement

Efficiency 0.878 0.877 0.908 0.905 0.878 0.905 OA92 0.883 0.909 0.910 0.909 0.900 0.883

Total boost regulator 202.71 199.14 232.4 195.96 246.0 195.96 140.13 233.47 235.7 242.42 237.88 167.4 219.77

input requirement

Unreg do power

requirement

Boost regulator 202.71 199.14 232.4 195.96 246.0 195.96 140.13 233.47 235.7 242.42 237.88 167.4 219.77

input

Battery charger 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.5 0.5 3.5 0.5 0.5 3.5 0.5 -

TWT 57.0 93.0 -

Boost regulator fail 1.5

sensor

Thermal control 9.3 22.5

heater (No. 2)

Subtotal 271.0 280.6 313.86 310.96 327.5 347.96 257.6 350.97 365.2 337.42 332.88 262.4 314.77

Power source and 0.97 -

Total raw p.-)wer	 279	 289	 324	 322	 338	 359	 266	 362	 377	 349	 343	 271	 325

requirement

Fig. 64. Power subsystem functional block diagram

t
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SOLAR *	 output characteristics. The maximum power output of
PANEL	 the main and standbv inverters is 250 W.

SOLAR
PArIF.

1
—^	 35 Vdc	

I do POWER
SO Vdc

eus
SOLAR

PANEL _

35 Vdc

SOUR	 50 Vdc l
PANEL

DC	 SENSOR

Fig. 65. Solar panel functional schematic
switching diagram

will be required. Mechanization of the above sensing and
switching logic and components requires further study.

An alternate approach eliminating the above solar
panel switching philosophy would be to redesign the
boost regulator and battery charger for accommodating
lower solar panel input voltages. In addition, the present
number (18) of battery cells in series would have to be
reduced. As a consequence, the ampere hour capacity of
the battery cells may have to be increased. However, this
approach tends to be more costly than the solar panel
switching scheme.

The main booster regulator converts solar panel voltage
to a regulated 56 Vdc at a tolerance of -Li%. An iden-
tical standby booster regulator serves as a backup to the
main booster regulator and will provide power in case of
failure of the main booster regulator. Switchover is
controlled by on-board detection of over-or-under voltage
at the output of the main booster regulator. The maxi-
mum power output of both the main and standby booster
regulators is 300 W.

The main inverter output is designed to provide 2.4 kHz
±1 %n single-phase, square-wave power at 50 Vrm s:a%
from a regulated 56 Vdc ±1% input. Timing signals to
the central computer and sequencer are provided from
the main inverter. In event of failure of 0 , main inverter,
the system will switch to a standby inverter with identical

The 400-Hz inverter consists of both single-phase and
three-phase outputs. The output characteristics of the
single-phase portion, including both amplitude and fre-
quency, are 28 V, 1 , 1 , ±5% square wave and 400 Hz
---0.01% in the normal mode, respectively. Average
power output is 15 W at 28 V with a peak loading of
21 W for a maximum of 60 sec. The 400-Hz three-phase
powc r output characteristics, including both frequency
and amplitude, are 400 Hz ±0.01% in the normal mode
and 27.2 Vrms ±5% line-to-lint, quasi square wave,
respectivel y. Average power of the three-phase output is
12 W with a • ak of 15 W.

5. Power system weight. The following is a weight
breakdown of the Afariner Venus/Mercury 1973 power
subsystem and current design ,ratus:

Weight, lb Design st,:tus

Solar cells (not 18.5 New
including struc-
ture, mirrors)

Battery, including 34.58 Mariner Afars 1969
chassis, Afariner
Mars 1969 AgZn)

Battery charger 2.14 Mariner Mars 1965

Main inverter 5.86 Mariner Mars 1971
(2.4 kHz) (2)

Boost regulator (2) 11.70 Mariner Mars 1971

Inverter (400 Hz, 3.51 Afariner Mars 1969
1 o and 30)

Power control 2.33 Ifarine Mars 1969

Power source logic 8.5 'Ifariner Mars 1969
(modified)

Power distribution 1.8 Mariner Mars 1969
(modified)

Heater de power 1.2 Afariner Mars 1969
(modified)

Total	 90.17

E. Central Computer and Sequencer

1. Introduction. The Central Computer and Sequencer
(CC&S) will be a modified Mariner Mars 1969 CC&S.
It is a stored-progr;:m, special-purpose digital computer
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with a fixed sequencer for maneuver redundancy. Two
changes are recommended for increased reliability and
flexibility, ease of programming, and simplification of
in-flight reprogramming. One is an increase in memory
size to 512 words from the 128 words in the ll tgriner Mars
1969 CC&S. The second is a modification to the instruc-
tion list. Tho subtract operation is altered to include a
compare and skip option, and some operation codes are
altered and expanded to accommodate an execute event
instruction. The two changes will be discussed in a later
section.

The characteristics of the Mariner Venus/ivlercury 1973
CC&S are summarized in Table 19. The reliability is a
recent estimate based on parts count, constant component
failure rates, and independent failures."

During the trajectory correction maneuvers, the CC&S
operates in one of three modes: tandem, computer only,
or fixed sequencer only. Normally, the tandem mode is
used since this results in maximum CC&S reliability.
In the tandem mode, the fixed sequencer controls the
maneuver events. The computer outputs are compared
to the sequencer outputs by on-board logic. If they do not
agree, the maneuver is automatically aborted. DC com-
mands can switch the CC&S to either of the other two
modes if difficulty with the computer or fixed sequencer
is encountered before or during a maneuver.

2. Functional requirements. The purpose of the CC&S
is to provide timing and sequencing functions for other
spacecraft subsystems throughout the flight. The com-
plete flight program is stored in the CC&S on the launch
pad 1 hr before launch (refer to the baseline sequence of

Table 19. Characteristics of Mariner
Venus/Mercury 1973 CC&S

Type Digital, bit-serial, stored program
special purpose

Memory site 512 words of 22 bits each

Reliability !ostimoled Computer:	 53,800 hr
mean time before Fixed sequencer:	 130,000 hr
failure) CUS in tandem:	 141,000 hr

Weight 20 lb (excluding cables)

Power 29 W (Launch), 16 W (average cruise)
18 W Ipeok)

Volume 600 in.' (excluding cables)

"Personal communications, David Rubin ( JPL ), September 27,
1968 and October 10, 1968.

events), At any time, subject to a restriction (section
VIII-E-4-c), during the flight the contents of the memory
can be read out or altered one word at a time. If the
program is altered in flight, the CC&S can perform an
automatic check to insure that the alteration was made
properly.

All CC&S events, except those which occur during
trajectory correction maneuvers and earth occultations,
are backed up by ground commands. Some CC&S events,
in turn, back up the timed events of other subsystems,
particularly during earth occultations.

3. Sequence of events. This section contains a discus-
sion of the functioning of the CC&S during the flight.
To facilitate the discussion, the sequence of events is
divided into six subsequences: prelaunch, launch, cruise,
the trajectory correction maneuvers, Venus encounter,
and Mercury encounter.

a. Prelaunch. The prelaunch sequence starts when the
CC&S memory is loaded 1 hr before liftoff (L - 1 hr) and
end., with separation of the spacecraft (S+0). The loaded
program includes a supplementary diagnostic routine
which perfnrm a simple check on the memory contents.

Immediately following the loading of the memory, the
diagnostic routine computes the sum of all words in
the program and compares it with a stored value. A zero
difference between the computed and stored values
signifies that the memory has been loaded properly and
the CC&S is operating. A verify output signal is produced.
At L — 4 min, after the spacecraft has been switched to
internal power, the CC&S main program is started by
release of a CC&S inhibit. Three minutes later the CC&S
produces a second verify output that indicates proper
operation.'

For the remainder of the mission the CC&S keeps track
of the passage of time. It counts time in increments of
1 hr In addition, when necessary, it subdivides any hour
into minutes and seconds. Time is measur d from the
start of CC&S operation; that is, 4 min before launch.

Until the spacecraft is separated, the CC&S outputs
(except for the verify signal) are disabled by a relay hold
current. At separation the current is removed and all
CC&S outputs are enabled.

"Since the fixed sequencer does nut operate except during a maneu-
ver, there is no verification of its readiness. If desirable, its read-
iness could be verified Such verification will take about 2 hr to
accomplish.
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h, Launch. The launch sequence extends from tine time
the spacecraft is separated until it is fully attitude sta-
bilized. There will be from five to seven events in the
launch sequence. The times of their occurrence can be
specified to the nearest minute. The ii:itial spacecraft
events (solar panel unlatch, etc.) are initiated by a counter
not associated with the CC&S. The CC&S provides it

backup capability for these events. The remaining events
in the launch sequence are initiated by CC&S outputs and
are backed up by ground command.

The time of occurrence of any CC&S event iu this
sequence. as in any other, may be modified in flight by
appropriate transmission of CC commands.

c. Cruise. The cruise sequence begins with the start
of CC&S operation and continues through the entire
flight. The other sequences are "superimposed" on the
cruise sequence. The computer interleaves the timing of
cruise events %with the timing of events in the other
sequences. 'Typical of the types of events occurring in
the cruise sequence are Canopus sensor updates, changes
in BF power, high-gain antenna pointing corrections, as
well as events that recur periodically, called cyclics. The
total number of cruise events (excluding cyclics, which
may occur tens or hundreds „, i i mes) is estimated to he
between 25 and 60 depending on the required number
of antenna pointing events.

Cruise event times are normally specified to the nearest
hour. If nec-ossary, events can be timed with 1-min
resolution but this is discouraged because it tends to
reJuce mission reliability. Events that are specified with
higher resolution cause the CC&S to access the computer
memory more often. The memory, containing the flight
sequence of events, is volatile only when it is being
accessed; thus it is susceptible to any sizable (greater
than :i_20%)  power transient at those times. The CC&S
contains circuits to sense this condition and will stop its
time-keeping while notifying the ground via the FTS.
But the memory contents can no longer be trusted. They
have to be examined and corrected if necessary.

All cruise events are hacked up by ground (DC,
command.

d. Trajectory correction inawticers. Four trajectory
correction maneuvers are possible although three is the
more likely number. The three will occur at the following
approximate times: L 4- 8 days, E, — 3 days, and E,• + 8

days. Since all the baseline maneuvers are similar, only
one will he discussed here.

A maneuver can he performed with the CC&S in any
one of its three maneuver modes. With the CC&S in the
tandem mode, two sets of CC commands are transmitted
to the spacecraft to establish durations for pitch and roll
and the motor burn. One set is routed to the CC&S com-
puter and owe set is supplied to the fixed sequencer.
It, c ther of the other two modes, only one set of CC
commands is required. It is stored in the CC&S unit
that is operating.

Storage of the CC commands can be accomplished at
any time before the start of the maneuver. The command
format requires two command words for each CC being
stored in the computer. The first word specifies the
memory address, into which the subsequent information
is to he inserted. It also contains the first 7 bits of the
22-bit word to he stored. The second command word
con tains the remaining 15 bits. A CC command to be
stored in Cie fixed sequencer requires only one command
word.

The maneuver is initiated by a DC command. The
maneuver sequence will consist of nine events. This num-
ber includes both the starting and stopping of the turns,
and motor burn. Maneuver events may be timed with
1-sec resolution. Spacecraft turns are also timed to the
nearest second, but motor burn duration is controlled to
within one accelerometer pulse.

The events initiated by the CC&S during a mane-aver
are not normally backed up by RF command. Except for
the first maneuver, the round-trip communication time
delays virtually eliminate the effectiveness of any emer-
gency measures initiated from the ground. Therefore, the
maneuver is normally executed with the CC&S in the
tandem mode. Any discrepancy between the computer
outputs and the sequencer outputs will immediately
cause a maneuver abort and celestial references will
be reacquired.

e. Venus encounter. The Venus encounter sequence
begins at E,- — 1 hr and ends at E,• + 18 hr. The 20 to
40 events in this sequence will be programmed with
1-sec resolution.

f. Mercury encounter. The Mercury encounter sequence
begins at E,V — 7 days and ends at Ex i- 7 days. The
80 to 120 events in this sequence will be timed with
1-sec resolution.

i
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4. CC&S Description.

a. Functional description

General description. As previously mentioned, the CC&S
is it purpose computer with it sequencer for
redundancy during maneuvers. Figure 66 is a block
diagram of the CC&S, illustrating its organization.

The computer unit. Approximately 80% of the CC&S
subsystem is composed of the comt^uter unit shown in the
upper part of Fig. 66. The processor controls memory
transfers; performs logic, control, and arithmetic oper-
ations; senses external and internal interrupts; and routes
event addresses to the event decoder at appropriate times.

?Memory transfers „tour only during a memory scan,
which is normally performed once every hour. The
memory scan consists of executing instructions sequen-
tially unless the program specifies a jump. Encountering
it halt instruction ends the scan. Flags that may he set as a
result of instructions encountered and executed during
it scan can call for another scan to follow in 1 sec or 1 min
rather than an hrnur later. This will be the rule for ce :uts
in launch, maneuver, and encounter sequences. In the
cruise sequence, however, hourly scans %vill normally
occur.

The processor's arithmetic capability is limited to
adding and subtracting any two 22-hit words in memory,
and subtracting I from a selected portion of any single
22-bit word in memory. The processor's logic and control
capability includes conditional and unconditional pro-
gram jumps, instruction operation code modifications and
word transfers. The processor also contains flip-flops that
allow external (ground command) control of the computer
operation. These flip-flops are interrogated periodically
by an instruction that causes it 	 jump if the flag
is set.

The baseline memory consists of 512 words (22 1- i ts per
word) of ferrite core storage, and input/output, .iddress
and control circuits. Each bit of a word is stored in one
core. Words may be randomly addressed but the bits of a
word are read out sequentially. Reading a bit destroys it,
and it must be restored in the core if it is to be retained
unaltered. Therefore, the memory operates in a "read/
restore" cycle. The memory, also contains a 1-word
register for transferring memory contents to the FTS
during a ground-commanded memory readout. It is also
used as an input buffer and as an accumulator.
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The input decoder accepts and controls CC command
data from the FCS for insertion into the memor y and also
controls the transfer of memor y information to the FTS.

The computer clock converts the 2.4-kHz square wave
from the power subsystem into clock pulses for timing the
operations of the processor, memory and event decoder.

The event decoder :tnd event actuators receive and
decode the event addresses from the processor. The event
decoder is capable of decoding 72 discrete states from a
9-bit address. It is mcchani •zed so that from one to three
of these discrete states can he simultaneousl y selected.
This capability, subject to certain restrictions, allows a
variety of output actuator combinations to be imple-
mented as the need arises during the flight.

Fired sequencer unit. The fixed sequencer is shown
in the lower portiot, of Fig, 66. It provides redundant
maneuver capability within the CC&S. Prior to the start
of a maneuver. the duration values an.: polarity for pitch
and roll, and the number of accelerometer pulses desired
during motor burn, are supplied to the input decoder
from the FCS. The input decoder routes this information
to the appropriate duration register (pitch turn, roll turn
or motor _%V) via the switch logic. Once the maneuver
starts, each duration register is counted to overflow in
turn. The counting and the suitable intervening delays
are controlled by the switch logic.

1lfodal operation. The tandem mode provides an on-
board check of the critical maneuver turns and motor
burn. In this mode the sequencer is the prime maneuver
element with the computer programmed to follow along
and check its operation. Except during the motor burn,
if the computer outputs do not match the sequencer
outputs during a maneuver, the ma , ieuver is automati-
cally aborted. During motor burn, the computer monitors
elapsed time. If the motor burn length exceeds a maxi-
mum value it is terminated. This arrangement protects
against incorrectly executed turns—wrong direction or
magnitude—and excessive motor burns. Short motor
burns that might result can be corrected by subsequently
executing another maneuver.

In the event of problems with the tandem mode, either
CC&S unit can be selected for a maneuver on the basis of
diagnosis of the problem. Mode control is obtained by
DC commands. The tandem mode is automatically
assumed in the absence of DC commands to the contrary.
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Fig. 66. CCLS organization block diagram
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The ma ncu yer event actuators are separated from the
other actuators. The y are quad redundant for Iii-l!
reliability.

Instruction list. The c • ouuMnter Hest • ..t•,.• -:,t Consists

of 16 instructions. The o a ;eralion :ue i• : the instruction
woirl is limited to 4 hits. Tlivic • tore, 16 instructions is the
^naxinnun ordinaril y permissible with the llurinvi- Mars
1969 design. To increase this num cr in a straightforward
manner would precipitate it major rcdesi l-n effort and this
is not contemplated for fl arincr Venn •:, , \ t crc • nry 1973
mission. Ho\we•yer, some changes, di : •u,sed later in
section VII I • E-5 h. are recommended to save some memory
space and to smolify tl., p. ogramming.

The 16 instructions can he _at'g3,1[ru as:

Ari thmetic: 1—add; 1—siibiract

Jump:	 1—unconditiou;,d j!uml,,
1—re set operation code to zero and

unconditional jump;
1— flag unconditional jump;
i- -..runt 1 an(] eonditio .' ;u irip;
1-- lecremcevt address by I :end

conditionai jump;
4--decrement time b y 1 and conditional

jump;

Other:	 1—no operation; 1—pre^-ram halt;
?—\\ord transfer and halt;
1—transfer word

The limited number of instvctions available compli-
cates the programming. Development of a high-level
compiler that would allow a general pm-pose computer
to convert it given mission sequence dire ah to machine
language is quite difficult and, therefore, has not been
atter^pted. However, programs written for Afar:, ter Mars
1969 have been simulated and checked on a general
purpose computer. Once the "tricks" of programming
with these instructions become familiar, programming
becomes a relati yeh• straightforward task. Fortunately,
errors, to which nuuhine language programming is p-one,
can 1-e eliminated by the above-mentioned simulations.

h. interface° description. This descri ption is essentially
that oc the Mariner stars 1969 CC&S and is offered h  .-
cis a guide.

Input boundaries exist for primary power• command
subsystem signals, teienietry subsystem signals, data auto-
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oration subsystem signal,, inhibit;c uai!]c signals from the
spacecraft separation ev.-n • e•u;r ',loekhouse launch com-
plc • :: ipm: ;et • LCE;i ,ignals, and direct access signals
yi :e the CC&S operation support equipment (OSE).

Oul tnut boundaries exist for event outputs to spacecraft
users, engineering telemetry to the telemetry subsystem,
performance and control signals to the blockhouse LCE,
and performance and control signals to the CC&S-OSE.

The CC&S receives primary 2.4-kHz square-wave
power with ±0.01% frequency stabilit y from the power
subsystem. This input also serves as the basic CC&S
clock frequency.

The CC&S receives the follo: ub signals iroin tae F(.

i. Reset the fixed -i:::•u yer sequenc:. ,nd switch the
mancu ycr logic to the c..ii-tandem itandby mode.

ii. Start the maneuver sequence (two indepenac•ut
signals).

iii. Halt computer operation and inhibit computer out-
put actuators.

iv. Restart computer operation and enable computer
output actuators.

y. Switch maneuver output actuators to computer-
only and start the maneuver sequence.

v'.. Switch the CC&S maneuver logic to the tandem
standby mode and enal , le operation of the power
transient detector.

vii. Coded commands of 18 bits separately to the
computer and fixed sequencer portions of the
CC&S along with alert and data sync.

The CC&S receives an alert signal from the FTS to
start a memory readout cycle and a train of syn;:hr. •

-nization pulses to synchronize the shifting of da-i back-
to the FTS for transmission.

The CC&S receives a signal from the SUS earl.. time a
V picture is taken at,d another signal at the start of the

near-encounter sequence to initiate programmable ca lays
which are used to fix the time of clock angle sl •v. :
encounter terminate, analog recorder stop, ant aig:tal
recorder stop.

From the spacecraft separation connector the CC&S
receives an input enabling its logic and removing relay
hold at spacecraft separation.
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The CC&S receives from the blockhouse LCE the
CC&S inhibit, relay hold, CC&S clear, data sync, data
alert, data ind OSE f 28 Vdc interface power.

All CC&S tim,^d evc , ► ts to other spacecraft subsystems
are isolated relay contact openings or closures.

To the FTS the CC&S provides the following outputs:
data; an cnd-of-data-rcadoui signal at the completion of
a requested readout mode; an event indication output
whenever a CC&S event is output, or a command is
received b;• the CC&S, or certain other logic functions
are executed within the CC&S; logic status indication.

The CC&S delivers the data verify, relay hold monitor
and operation verify signals to the blockhouse LCE.

c. Event tirning accuracy. While the frequency source
that the CC&S uses to accumulate time is highly stable,
over a period of several months an appreciable error can
be expected. However, it is anticipated that this error will
be compensated for under CC&S program control. Event
times can be modified as a result of calibration of the
Hight frequency source either before or during Hight.

As for maneuvers, the motor burn will be controlled
by spacecraft acceleration rather than by accumulated
time. On the other h^.nd, any turn duration is ±0.5 sec
of the desired interxal is the worst case. In addition, in
the computer-only man-uver ► node, the intervals between
the turns and between the last turn and the motor bun;
are in-flight modifiable and are timed to ±0.5 sec.

The transmission of CC commands can cause a tem-
porary interruption of the normal time-keeping routines
in the computer. Therefore, if time losses and/or sub-
sequent reprogramming are to be avoided, CC command
loading should be restricted to intervals when the CC&S
is in cruise mode (1-hr operation cycles). CC command
loading may he accomplished without difficulty if it is
done between the hourly scans. This ioading restriction
saves considerable circuitry within the CC&S without
unduly penalizing the span craft or mission operations
since all loading can norms- ly occur during the cruise
mode.

A timcc interlock is proviaed in the CC&S to return
the comp ► •'l?r to real-time of e ► ation if any CC word
should L-c interrupted before its completion.

5. Changes to Mariner Mars 1969 CC&S

a. i ncreased me mory size. The Mariner Mars 1969
Hight program occupies the entire 128 words of memory.
Approximately 75 locations are needed for event time
processing and executive routines and about 50 locations
are now hcing used for .vent times. In estimating the
size of the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 Hight program,
we have to r •.dd the 80 to 120 events anticipated for
Mercury encounter, about 55 instructions for the added
antenna pointing task, and about 20 words for the diag-
nostic routine. The total anticipated program length in
the worst case is therefore about 3', words. The memory
size is restricted to powers of two because, the CC&S is a
binary machine. Therefore, the required memory size
is 512 words.

This increase in memory capacity ran be reduced if
an 'overlay" technique is used to conserve memory
space. The Hight program can be divided into two seg-
ments. One segment would be loaded before launch.
Then, sometime during the Hight, the second segment
would be loaded in the same locations formerly occupied
by the first segment. If the two segments are of similar
length they will each be about 160 to 200 words long.
Themfore the Mariner Mars 1969 memory size need' be
increase ;3 to onl y 256 words.

I` 1  mo ► y rcloa&ig we,uld probably take place follow-
ing the third maneu,c_. This is approximately 108 days
after launch. 'I he CC&S input decoder must function
properly until then. If th ► input decoder fails before the
memory is loaded with the second segment, the remain-
ing mission events would have to be commanded from
the ground. Therefore, although the overlay approach is a
feasible alternative to increasing the memory size, it
results in a small decrease in mission reliabilit y. Further-
more, a 512-se ord memory is also slated for the 1971
Mars orbiter CC&S.

b. Instruction .tiod fication. As a result of extensive
programming ci^!rcises in preparation for, and durhig,
the Mariner Mars 1966 flights, it became apparent that a
means for comparing the magnitudes of two numbers
would be desirable. It would be helpful in reducing the
length of the diagnostic routine. Another attractive
feature would be the ability to execute any particular
event repeatedly over a period of time with one instruc-
tion. These supplements to the computer's capability
would simplify the programming and save storage space.
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However, as previously mentioned, the operation code
capacity of 4 hits cannot be increased without an
extensive redesign of the CC&S. To circumvent this costly
alternative, it was decided that the compare-and-skip
option could be added to the subtract instruction. In
addition, ;he operation codes of two instructions could
be combined, thus allowing for the introduction of an
execute event instruction.

The two instructions whose operation codes could be
combined are the halt and no operation. These instruc-
tior-- liave no operands associated with them. Some of
the bit positions that normally specify the operand
addresses in the instruction word call be easily used
to expand the operation code for these two instructions.
They would effectively have 5-bit operation codes. The
4-bit parts would now be identical, thus freeing one
operation Lode. The freed code would serve for the
execute event instruction.

The modification to the subtract instruction is as
follows. If the subtrahend and minucu.., in a subtraction
are not equal, the next instruction would follow in the
program execution. If they were equal, the instruction
after the next would follow. With this feature, a subtract
(with no comparison) is performed by inserting two
identical instructions following the subtract. To perform
a subtract and compare, two different instructions are
entered in the program. A subtract and compare opera-
tion "n the Mariner Mars 1969 CC&S requires a 3-word
subroutine. Thus one word position is saved each time
this is required in the program. On the other hand, the
subtract operation would now require an additional
word. The net result would be a saving because the
subtract and compare is needed much more often than
the subtract alone.

The execute event instruction is useful for periodic
events such as cyclics and planetary platform slew com-
mands. It would supplement the count 1 and conditional
jump instruction. The latter executes an event once after
a given time interval has elapsed and causes a program
jump. The former instruction would do the inverse.
It would execute an event repeatedly throughout a given
time interval, causing a program jump each time, and at
the end of the interval would continue with the next
instruction. This instruction would save approximately
three memory locations whenever it appeared in a
program.

Both of the proposed instruction list modifications can
be accomplished with a minimum of hardware changes.
An estimate of the extra hardware needed is one flip-flop

and perhaps three to seven logic gates. The exact quan-
tity depends oi l 	number of gates that call
shared between the count 1 and conditional jump and
the execute event instructions. Of course, some rewiring
of other logic gates will be required to accommodate
the operation code changes.

F. Telemetry Subsystem

The telemetry subsystem design recommended for
Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 is a Nvired sequence: tree-
commutator with several data modes (Fig. 67). Convolu-
tion or block encoding may be applied to its output,
depending upon specific data requirements and DSN
plans. The general philosophy of subcarrier multiplex of
engineering and scientific data will be followed, since
this has proved to be a clean and operationally practical
technique.

The tree s-,vitc•li approach was selected, rather than
the traditional Mariner decimal-deck structure, because
of the substantial reliability, due to the reduced parts
count advantage of the former. This change is especially
attractive because the Texas Instruments series 51 inte-
^rated circuits are no longer manufactured, and therefore,
a redesign of the 1969/1971 telemetry subsystem is
mandatory. A wired (fixed) sequence rather than program
is recommended for this baseline. Further studies should
investigate the potentially substantial advantages of a
-stored prograin commutator.

Performance parameters for the telemetry system are:

Inputs: 100 analog, 50 serial digital, 100 parallel
digital.

Outputs: 2 PCM/PSK subcarriers, mixed, precision
waveforms.

Subcarrier frequencies: unresolved. Minor impact
for an , selection of subcarriers between 10 and
400 kHz.

Data Rates:

(1) Overall capability: 5-500 bits/sec for low-rate
channels; 500-100,000 bits/sec for high rate.

(2) Considered in this study:
Engineering at 8 1,^ or 33% bits/sec
Low rate science (uncoded) at 66'% bits/sec
High rate science (block-coded) at 1.0125, 2.025,
4.05, 8.1, or 16.2 kbits/sec
Coding: convolutional, block or uncoded
Weight: 21 lb (estimated)
Power: 15 W (estimated)
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G. Flight Contn.l Subsystem

1. Attitude control subsystem requirements. The atti-
tude control subsystem (ACS) is required to orient the
spacecraft automatically with respect to the lines of sight
to the sun and Canopus after separation from the launch
vehicle and after each of the three trajectory correction
maneuvers. Upon receipt of commands from the CC&S,
the ACS must orient the spacecraft to align tl,e propul-
sion system thrust axis in the direction commanded for
the trajectory correction maneuver and must control the
direction of the velocity change imparted during the tra-
jectory correction maneuver. In addition, it must provide
cruise attitude stabilization for 165 days.

a. Attituclr Control Subsystem.

IntrodLution. The attitude control subsystem is essen-
tially the same as the Mariner series ACS, which consists
of a cold gas "bang-bang' reaction jet system which
stabilizes the spacecraft about all three axes. This system
has the capability to reduce the initial launch vehicle
tip-off rates and acquire the suit Canopus. During
cruise, the spacecraft axes are aligned relative to the sun
and Canopus through the use of celestial sensors (Fig. 68).
When other orientations are required, i.e., for trajectory
correction maneuvers, an inertial reference is provided by
gyroscopes. The spacecraft is initially in the cruise atti-
tude and then rotations are made, about the spacecraft
axes, to the new desired attitude. An autopilot control
subsystem is provided to stabilize the spacecraft during

trajectory corrections (motor burn). This control system
uses the gyros as the error sensors and employs jet vane
actuators to control the direction of the thrust vector
(Fig. 69). In addition, an integrating accelerometer is used
to control the velocity increment imparted during motor
burn.

The required modifications to a Alariner Mars 1969/
1971-type ACS system for the Venus/Mercury Mission
consist of: (1) logic changes to provide for sun occulta-
tion at Mercury, and (2) sun sensor protection against
it high-temperature environment near Mercury. Also,
nitrogen cold-gas required has increased slightly (about
2 lb) based on anticipated increases in solar torques for
this inner planet mission and contingencies such as scan
platform interactions, etc. While the baseline maneuver
turn sequence is that of Alariner Mars 1969, i.e., pitch-roll,
it appears that an alternate sequence (described in Ap-
pendix C) could offer score advantages from a tempera-
ture control standpoint. For any of the Alariner Venus/
.Mercury 1973 maneuvers, the maximum time spent in
a fixed attitude (of great importance from a temperature
control standpoint) is expected to be 23 min. The maxi-
mum time the spacecraft -,vill not be sun-acquired during
a maneuver is expected to be 97 min.

Figure 70 illustrates the Afariner-type dual gas system
to be used. Placement of the pitch, yaw, and roll valves
is indicated; also shown is the high- and low-pressure gas
system hardware and the valve lever arm length.
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Fig. 69. Pitch and y aw autopilot configuration
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A summary of the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 flight
control mechanization as compared to Aferiner Mars
1969 and 1971 designs is indicated in Table 20. Included
in the summary is a planet sensors) similar to that (those)
used on ;Mariner Venus 67, which may be required to
provide on-board sensing of impending encounters with
either Venus or Mercury.

Table 21 shows the ACS weight breakdown, and a
mi-sion power profile for the ACS is given in Fig. 71.

2. Maneuver pointing error. As part of the current
Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 study, the rms value of
the maneuver pointing error was estimated. The maneu-
ver pointing error is defined as the angle between the
commanded maneuver velocity and the actual maneuver
velocity. The rms value is simply the square root of the
expected value of the square of this angle.

To make this estimate, the Mariner Mars 1969 maneu-
ver sequence was assumed with two exceptions. The
waiting time between the pitch and roll turns and the
waiting time between the end of the burn and start of
sun reacquisition were each reduced to 256 sec. The
512 sec saved were added to the waiting time between

Table 20. Moriner Venus/Mercury 1973 flight control
system mechaniz-3tion

Flight contro l unit
Comparison with mechanization for

other Mariner missions

Attitude control elec- Minor changes in logic to provide for
tronics and	 logic sun occultation. Minor changes in

parameters

Celestial sensors Plonat sensors(s) (if required) similar to
Mariner Venus 67. Changes to sun
sensors for thermal control. Canopus
tracker similar to Mariner Mars 1971

Autopilot electronics and Similar to Mariner Mars 	 1969. Minor
jet vane actuators changes in parameters

Inertial re ference unit Gyros and accelerometer similar to
Mariner Mars 1971. Realignment of
accelerometer sensitive axis. Minor
changes in parameters

Reaction control system Similar to Mariner Mars 1969/1971

Scan	 control	 electro,;ici Similar to Mariner Mars 1969/1971
and logic

Antenna hinge control New design
electronics and logic
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Table 21. Attitude control subsystem weight breakdown

Item Weight, lb

+X,	 +Y gas system assembly 12

— X,	 — Y gas system assembly 12

Nitrogen gas 7

Antenna hinge actuator 3

Antenna hinge control electronics 2

Sensors (sun, Canopus, etc.) 10

Inertial reference unit 11

Midcourse propulsion bay 4

ACS electronics B

Total . 	69

the end of the roll turn and the start of the burn. This
allows 1024 sec to evaluate the engineering data telem-
etered duril.g the turns and, if necessary, to abort the
maneuver.

A list of the sources of error considered, the estimated
3o values of these errors, and the percentage of the
square of the rms value of the pointing error contributed
by each error are shown in Table 22. The estimated rms
value of the pointing error is also included.

3. Antenna articulation subsystem. This section de-
scribes the subsystem used for controlled pointing of
the high-gain antenna. The antenna pointing subsystem
is based on a function describing the antenna's position
in a single rotational degree of freedom. This angular
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function of time is stored in the c-mtral computer, prior
to launch, in the form of connected line segments and
is subsequently used to update the antenna's po?nting
direction toward earth by means of a pulsed stepper
motor. Pointing errors associated with a one degree-of-
freedom system are evaluated in addition to the effects
of spacecraft attitude errors, structural misaligr;ments,
and stored prograrn approximations.

a. Hi.h-gain antenna articulation control subsystem.

given in Fig. 72 for the launch on October 21. It is
apparent that the earth track is reasonably close to a
planar curve. However, in examining the feasibility of
using a single degree-of-freedom articulation system, the
degree to which the earth track is nonplanar is critical.
If the earth track cannot be closely approximated by a
single-axis rotation within the pointing err-)r require-
ments, the alternatives are a communication system rede-
sign or a two degrees-of-freedom antenna mechanization.

	

Tratectorit characteristics. A plot of earth's apparent	 Pointing errors fora one degree of freedom articulation
	position in a spacecraft-centered coordi nate system is	 system. The geometry involved in determining a best

Fig. 72. Earth vector loci on spacecraft-centered sphere,
October 21, 1973 launch
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Table 22. Contributions to the maneuver
pointing erroe`

Error :ourr%
3a Value
(per axis)

Percent

variance
contributed

Gyro and integrator drift 2.61	 urad/sec 10.6

Gyro misalignment 5.25 mrad 30.3

Limit cycle ('-`4.4 mrad) 7.62 mrad 27.7

Sun sensor misalignment and null 5.43 mrad 10.8
offset

Canopus sensor misalignment and 4.71 mrad 2.4
null offset

Switching amplifier null offset 1.71 mrad 5.3

Turn time resolution (±0.5 sec) 0.867 sec 2.4

Turn rote calibration 3.3 prod/sec 0.9

Thrust vector misalignment 8.67 mrod 1.1

CG offset from the design thrust 3.144 mrad 8.5

vector

ioted rms value of the point'np error = 7.12 mrad.

location for a single axis of antenna rotation is illustrated
in Fig. 73. Angles 0 and Rp uniquely locate the rotational or
hinge axis of the antenna with respect to the spacecraft
pitch, yaw, and roll axes X, Y, and Z. Later discussion
will indicate the earth pointing errors to be expected
when the spacecraft attitude is not perfect.

Z

I

ANTENNA BORESIGHT
AXIS

Y

t	
ss•

/	 B
ANTENNA HINGE

07CLOC K	 ^	

/^ AXIS
B 	 ^ e I`.

	

4s •	x

-HINGE Ax15 PROJECTION
IN x-V PLANE

Fig. 73. Antenna hinge and boresight axis location in
spacecraft coordinates

Additional freedom in directing the antenna boresight
axis on an optimum path is obtained by varying ^, the
angle of the boresight axis cant to the hinge axis. Thus
it is possible to obtain an antenna pointing vector track
on the spacecraft-centered sphere (Fig. 72) which is not
an arc of a great circle. However, 0, 0, and 0 are all
absolutely fixed in flight, and only the hinge angle, &,
can be changed by preprogrammed commands from the
CC&S and/or direct single step commands from earth.
The des gn philosophy also assumes a single antenna
orientation, 0. o, and I , is acceptable for all launch days
in the period from October 22 to November 15.

In addition to the pointing error due to out-of-plane
movement of the earth track, sources of pointing errors
are:

(1) Spacecraft attitude misalignments

(2) Spacecraft and antenna structural misalignments

(3) Ant-nna control system hysteresis and nonlineari-
ties

(4) Poin,ing program approximations

The maximum (worst case) contribution to pointing
error by the attitude control system is obtained by a
vector summation of maximum pitch, yaw, and roll
deviation, each 0.25 deg, which gives a total error of
0.43 deg. Structural misalignments are difficult to specify
since they include the effects of thermal gradients over
the spacecraft and antenna dish, antenna mounting errors
(reflected by errors in 0, 4. and p), and a.,tenna electrical-
to-mechanical boresight calibrations. However, these
have been assumed to result in tolerances on the values
of 0, 0, and ^ which are :±-025, ±0.25, and ±0.1 deg,
respectively. Antenna actuator drive-train hysteresis and
potentiometer nonlinearitics have been added to the
effects of an approximate, CC&S generated, antenna
hinge angle program resulting in a maximum pointing
error contribution of about 0.25 deg. This error is quite
dependent on the out-of-plane errors at a particular
point in the mission.

As a result of these uncertainties, a pointing error
specification should include approximately a 1.0 deg
margin over and above the purely geornetrical errors
resulting from earth position deviations out of a plane
(as seen from the spacecraft). This is a conservative
specification since the errors described are taken in a
worst case sense.
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Baseline design and resulting; pointing errors. The
choice of a single antenna-to-spacecraft orientation which
meets the pointing error icquirement for all launch days
is of primary concern. Figure 74 illustrates the resulting
, pointing error for it launch October 21 using the baseline
ntenna position. This antenna hinge axis orientation

was chosen to allow the cruise sciener data to he trans-
mitted on the high-gain antenna as early as possible, as
well as to provide high-rate telemetry (tip io 5.1 kbits/sec)
to Mercury encounter plus 20 day.i. The lower curve
represents the least pointing error obtainable at each
point in time, assuming it perfectly aligned antenna, no
spacecraft attitude errors, and including the effects of
trajectory geometry only. The upper curve describes
the worst possible error when spacecraft attitude control
dead-rones (_+6?5 deg all axes) and antenna mounting
tolerances (B — 8.5 --0.25 deg, o = 10,5 deg -±-0.25 deg,
0 = 77.5 ±0.1 (leg) are also included.

A plot of the ideal antenna hinge angle time function
and its approximation by six connected, straight-line
segments is shown in Fig. 75. The line segment type of
approximation to the desired antenna rotation function
is easily obtained and is readily mechanized in terms of
on-board computer hardware and it stepper-motor drive
mechanism. Although the function shown corresponds
to an alternate antenna position (B = —4.3 deg, 0 = 12,6
deg, 0 = 86.5 (leg) (Appendix E), it is almost identical
to the function required for the baseline position; i.e., the
same number of segments are required and only slight
variations would occur.

9 T^
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4n	 60 !0	 100	 170	 110	 160	 Ib
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Fig. 74. Antenna painting error versus time

Articulation control subsystem functional description.
In summary, the antenna pointing control subsystem is
it degree• -of-freedom mechanization capable of meet-
ing pointing error requirements (section VII-F) The
spacccra ft antenna is rotated by a stepper motor and it
reducing gear-train -orni,ination at it nominal step sire
of 0.1 (leg along the programmed line segments. Maxi-
mum rate of change in the f inge angle is about 2,5 deg
per clay, resulting in a maxis, um stepping rate of about
1 step per hour.

A functional block diagram of the subsystem is shown
in Fig. 76. The stepper me)tor is pulsed directly as long
as the commanded position differs from the actual an-
tenna position by more than a minimum resolution
increment (0.1 deg, as an example). Both CC&S and
ground backup commands are provided for stowing or
deploying the antenna, starting the hinge angle program,
and one-step incrementing of the hinge angle independent
of the stored program.

H. Pyrotechnic Subsystem

1. General description. The pyrotechnic subsystem for
the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 spacecraft is based
upon proven techniques and design philosophy employed
in previous ,Mariner spacecraft subsystems. Improve-
ments in circuitry and components that enhance relia-
bility will he incorporated. The design is essentially that
of the Mariner 1969 subsystem, modified oily to the extent
required to accommodate the increased number of pro-
pulsion events and any added pyrotechnic functions.
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Fig. 76. High-gain antenna hinge control block diagram

2. Functions. The subsystem performs functions such
as release of the Centaur spacecraft separation device.
firing of squibs associated with the propulsion subsystem
explosive valves: release of the science scan platform,
solar panels, and antennas. Redundancy in critical func-
tions is employed through the use of redundant com-
mands, circuitry, squibs and devices. The subsystem
block diagram with functions and interfacing subsystems
is shown in Fig. 77.

3. Subsystem elements. Hardware elements included
in the pyrotechnic subsystem are:

(1) Pyrotechnic switching unit (PSU), an electronic
unit that contains an electroexplosive device firing

COMMAND
SWITCH

CIMRENT

LIMITING

section and an instrumentation section. Capacitor
banks are used to store squib firing energy; silicon
controlled rectifiers (SCR) switch the energy upon
command to squib loads. Unijunction transistors
(UJT) are used to generate gate pulses fo the
SCRs. Advantages of such a circuit include lo,vered
command current, assured triggering over a wide
range of ambient temperatures, and reduction of
false triggering due to noise. A schematic of a
typical firing channel is shown in Fig. 78.

(2) Electroexplosive devices (FED) associated with
the following functions:

(a) Spacecraft/launch vehicle separation device

(b) Release of low-gain antenna

UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOR
TRIGGER

S.C.R.
S. ^ I CM

SouleI	 I souls
MIDGEWIR[	 WIDGEWIRE

Fig. 77. Pyrotechnic subsystem block diagram
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(c) Release (,f science scan platform

(d) Release of solar panels

(e) Release of high-gain antenna

(f) Propulsion and pressu ant explosive valves
capable of at least four maneuvers

4. Subsystem inputs.

a. Power input. The ac power supplied to the sub-
system consists of a 2.4-kH7. square wave having an
amplitude of 50 Vrms_;%. The aver.ige power demand
is 1 W. The peak power demani occurs with storage
capacitor charging, and since capacitor charging current
is limited, the demand never exceeds 10 W.

Multiple do secondary voltages are provided for capaci-
tor bank charging and pyrotechnic command excitation
through transformation and rectification. The command
excitation is distributed from the PSU to each subsystem
required to provide pyrotechnic event commands.

Since the ac power to the subsystem is interrupted by
the separation initiated timer or pyrotechnic arming
switch, located on the spacecraft adjacent to the Centaur
spacecraft adapter, the subsystem is not excited (armed)
until separation has occurred.

b. Command signal inputs. PSU command signals
consisting of a momentary switch closure of between
10 msec and 10 sec are supplied by:

(1) Separation initiated timer (SIT)

(2) Central computer and sequencer (CC&S)

(3) Flight command subsystem (FCS)

S. Subsystem outputs. Outputs from the PCU are:

(1) Command excitation power (not to exceed 35 Vdc)
distributed to each spacecraft command source.

(2) Electroexplosive device firing pulses having a min-
imum amplitude of 5 A for at least 10 msec
delivered to each squib bridgewire upon rcccipt
of the proper command. Multiple bridgewires are
fired simultaneously in some pyrotechnic events,
in which case, current limiting resistors in series
with each bridgewire limit the peak current to
the bridgewire, provide isolation in the event indi-
vidual squib shorts, and provide a means for
measurement of delivered squib current with
ground operation support equipment (OSE).

(3) OSE instrumentation outputs consist of Lhe afore-
mentioned squib firing current outputs, capacitor
batik voltages, and command excitation voltage.
These outputs are made available at all
occessible connector when the PSU is installed in
the spacecraft.

(4) Telemetry outputs from the PSU to the flight
telemetry subsystem are provided to obtain in-
flight diagnostic information. The data consists
of an event signal indicating the delivery of firing
current to squib loads at each pyrotechnic firing.

6. Electroexplosive devices. Electroexplosive devices
are used in the spacecraft to perform the fu pctions pre-
viously listed. The EED consists of a squib and a
mechanical device. The squib contains a pyrotechnic
mixture that is electrically initiated. The resulting :.hem-
ical reaction produces a rapid release of energy that is
utilized by the mechanical device to perform its function,
i.e., pull pins, open val ves, release clamps, etc.

Characteristics of the electroexplosive devices used
are:

(1) Squibs have an electrical connector; the connector
being an integral part of the squib body.

(2) Squibs have redundant bridgewires.

(3) Squibs used in the EED are hot-wire gas generat-
ing types that will withstand 1-A, 1-W, without
firing. The squibs will be capable of withstanding
a static discharge of 25 kV from a 500 pF source.

(4) Devices are non-detonating, non-venting, non-
rupturing, and provide positive bas containment.

7. Subsystem weight. Weight of the pyrotechnic sub-
system will not exceed 10.0 lb.

8. Safety considerations. The design of the pyrotechnic
subsystem will adhere to the requirements of the latest
revision of the AFETRA4 127-1, Range Safety Manual.
The electromechanical pyrotechnic arming device, viz.,
separation initiated timer and pyrotechnic arming switch,
contain Fail-safe arming status indication circuity. The
indication circuit is routed via the spacecraft umbilical
connector to allow monitoring of the status in the launch
complex blockhouse.

It is a requirement that arming circuitry be phys-
ically and electrically isolated from command circuitry
to ensure that no single or common failure mode will
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simultaneously arm and command a hazardous pyro-
technic event.

I. Propulsion Subsystem

The function of the propulsion subsystem is to provide
directed impulses required for in-transit trajectory cor-
rections. The propulsion subsystem is comprised of a
mechanical]) , separable module containing all necessary
components and fluids to provide these impulses on
command.

1. Propulsion requirements and design constraints.
Propulsion propellant requirements for the Mariner
Venus/Mercury 1973 baseline mission are determined by
the total impulse which is dictated by the launch date,
trajectory accuracy (including injection accuracy and
bias), and spacecraft weight. With modification, the re-
quirements established for Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973
(section V-D) can be accomplished within the perfor-

manse capability of the Mariner Mars 1969 propulsion
subsystem, assuming :

Spacecraft weight	 75011)

Pro-wilant weight	 = 21.4 lb

Total subsystem weight 	 = 50.0 lb

Total midcourse correction AV = 66.0 m/sec

The propulsion subsystem will have the capability of
performing as many as four trajectory correction maneu-
vers during the mission lifetime. The accuracy with which
these maneuvers can be performed is shown in Fig. 79.
This figure is based on the use of a Mariner Mars 1969
propulsion and flight control subsystem mechanization
and can meet the present requirements. The use of the
Mariner Mars 1971 mechanization in which accelerom-
eters instead of a timer are used for integration of AV
will result in a reduction in the IV errors shown in
Fig. 79.

VELOCITY I1, CIFA4147, n.',

Fig. 79. Velocity increment percent error versus velocity increment for a 750-lb spacecraft
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COMPONENT SUMMARY

No.	 DESCRIPTION PI
1ROCKET ENG'NE
2	 PROPELLANT ORIFICE
3	 PROPELLANT INLET FILTER 22
4	 PROPELLANT VALVE, START No. l

E

5	 PROPELLANT VALVE, START No. 2 NO
6	 PROPELLANT VALVE, START No. 3 E
7	 PROPELLANT VALVE, START No. 4
8	 PROPELLANT VALVE, 5HUTOFFNo. 1

NC
IB

9	 PROPELLANT VALVE, SHUTOFF No. 2
10	 PROPELLANT VALVE, SHUTOFFNo. 3
II	 PROPELLANT VALVE, SHUTOFF No, 4
12	 FILL VALVE, PROPELLANT
13	 PROPELLANT TANK
14	 PROPELLANT MADDER
15	 PRESSURIZATION VALVE, NITROGEN
16	 PRESSURE REGULATOR
17	 NITROGEN FILTER
113	 NITROGEN VALVE, START No, 3
19	 NITROGEN VALVE. START No. 2
20	 NITROGEN VALVE, START No. 3
21	 NITROGEN VALVE, START No. 4
22	 NITROGEN VALVE ,SHUTOFF No. 1 E
23	 NITROGEN VALVE ,SHUTOFF No. 2 NO
24	 NITROGEN VALVE, SHUTOFF No. 3
25	 NITROGEN VALVE, SHUTOFF No. 4
26	 VALVE, NITROGEN TANK
27	 NITROGEN TANK

NIT
NC

O
INSTRUMENTATION SUMMARY

2. Subsystem description. The propulsion subsystem
utilizes a liquid monopropellant, anhydrous hydrazine
(N,H,), and develops a vacuum thrust of 50 Ibf. The
system is functionally a regulated gas-pressure-fed,
constant-thrust rocket. The principal system components
consist of a high-pressure gas reservoir, a pneumatic
pressure regulator, a propellant tank and bladder, ex-
plosive valves for start and shut-off functions, and a
rocket engine. The rocket engine contains a quantity
of catalyst which accomplishes the spontaneous decom-
position of the hydrazine. Four jet vanes are located at
the exit plane of the nozzle and are used to provide
spacecraft roll, yaw and pitch control during engine
burn. A schematic of the system is depicted in Fig. 80.

The system concept, as developed in previous mariner
spacecraft and modified for the Mariner Venus/Mercury
1973 baseline mission, is predicated on the basis that it
satisfy the long-term space-storage (approximately 180
days) and multiple start (maximum of four) require-
ments. Pressurization by gaseous nitrogen is used in lieu
of gaseous helium; the latter being more prone to leak-
age. In a like manner, welded and brazed tubing and
fittings are used wherever possible to minimize the
number of potential leak sources. Multiple start capa-
bility is realized by the inclusion of ganged explosive
valves with four parallel branches of normally closed
(start)—normally open (shut-off) valve groups in the nitro-
gen and propellant circuits.
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The firing of the propulsion subsystem is controlled by
the CC&S. The pyrotechnic subsystem stores energy and
provides the power switching for initiation of the
explosive valves.

3. Modifications required for Mariner Venus/Mercury
1973. The performance required to accomplish the
Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 baseline mission is within
the capability of the .Mariner Mars 1969 propulsion sub-
system. The existing tank capacity provides adequate
propellant to meet the istimated three sigma trajectory
corrections. The thrust level and multi-start character-
istics of the rocket engine are consistent with the Mariner
Venus/Alercury 1973 needs.

Two aspects of the existing liariner Mars 1969 hard-
ware require modifications based on the baseline mission
requirements. The present propulsion subsystem pro-
vides the capability for only two trajectory correction
maneuvers. In order to provide the capability for two
additional maneuvers, the explosive valve assemblies for
both the gaseous nitrogen and the monopropellant must
be modified. The changes are considered to be minor.

As a consequence of the spacecraft's approach to
Mercury, higher system temperatures are encountered
than oil Mariner missions. The increased tem-
peratures ace-lerate the bladder-to-propellant reaction
which results in decomposition of the hydrazine mono-
propellant. The present bladder material, a black butyl
rubber, catalytically decomposes the hydrazine with the
reaction rate strongly temperature dependent. A substi-
tute bladder material, ethylene—propylene rubber, has
undergone preliminary screening and appears to be com-
patible with hydrazine at elevated temperatures. The
sample tests need verification utilizing a flight type
configuration and pressures for long periods of time at
elevated temperature,.

J. Thermal Control Subsystem

1. Introduction. The Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973
mission presents a different therma'. environment from
that presented to prior interplanetary spacecraft. The
increased solar intensity (5.4 solar constants) during the
Mercury post-encounter will result in nigher equilibrium
temperatures for any equipment that is exposed to direct
solar radiation. The baseline spacecraft design is based
on previous Mariner concepts with additional protection
on the sunlit side. The internal temperature requirements
of the spacecraft are assumed as 50°F to 90°F. External
packages will need to be controlled individually to tem-

perature limits as dictated by each item of equipment.
Some of the sunlit-side instruments probably will need
to be redesigned to accommodate a wider temperature
tolerance.

2. Baseline description. The baseline spacecraft has
eight equipment mounting bays. All the bays are
equipped with bimetallic controlled thermal louvers with
the exception of bays II and IV. Bay II is insulated and
penetrated only by the propulsion nozzle. Bay IV has
no ins nation in order to provide maximum heat rejection
capability because of high power dissipation of the
travelling wave tube (TWT).

The sunlit side of the spacecraft is protected by a high
temperature insulation system. The insulation is made
of multilayer metallized Kapton" and attached to the
spacecraft by a combination of Kapton tape and Vespel"
posts. The launch vehicle adapter penetrates the insula-
tion through a self-closing cross slit so that after separa-
tion of the adapter, the spacecraft mounting feet will
not be exposed to direct solar radiation. In addition, a
sun shield is instal',d to protect the edges of the space-
craft. The shady side of the spacecraft is insulated with
a multilayer metallized Mylar'" insulation system.
There is a 1.2 ft- cutout in the insulation where a low-
absorbing and high-emitting surface is exposed to space
to provide heat dissipating capability for the spacecraft.
This radiator could also transmit heat to the scan plat-
form which will be insulated to the maximum extent
possible and equipped with electrical heaters and a
radiator, if necessary. The size of the heaters and radiator
will be determined after the experiments are selected
and the exact power dissipation is known. All externally
mounted packages are individually controlled by selec-
tively using electrical heaters and thermal control coatings.

For the solar panels, it may be necessary to increase
We substrate thickness above the 5 mils (baseline weight
is conservatively estimated with 20 mils) used in the
Mariner 1969/1971 design to provide a higher thermal
conductivity in the case of macro-mosaic design (Ap-
pendix D). However, a final substrate thickness selec-
tion will depend on a trade-off between increased thermal
conductivit y and increased stresses in the solar cells and
their protective cover glasses.

3. Functional description. During the prelaunch phase,
the spacecraft will be provided with an air-conditioned
environment and protected by a fairing during the

"Dupont trade name.
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launch phase. During the early cruise phase, the tem-
perature of the spacecraft will be maintained at approxi-
mately 50°F. This temperature is highly sensitive to the
internal power dissipation of the various items of equip-
ment.

Eight days after Venus encounter, the last nominal
trajectory correction maneuver will be made. During
this maneuver, the average spacecraft temperature will
experience an average increase of up to 9'F because of
solar radiation on parts of the spacecraft that are normally
in the shade. Local temperature rises could be several
times higher than the average value. However, an alter-
nate maneuver turn sequence (Appendix C) would re-
duce the average temperature rise during the maneuver
to a maximum of 2°F.

Near Mercury encounter the temperature of the space-
craft will reach its maximum value because of high solar
radiation, which causes rt!atively high heat transmission
into the spacecraft through the insulation, and because
of high power generation internally.

Fig. 81. Heat dissipation capability of louver system
4. Performance (parameters) assumptions.

(1) The temperature T inside the spacecraft to be
controlled: 50 :^=- T !!:—:^ 90°F.

(2) Louver performance capability q: (power radiated
to space) 6.3 (closed) G q ^ 47 W (open) [6.3

G q _ 36 W were assumed if the louver is located
underneath a 284°F (140°C) solar panel] with
1.4 ft2 effective louver area per bay.

(3) All radiators coated to provide: a/E (absorptivity/
emissivity) = 0.2, and e = 0.86. (Figure 81 shows
the heat dissipation capability of the louver system.)

(4) Shady side insulation performance: t: P,f = 0.01.

(5) Sunlit side insulation performance: Erff = 0.01,
a/c = 0.6.

(6) Time of spacecraft "off the sun": as listed in sec-
tion VIII-G-2.

Table 23 shows the heat balance of the spacecraft at
earth and Mercury at zero cone angle (cruise attitude).
The shady side radiator is sized by the internal power
dissipation requirement at Mercury, which is assumed
to be 304 W. The value- given for earth result from the

thermal control design at Mercury. The internal power
dissipated must fall within the thermal control range
indicated.

The average temperature rise of the spacecraft during
the last maneuver, which is at 2.18 solar constants, is

Table 23. Heat balance of Mariner Venus/
Mercury 1973 spacecraft

At earth,
W

At Mercury,
W

Louvers 38 240

Bore boy 59 85

Shady side insulation 4 9

Sunlit side insulation —9 —78

Shady side radiator (1.2 ft'l 40 48

132 304

Thermal control modulation capability 373 to 132 304 to 63
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shown in Table 24. The temperature rise is a function
of heat absorbed (q) and time exposed to the sun. In

computing the heating of the spacecraft during the
maneuver, constant rate of pitch is assumed. Therefore
the q„6..n,br,t = aq,nns 2/,r f' . w cos x dx where w is the pitch
angle. After the pitch maneuver is completed, the space-
craft will remain in maximum q position for the remain-
ing portion of the off-sun time.

Table 24. Average temperature rise during spacecraft
maneuver at 2.18 solar constants

Position Temperature rise

Sun at 90 deg

Sun at 180 deg

9°F (sun on bay IV)

5°F

During the sun occultation at Mercury, the average
spacecraft bus temperature will not experience any
change because of the short occultation duration and
large spacecraft mass. However, any external objects
normally facing the sun and not thermaily connected to
the bus will experience a severe thermal shock.

5. Thermal control problem areas. The following are
problem areas that may constrain the performance of the
spacecraft and influence detailed design:

(1) The thermal louver assembly used on previous
Mariner spacecraft is not deEigned for operation in a
high solar radiation environment. Previous tests have
,.hown no damage or degradation of louver performance
at one solar constant, but tests must be conducted at
higher intensities to determine the survivability of the
system during the last maneuver at greater than two

suns intensity. Some modifications in louver construction
and/or surface finish may be required if problems are
identified during these tests.

(2) The insulation cover sheet used on the sunlit side
will be exposed to long-term, increasing solar radiation,
reaching a maximum near the end of the mission. The
solar ultraviolet and particulate radiation combined with
the elevated temperature is expected to produce changes
in the thermal properties of the insulation and may pro-
duce: physical and dimensional changes as well. The
magnitude of changes in thermal properties must be
determined to establish the equilibrium f-mperature of
the outer layer so that realistic boundary conditions can
be simulated during subsystem and system tests. The
nature and magnitude of possible physical and dimen-
sional changes must be established so that design com-
pensation can be provided and reliable performance
assured. Table 25 shows the high temperature insulation
test results as performed in a guarded hot plate calorim-
eter. The radiation-induced changes in the insulation
cover sheet can also be expected to influence the solar

pressure perturbation to spacecraft navigation in a sim-
ilar but greater and less predictable manner to that
observed on Mariner V. Radiation damage tests to sup-
port the thermal design will also provide information to
reduce this uncertainty. Similarly, radiation tests on solar
panel components (cover glasses and mirrors) will aid
in prediction of solar pressure effects.

(3) All sun-facing equipment and sensors must be care-
fully examined individually to determine the effect of
the high intensity solar radiation. In some instances,
developmental tests must be performed in conjunction
with analysis in order to achieve acceptable thermal
design.

Table 25. High temperature insulation test resultsa

Test temperature, aF Thermal
Effective

Sample Brief descriptionP
Neat flea', conductivity, K

•mitlance,
rant r^^t.test No. Btu/hr-ft' Btu

hr-ft- o F
errr

3-6 20 layers gole 72 —50 0.325 8.9X 10 -6 0.0037
on 1/2 mil Kapton

3 . 7 20 layers gold 402 70 3.23 3.3 X 10 -' 0.0040
on 1/2 mil Kapton

3 . 8 20 layers gold 712 70 17.4 (, 4X 10 -' 0.0040
on 1/2 mil Kapton

'Test data obtained from General Electric Com pan y , Report DIN 69 5D 4236, Feb. 3, 1969.
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Analysis of the plasma probe has shown that the
interior of the Faraday cup should preferably be painted
black, in which case the sensor will reach it maximum
temperature of 285'F. If the interior is polished gold, the
maximum temperature will reach 373°F. The cup shape
is a critical factor in determining these temperatures. To
hold the associated electronic equipment, located under
the sensor, clown to a maximum temperature of 170°F,
the equipment must be located at least 4 in. away from
the sensor and Nvith minimum thermal coupling between
them.

Analysis of the infrared radiometer has shown that if
the sun-facing opening is no greater than 2.9 in.- and
covered with a sun shield which can be removed during
experimentation, and if the radiometer assembly is lo-
cated immediately adjacent to the louver assembly and
reasonably insulated away from any power generating
equipment, the radiometer could he controlled within its
temperature limits of —40 to 32°F. This instrument will
reach a maximum temperature of 180`: during the post-
Venus maneuver if the suit normal to the wide-
open louver assembly.

K. Mechanical Devices

The devices used on the spacecraft are associated with
latching, structural damping, and non-servo-controlled
actuation. With the exception of the scan platform, its
mounting and bearings, all the items in the devices sub-
system are duplicates (or minor modifications) of Mariner
Mars 1971 hardware. The more important devices are
described below.

I. Solar panel boost damper and deployment mech.
anism. Each of the four solar panels is laterally supported
for launch by pairs of viscously damped struts attached
to the panel tips. Each damper pair is attached to the
panel through a pyrotechnic pinpuller at the interface
between the dampers and a solar panel bracket. The
opposite ends of the dampers attach to the adjacent
panel through a bolted joint.

The solar panels are spring loaded to deploy upon
actuation of the pinpullers located on the boost dampers.
The spring force is sufficient to ensure proper deploy-
ment but will not cause overstressing of the panel when
it is stopped in the deployed position. The spring force
is supplied by a spirally wounQ clock spring located on
one hinge of each panel. The deployment mechanism
includes a viscous damper to regulate the rate of de-
ployment.

2. Low-gain antenna dampers. The primary low-gain
antenna is laterally supported by viscously damped
struts. One end of each damper attaches to the antenna
at approximately one-fourth its height above the octagon.
The damper centerlines are approximately 90 deg from
each other, The other end of each damper attaches to
tau • basic spacecraft Aruc•ture.

3. Scan platform. The planetary science scanning ex-
periments are mounted on it platform at the edge of the
octagon. The platform is it cantilevered structure sup-
ported by two bearings. The scan platform provides the
instruments with cone-angle and clock-angle freedom.
The scan ranges are ±180 deg in cone and clock. The
clock angle actuator is mounted on the octagon. The cone
angle actuator is mounted on the scan platform. Scan
control sensors may be mounted on the platform and
aligned with various angular offsets to the platform
reference planes if required.

4. Pyrotechnic arming switch (PAS). The PAS consists
of a set of electrical switches mounted at the base of the
octagon sh ucture. The switches are actuated sequen-
tially when the spacecraft separates from the spacecraft
adapter.

S. Separation initiated timer (SIT). The SIT provides
a means of time-delayed switching to back up the PAS
and to provide other timed events. Spacecraft separation
from the launch vehicle releases the SIT actuation
plunger, initiating its sequencing function. This is ac-
complished by a spring-loaded, damped piston which
actuates a bank of electrical switches.

6. Spacecraft separation mechanism. The spacecraft
separation mechanism consists of four spring-loaded
pistons mounted in the spacecraft adapter at alternate
corners of the octagon and preloaded against pads on the
octagon structure. These springs apply a small velocity
to the spacecraft relative to the Centaur to accomplish
separation upon V-band release.

7. Spacecraft V-band. The spacecraft V-band secures
the spacecraft to the adapter by providing a radial force
on eight shoes that mate the spacecraft and adapter feet
in a V-shaped groove. V-band tension is controlled by
turnbuckles in the band. The V-band is released by two
pyrotechnic devices on opposite sides of the spacecraft.
Either of the pyrotechnic devices is capable of releasing
the spacecraft from the adapter. The V-hand is restrained
by springs and lanyaras to the adapter to ensuic un-
obstructed separation of the spacecraft and a minitnurn
of post-separation free debris.

3

3

3
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L. Data Storage Subsystem

The DSS is a modified 1/ariner Mars 1971 system
using a digital tape recorder with associated record,
playback, and control electronics. Figure 82 is a block
diagram of the recorder. The storage capacity of the
recorder is 1.8 X 10* bits. Four data tracks are used. Data
are recorded at 175 kbits/sec, which is a modification of
the Mariner Mars 1971 recording rate of 132.3 kbits/sec.
Playback data rates are 16 .2, 8.1, 4.05, 2.025 and 1.0125
kbits/sec.

Modification to the recorder logic has been considered
for this baseline in order to permit a rew i nd feature to
allow playback of the picture which has just been re-
corded. A second possible modification would permit the
capability of recording backwards or of playback- with
the tape running backwards. This modification would
increase flexibility in the record and playback capability,
thus permitting more pictures to be taken during the
encounter phase of the mission.

Doubling the capacity of the tape recorder by in-
creasing the number of tracks from four to eight was
considered but has not been included in the baseline
system. This modification would approximately double
the number of near-encounter pictures which could be
obtained.

The DSS parameters are:

Weight: 20 lb (estimated)

Power requirements:
Ready mode: 18 W
Record mode: 22 W
Pl:-yback mode: 19 W
Search mode (fast forward): 21 W

M. Science Data Subsystem

The science data subsystem (SDS) is the data system
of the science payload. The SDS controls and sequences
science instruments; samples and converts the resulting
data into digital form; accomplishes any necessary on-
board processing; provides temporary (buffer) storage;
and formats and routes the data to both the flight telem-
etry subsystem (FTS) and the data storage subsystem
(DSS) for direct or delayed transmission to earth. The
SDS exchanges commands with other subsystems aboard
the spacecraft which pertain to the operation of the
science payload.

The SDS produces three data streams. First, a data
stream capability of up to 66'=:T bits/sec (low-gain) or up
to 166 1 bits/sec (high-gain) containing status, cruise
science, and formatting data exists between the SDS and
the flight telemetry subsystem. The high-gain mode will
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Fig. 82. Data storage system block diagram
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exist after grayout. A second data stream containing high
rate data (block code mode) will be provided to the 7TS
during encounter. This data will include portions of 'he
TV pictures, non-TV science, and appropriate status ,..id
formatting data.

A third data stream of 175 kbLLs/sec containing TV
video data, H11111 data, and fields and particles exper`.-
ment data are fed to the data storage subsystem during
both Venus and Mercury encounters. This data stream
and the block code mode will occur at this time during
the mission. The. non-TV science data as well as status
and formatting data is interleaved into each TV line at
these times. The video output is nominally 7560 hits/line,
the TV line formatting data is 74 bits/line and the non-
TV science is approximately 88 hits/line (section VII-G).

Figure 83 shows a gross functional block diagram of
the SIDS. Table 26 indicates the average data output
rates of the individual baseline experiments for various
phases of the mission, from the low-gain cruise phase
before acquisition of the high-gain antenna signal,
through Venus and Mercury encounters to Mercury post-
encounter. At launch -I-15 days, the 66 ;: L hits/sec cruise
science capability of the telecommunication channel will
be lost (a pre-high-gain cruise condition) until the high-
gain antenna can be pointed at the earth. This break,
indicated in Table 26 by an arrow, lasts for about 20 days
for the reference trajectory . The average data rate
for the TV decreases during the pre- and post-encounter
modes due to the extended period between pictures. The
actual time to record the pictures will remain the same.
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Table 26. Science payload data summary

Average science data output, bits/sec

Grayout
period Venus Mercury

Subsystem

Low-gain	 High-gain Post- Pre- Sun Post-
cruise	 cruise

Encounter encounter
Cruise

encounter occultation Encounter encounter

TV — — 173.8 k' a 20 k" — y 20 k° — 173.8 k' — 20 k"

HRIR — — 1000 — — — — 1000 —

IRR — — — — — — 10 — —

Magnetometers S 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

Plasma probe 2 10 100 10 10 10 100 100 100

Energetic particles detector —1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

DFR <10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Cosmic dust < 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

SDS 11 11 11 11 it 11 11 11 11

Maximum Total 30 75 175 k 20 k 75 20 k 165 175 It 10 k

33% 8 1/3 of 8 1/3 or 3 3 1/3 8 1/3 a  81/3 or 331/3

331/3 33 1/3
•ngineerinq

Transmission capability,

66% 166>h 166	 or 166 >h 166	 real time (grayouf)(9 channels), bits/sac

<16.2 k playback <8.1	 It playback	 science

-Effective record rate including format•ing and contingency.
"Average rote due to reduced number of pictures.

A buffer memor;, similar to the 1971 design but with
additional storage is used to store field and particle data
during critical periods while the DSS is shut off. This
occurs during earth occultation near the Venus and
Mercury closest approach, during TV picture erase
periods if the same camera is used repeatedly, ant' dur-
ing the playback mode, if desired. The expected fields
and particles data rate during these periods is approxi-
m .tely 166 bits/sec. The memory will contain a stored
library of fixed formats as well as reprogrammable for-
mats to accommodate different mission phases and con-
tingencies. Coded commands received by the SDS to be
used for controlling formats and sequencing will be routed
to the buffer memory for storage and processing.

Vie volume required for the SDS will be approxi-
mately 600 in. 3 . The power requirement is about 20 W,
and the weight is approximately 25 lb.

N. Science Instrument Subsystems

The representative science payload was chosen for the
baseline design to provide data requirements, power
requirements, and some of the salient mechanical inter-
faces. Instrument descriptions do not include speciFe
implementations, with the exception of the television
experiment. The instruments described here are char-
r.cterized by applications in previous space missions
and, therefore, can be related to qualified power, weight,
and data rate requirements.

The television instrument description is more extensive
than that for the other instruments because it has the
largest impact on the mission and generates the major
portion of the returned data.

The payload composition is consistent with the as-
sumed importance of surface imaging data and data on
the thermal properties of Mercury. A list of the payload
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subsystems appears below with the assumed weight,
power, and maximum data rate output:

Weight, Power,
Maximum

lb W data rate,
bits/sec

Television (TV) 49 38& 175 k

High resolution
infrared radi-
ometer (HRIR) 11.3 5 1000

Infrared radiom-
eter (I RR) 5 2.5 10

Magnetometers 6.5 5 40

Plasma probe 7 6.5 100

Energetic par-
ticle detector 3 1 3

Dual-frequency
receiver (DFR) 5 2.5 10

Cosmic dust
detector 2.5 3 1

SDS 25 20 11°

Total	 114.3	 83

'Including 6 W for heaters

"Housekeeping'

1. Television

a. Introduction. The baseline mission requirements for
photo-imaging at the two planets are met by a television/
tape recorder system optimized for a Mercury dark-side
encounter. The requirements for Venus photo-im.tging
considered here are sufficiently compatible With those of
Mercury, to be accommodated with the basic Mercury
design. The basic design uses a modified Mariner Mars
1971 television subsystern (T VS) consisting of one wide-
angle TV camera, one narrow-angle TV camera, a set of
camera electronics, and one digital tape recorder. The
modifications of the Mariner Mars 1971 TVs are (1) new
lenses, (2) reduced read and erase times with higher data
rates and (3) elimination of variable filtering.

b. TVs design considerations. The design of the
television experiment is based on the following mission
considerations:

(1) Spacecraft engineering constraints

(2) Science objectives

(3) Planetary photometric funetio_is

(4) Spacecraft trajectory

The spacecraft engineering constraints dictate that the
camera system be limited to the same general size, shape
and weight as the Mariner Mars 1971 TVS,which has the
following characteristics. The telephoto camera is 32 in.
long, with a diameter of 10 in. The total weight is 49 lb,
and the total power consumption is 38 W including
temperature control. The baseline tape recorder used
with the TVs is a Mariner Mars 1971 recorder with the
record data rate increased from 132.3 to 175 bits/stc.
The capacity is unchanged at a nominal 1.8 X 10" bits.

The science objectives of the mission are discussed in
section IV. The Mercury objectives relevant to the TVs
are radii and shape determination, surface morphology
and composition, and atmospheric density and composi-
tion. 'The Venus objective relevant to the TVs is the
distribution and composition of the cloudF.

The two principal photometric design considerations
are brightness and required spectral response. Both are
compatible with Mariner Mars 1971 TVs technology.
The brightness of Mercury is 10 times that of Mars, and
the brightness of Venus is 16 times that of Mars. Surface
feature imaging of Mer,:ury may be done anywhere in a
broad spectral band since the albedo of the planet dis-
plays only small variations from near-IR (0.35 'A) to near-
UV (0.9 µ). Imaging of large area cloud features of
Venus must be done in the near-UV/blue since Venus
does not display earth visible features at wavelengths
longer than 0.45 µ.

Principal design aspects of the spacecraft trajectory are
the approach and smear velocities, the encounter altitude,
and the resultant photometry of the flyby geometry.
The encounter velocities are 8.3 km/sec at Venus and
15.1 km/sec at Mercury, compared to 7.5 km/sec for
the Mariner Mars 1969 flyby. Nominal values for encounter
altitudes are 2500 km at Mercury and 5000 km at Venus,
compared with 3000 km for Mariner Mars 1969.

c. Television subsystem. The television subsystem
consists of two camera head assemblies (identical except
for optics and filters) mounted on the scan platform, and
a set of electronic subassemblies mounted in the space-

1
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craft electronic ba ys as characterized in Table 27
The wick angle A camera uses a lens with a focal length
of 150 mm, and a focal ratio of f/2.0. A fixed, narrow-
band, opt`.cal filter, limits spectral response to 0.30-0,35 µ.
The narrow-angle B camera uses a lens with a focal
length of 750 mm, and a focal ratio of f/5.6. A fixed
UV/blue attenuation filter results in overall filter/vidicon
response in the visible range from 0.48 to 0.62 A. Each
camera has a mechanical shutter and a I-in. slow
scan vidicon with a format size of 9.6 mm by 12.5 mm.
The lens apertures are specified for a Mercury exposure
resulting in a maximum smear of one TV scanning line.
Venus smear is less than Mercury because of greater
encounter distance, and lower encounter velocity.

Table 27. Baseline TVS characteristics

Camera A Camera B

Absolute photometric

accuracy is % 15 %

Relative photometric

accuracy 3 % 3 %

Spectral response with
filter 0.30-0.35 u 0.48-0.62 it

Sensor Slow scan vidicon Slow scan vidicon

focal length 150 mm 750 mm

Focal ratio f/2.0 I	 f/5.6

Field of view 3` 40' X 4° 50 ` 44' X 58'

Image size 9.6 mm X 12.5 mm 9.6 mm X 12.5 mm

Pixels per frame 704 X 945 704 X 945

Video quantization 8 bits 8 bits

Bits per frame 5.3 X 10' bits 5.3 X	 10' bits

Exposure time,

nominal 20 msec 4 msec

Smear, maximum 1	 pixel 1 pixel

Record data rate,

maximum 175 kbits/sec 175 khits/sec

Frame read time 32 sec 32 sec

Erase time 10 sec 1 n sec

Residual sign:

(nominal) 3% 3%

Size 12" X 5" X 4" 22" X 6" X 6"

Weight	 32 lb on scan platform, 17 lb on Sus

Power	 38•W (a+g) encounter total (including 6 W
of continuous temperature control power)

Basis	 Mariner Man 1971 Television

The wide-angle camera is designed for near-encounter,
large area mapping, and for spectrally dependent mea-
surements. It has a narrow, near-UV response in order to
do Rayleigh scattering atmost)hcric limit studies of
Mercury. The threshold of atiaospheric limit detection is
expected to be less than 0.2 rab. The UV spectral
response does not interfere with Mercury topographic
mapping, since Mercury shows little albedo variation
over a wide range of wavelengths. At Venus, the wide-
angle camera will be used for cloud pattern photographs.
The UV response is mandatory since Venus shows little
detail at wavelengths longer than 0.45 µ.

The narrow-angle camera is designed for the best en-
counter resolution consistent with adequate far-encounter
coverage. The resultant best resolution at Mercury is
55 m per TV scanning line, with a narrow-angle sequence
lasting approximaiely 14 days. At Venus, the narrow•
angle camera will be used for limb studies, for oblique-
angl: photographs of the upper atmosphere's cloud
structure, and for phase function studies.

d. Afercurl/ sequence. The baseline Merca:y TVS
encounter sequence of events is outlined in Table 28.
The sequence divides into the five main operational
modes of far-encounter, pre-encounter, encounter, post-
encounter, and another far-encounter, spanning 14 days,
and covering optical resolutions from 500 M 0.16 km.
The sequence is based on a data transmission rate of
8.1 kbits/sec, and a total tape recorder storage capacity
of 1.8 X 10' digital bits. It is assumed that there is no
interruption of TV data recording and transmission for
other instruments, except as provided by line interleaving.

The far-encounter :node starts at event 53 (section
VII-C) at Em — 7 days, when resolution is 500 km per
optical line pair. At this time seven narrow-angle (B) and
one wide-angle (A) camer=: frames are recorded, com-
pleting ore pass of the length of the magnetic tape.
Transmission is done after all eight frames are recorded.
The multipl; B frames provide for filling in any data
dropouts, and for averaging frames for improved signal-
to-noise ratio. The single A frame is recorded as engineer-
ing verification of operation, and for characterization of
the A camera. The sequence of eight frames is repeated
each time resolution changes by a factor of approximately
two. This occurs at encounter E M — 7, 4, 2, 1, % days,
for a total of five cycles.

When the field of view of th,; B camera is just filled, at
Esc — 6.9 hr, the pre-,•:.counter :node 1 is initiated (event
60). The system is oneia ted continuously with sequential
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Table 28. Mercury TVS baseline encounter sequence

Is camera P camera
Initial TVs operational Numbs of initial Optical :ni',al field Percent

spacecraft modeI TimeTime reaolvfi^n,	 I teen	 sidsi.9 +U•I	 ^minafed
went'

53
—^— —

For encountr t.t. —7d•ry^
---

40 I

m —
50C

— --
I.^	 .	 iJ

_'_ _4
22

' n Pre encounter 1
I

Em — 6.9 6t :? 19	 I 6400 22

63 P,e encounter 2 Est	 i hr, 29 mm j
j

17	 I 1:00 20

70 Encounter Est +0 hr, 3 min 32 I 0.1	 ,	 I 5 41

73 Post er counter 1 Eu x - 0.3 hr 4 I 1.8 58J 72

76 Post-encounter 2 Est 4	 hr 3 5.9	 I .900 75

8P, Fr, encounter Ear +12 hr 40 30.8	 I 1r.I I	 75

. The spacecru i s evens numuer- are from the sequence of events of section VP C.

recording and transmiss' n of one B frame each cycle. A
total of 27 B frames is taken.

When there is just s1:ii'cient time to record and trans-
lnit six pictures before encounter, pre-encounter mode 2
is initiated at E„ — 1 hr, 29 min (event 63). Any mix of A
and B frames can be taken, with one possible combina-
tion being five B frames covering most of the extent of
the tem-Anator, and one overall 9 frame.

The encounter mode starts at E .e + 3 min when 41%
of the planet is illuminated and when the scan plat-
form is at its limits of travel relative to the sun. The initial
optical resolution is 160 m and the tape recorder is empty.
Thirty-two frames (one full tape recorder load) are taken
sequentially in the minimum possible time. The interval
between frames is 32 sec for alternate A and B frames,
and 42 sec for sequential A or B frames. Any programmed
sequence of A and B frames can be taken. The coordi-
nates of each successive frame can be	 ` to arbitrary
. alues by a preset program.

Following the ercounter mode, two post-encounter
modes are engaged starting at E>t + 0.3 hr (event 73),
following the end of earth occultation, and filling of the
tape recorder. In post-encounter mode 1, two frames are
transmitted and one B frame is recorded. Initial B frame
optic,41 resolution is 1.8 km. The cycle is repeated imme-
dia_ely for a total of four times.

At Em + 2 hr, post-encounter mode 2 commences
when the change in resolution from between the preced-
ing mode's cycle has dropped approximately 20%. The
timing now is lengthened so that the initial change in

resolution between cycles is about 80%. The initial
resolution is 5.9 km at event 76. Eight frames are trans-
mitted and one is recorded for a total of three cycles.
The tape recorder is just entj,tied.

When the B field of view is , i F -st filled by the planet, the
second far-encounter mode is started at event 80,
E„ + 12 hr. This mode follows the same sequence of
operations (but reversed) as the initial far-encounter
mode. After five cycles, when the B resolution has fallen
to 500 km, the TVS operation is terminated.

e. Venus sequence. The Venus TVS sequence starts at
encounter, without pre-encounter operation, principally
because of the dark-side approach. After 32 frames are
recorded, a playback/record mode is engaged and con-
tinued until the recorder is emptied at Ev+ 7 to 8 hr.
Picture taking is then continued an additional 8 hr before
termination of the sequence. The exact timing of opera-
tion, and the sequencing of A and B frames will remain
open until the Venus television mission has evolved into
a more definitive form.

2. High resolution IR radiometer (HRIR). The pur-
pose of the HRIR is to sample thermal radiatian in selected
wavelength bands in the general region of 1-5 µ to deter-
mine temperature and emissivity of a surface element of
Mercury subtending an angle on the order of 0.5 X 0.5 deg.
The instrument is bore sighted with the television sub-
system, and is mounted on the scan platform.

3. Inf ra• ed radiometer (IRR). The IRR is used to de-
termine the temperature on the dark side of Mercury, and
is uncovered only during or near .solar occultation. It
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detects energy in the region of 8 to 50 µ. This instrument
i:, body-mounted on the sun side of the spacecraft and
looks tor. i,rd the sum.

4. Magnetometer. The magnetometer measures mag-
netic fields near Mercury and Venus and in interplanetary
space and has it multi-directional sensing capability.
Quasi stationary magnetic fields as Nvell as higher fre-
quency fluctuations between 1 and 1000 Hz will be
measured. The baseline magnetometer used here is a
combination of a low field vector helium magnetometer
and a tri-axial search coil magnetometer used with a
spectrum analyzer.

5, Plasma probe. The plasma probe is postulated here
in conjunction with the magnetometer to investigate the
configuration and strength of the plasma bow shock
produced by the interaction of the solar wind with the
planet Mercury, and to study the magnetic and plasma
phenomena inside the shock. The pertinent parameters
of 077 plasma are the f!ux, energy spectrum, and flow
direction with a time resolution that is limited only by the
da_a rate available. A multigr;d ac modulated multiple-
collector Faraday cup is assumed as the baseline con-
figuration. The energy spectrum from approximately 6 to
4000 eV will be covered. Incident fluxes in the range. of
10" to 10'' • ious/crn' sec for each of 77 energy windows
c,^n be detected. Invesiig,atiops of the interplanetary
plasma and solar wind interaction with Venus are secon-
dary objectives. The instrument is to be mounted on the
sun side of the spacecraft with a look direction toward
the sun.

6. Energetic particle detector. One major objective of

the energetic particle detector is to measure the ener-
getic electron and proton fluxes associated with Mercury.
This includes a search for low energy shock-accelerated

electrons and electron fluxes in a weak magnetospheric•
tail. Observations are desired on the distribution of fluxes
o'.' solar protons and alpha particles as a function of space-
craft position relative to the planet and the interplanetary
magnetic field direction. Measurements near Venus and
in interplanetary space are secondary objectives. The
energy measurements extend from several hundred keV
to more than 50 MeV for nuclei and from 200 keV to more
than 10 MeV for electrons. The proposed configuration
is a multi-element, all silicon, solid state charged particle
telescope with anticoincidence protection. The field of
view for this instrument would probably be approxi-
mately normal to thA spacecraft—sun line.

7. Dual-frequency receiver (DFR). This instrument
will measure the integrated charge in a column between
earth and the spacecraft by utilizing the dispersion by
the various layers of charged particles of the radiation
received from a transmitter on earth radiating to the
spacecraft at several frequencies.

Frequencies in the neighborhood of 49.8, 423.3, and
1296 MHz, successively related by a factor 17:2 in this
case, are heterodyned in the same IF amplifier strip, and
the relative phase changes, amplitude changes, and
frequency differences between them as a function of time
are telemetered with other science data. Measurements
on interplanetary plasma layers as well as the Mercury
ionospheric charge are obtained by an earth-occulting
flyby of Mercury.

8. Cosmic dust detector. A simple cosmic dust detec-
tor is postulated to measure the momentum and hemis-
phere of arrival of micrometeorites with compon; nts of
momentum perpendicular to an impact plate greater than
approximately 10-' dyne-sec, the impact plate having an
area in the neighborhood of 1 ft'.
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Advantages	 Disadvantages

Shorter flight times

Frequent launch opportunities

Possible toeduce Mercury
arrival velocity slightly
in some cases

High launch energies,
which implies
larger launch
vc;.,^^e

Venus/Mercury

Advantages	 Disadvantages

Low launch energies, small
launch vehicle

Opportunity for Venus science

More complex
guidance

Infrequent launch
opportunities

;l

Appendix A

1970-1980 Mercury Opportunities (Direct and Venus Swingby)

The planets of the solar system are approximately in
coplanar orbits. Therefore, mission opportunities occur
once each synodic period. (The synodic period is the
average time required fcr the difference in heliocentric
longitude between two planets to go through 360'.)
The earth—Venus synodic period is 583.92 days and the
earth—Mercury synodic period is 115.88 days.

The beginning of each synodic period occurs at a
different place in the orbits of earth and the target planet.
Therefore, since the orbits are non-coplanar and each is
non-circular, the geometry of each successive synodic
period does not repeat exactly, and each opportunity has
different trajectory characteristics. The large eccentricity
of Mercury's orbit, for example, causes only one of the
three opportunities per year to be attractive.

In order for trajectory characteristics to them-
selves nearly exactly, the positions of ear th and the
target planet in their orbits must repeat at the same
instant. In other words, an integral number of planet
orbits N is equal to an integral number of earth orbits Y.
Note that an earth orbit is a year. Table A-1 lists values
of N for Venus and Mercury for which this equality is
approximately true.

70 X 1C" km from the sun as opposed to perihelion, which
is 46 X 10" km from the sun. Because of the 13-yr repeat
of Merr .ry trajectories, Ref. 21 can be used to convert
data for 1564-1976 to that for 1977-1989, etc.

The combined geometry for Venus/Mercury sw.ngby
missions repeats approximately every 8 yr, and to a better
approximation every 32, 40, 72, 80, and 104 yr. (This
results from multiples of h i c very exact 8-yr earth—Venus
cycle.) The rapid motion and high eccentricity of Mercufy
in its orbit require a very precise repeat of planet con-
figuration to duplicate mission parameters.

Reference 22 identifies Venus/Mercury missions in the
1970s. The years 1970 and 1973 provide good ballistic
opportunities at low launch energies. Wallace has shown
(Ref. 23) that a powered flyby is possible in 1975. The
ballistic 1975 opportunity (Ref. 24) requir-s f,,_ly high
launch energies. Reference 25 gives data on direct and
swingby missions from 1980-1999.

Tables A-2 and A-3 give a summary of mission charac-
teristics in the 1970s. From these and other data in the
references, the following comparison can be made:

Direct Afercury
Values are shown in the table for cases where Y is

different from an i^teger by less than 0.1. The table shows
that 13 Venus orbits are very nearly equal to 8 yr, which
accounts for the accurate repeat of earth—Venus trajec-
tories every 8 yr. Also, 54 Mercury orbits are ve.y nearly
equal to 13 yr, which indicates that earth—Mercury
trajectories repeat every 13 yr: t i nfortunately, accurate
earth—Venus repeats do not coincide with accurate earth—
Mercury repeats. Therefore, earth—Venus-Mercury (EVM)
missions do not repeat very accurately in a conveniently
small number of years. Approximate EVM repeats occur
every 8 and 13 yr. These repeats are not accurate enough
to produce similar trajectory characteristics, which can
be seen from differences in the 1970, 1978, and 1983 EVM
opportunities. Direct missions to Mercury occur about
three times per year, only one of which has la inch
energies as low as 50 km-/sec-. The low energy trajec-
tories all have Mercury arrival near aphelion, which is
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N Venus orbits = Y years N Venus orbits = Y years

N Y N y

5 3.075 4 0.963

8 4.922 8 1.917

13 7.998 17 4.094

18 11.074 21 5.058

21 12.919 25 6.021

26 15.995 29 6.985

31 19.072 33 7.948

37 8.911

46 1 1.079

50 12.042

54 13.006

58 13.969

75 18.064

79 19.027

83 19.991

Table A-1. Commensurate periods for earth,
Venus, and Mercury

Table A-2. low-energy direct Mercury missions

Launch date

Launch
energy,

C"
km=/sec'

Flight
time,
days

Remarks

2/22/70 64.4 94 Minimum energy type V

211171 56.2 96 Minimum energy type 1

1/13/72 49.7 98 Minimum energy type I

12/22/72 45.1 102 Minimum energy type 1

12/3/73 42.3 105 Minimum energy type I

11 / 16/74° 41.2 108 Minimum energy type 1

11113175 55.5 97 Minimum energy !ype 1

2/11177 59.3 95 Minimum energy type 1
inferred from 1964 values

12/31/78 46.7 101 Minimum energy type 1
inferred from 1965 values

12/11/79 43.4 104 Minimum energy type I
inferred from 1966 values

°Type I trojeuo6es have transfer angles less than 180 deg
u A 	 15-day launch period gives the following range of parameters for this oppor-
tunity:

11/16-12/1/74	 44.2	 99-114	 15-day launch period inferred from
1967 values. Type	 I;	 arrival	 spend
14.2 . 15.6 km/sec

Table A-3. Venus/Mercury Missions

Launch date

Launch
energy,

t a
km'/secx

Flight
time,
days

Remarks

7/28-8/27/70 14.0 158-182 30-day launch period.
Ballistic flyby. Lowest
energy in 70's. Arrival
speed 11.7 . 13.1	 km/sec

10/12 11/15/73 20.5 127.151 Curren. study design

6/12-7/2/75 30.0 165-185 20-day launch period.
Powered flyby (100 m/ sec)

8/1-8/19178 35 140-158 High energy ballistic flyby
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Appendix B

Venus Entry Considerations

0

I. Introduction

The possibility of including a Venus entry probe: on a
gravity assisted flight to Mercury has often been suggested
as a means for increasing the scientific return of the
mission. This appendix discusses some of the technical
problems and constraints associated with such a mission,
It is shown that the constraints impos-d by the swingby
trajectory ::re in conrflict with scientific and communi-
cations (geometrical) requirements and with entry vehicle
design and test limitations.

Entry missions at Venus have been studied by JPL and
industry on several occasions ( Ref. 26). The material given
in this appendix is heavily based on the pa: t work so that
many of the results and conclusions of 7 .4. 26 and un-
published JPI, works are updated and zc'. - -d here.

II. Geometrical Constraints

As noted in section V, fl yby conditions at Venus for
the 1973 Venus/Mercury mission are dictated entirely
by the requirement to go on to Mercury, so that only a
narrow range of ge()metries are available at Venus for
the capsule mission. Three critical capsule-related param-
eters are uniquel y specified: Venus approach speed,
orientation of the approach asymptote with respect to the

earth, and orientations with respect to the sun, These are
discussed separately below.

Venus approach speed (V > ) as a function of launch
date and Mercury arrival date Nvas shown in section V,
Fig. 4. Approach speeds between 7.6 and 9.2 km/sec are
characteristic of this mission, and any attempt to lower
the approach speed significan f ly would eliminate the
Mercury portion of the mission. Venus approach speed
translates directly into entry speed as shown in Fig. B-1,
where speed at 6250 kin radius is plotted versus V..
Venera 4, 5, 6 and Venus/Mercury 1973 conditions are
indicated for c-)mparison. The figure also shows the entry
speeds ayailabl° for direct Venus entry missions in 1973
and 1975. Acroshcll cons idcrations resulting from these
relatively high swingby entry speeds will be discussed
below.

Approach to Venus is from the dark side, and the
arrival date is such that the sub-earth point is well into
the dark. Figure B-2 shows typical conditions. Three
types of capsule entry/communications modes are pos-
sible: dark side-direct link, dark side-relay link, and light
side-relay link. Trajectories for each of these modes are
indicated in Fig. B-2. Two direct link entries are shown:
one landing at the sub-earth point with an entry angle
Y f; of 60° and the other 30° away (in longitude) allowing
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Fig. B-1. Venus entry speed versus approach speed
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reduction in entry angle to +40° (+ defined as below
local horizontal).

Capsule science payloads used in previous studies have
concentrated on atmospheric structure and composition.
These proposed payloads have often included a visual
photometer to measure light levels during descent, and
by this means, cloud structure might be inferred and
feasibility of future TV missions could be determined.
Assuming such measurements are still of interest, entry
points must be on the lighted side of the terminator.
Although direct capsule-to-earth communication is gen-
erally preferred for this class of Venus capsule, since
it gives adequate data rate capability and generally
is simpler (Ref. 26), it is clear from the geometry of
l ig. 13-2 that light side entries require a capsule-to-
spacecraft-to-earth relay communication mode. Unfortu-
nately, the speed and low closest approach altitude of the
spacecraft limit the relay communications duration to
about 20 min, which is not considered sufficient to retunL
entry-to-surface data in real time. On the other hand,
dark-side entries, with either relay or direct communi-
cations links, have steep entry angles and associated
heating problems as described below.

III. Entry Heating and Aeroshell Considerations

As evident from Fig. B-1, delivery of an entry capsule
released from a Venus flyby-to-Mercury spacecraft im-
plies a significant increase in entry velocity over a mission
intended for Venus only. For a Venus-only mission in
1973, the entry velocities (V E ) can be kept belo w about
36,000 ft/sec, but for the Mercury—Venus-flyby they are

43,000 to 44,000 ft/sec. Two basic factors in considering
such a velocity increase are the effect on aeroshell struc-
ture and heat shield design, and the confidence that the
resultant products will indeed survive the actual entry.

For the aeroshell structure, the maximum entry pres-
sure loading varies as V^ R sin y,, where o is the ballistic
coefficient. Since the entry structural weight varies as less
than the square root of this imposed pressure loading, a
velocity increase of 36,000 to 44,000 ft/sec would indicate
a structural weight increase of less than 25%. Using these
same scaling rules, a reduction in entry angle of from
45 deg to 20 deg suggests a structural weight reduction
of about 40%.

In order to provide some perspective for heat shield
design, entr- heat transfer has been calculated for the
stagnation point of a blunted-cone body over a range of
entry velocities and an entry angle of 45 deg. The results
are compared with calculated Apollo- and USSR Venera 4
cases in Figs. B-3 and B-4 for maximum heating rates and
time integrated heating, respectively. The former relates
to the severity of the environment; the latter to the time
of exposure to this environment.

Regarding the maximum heating rates, the strong
dependence of shock layer radiation with velocity is
apparent (12th to 18th power), compared to less than the
3.5 power for convective heating. Also apparent are
the relatively low Apollo rates. The Venera 4 levels at a
35,000 ft/sec entry correspond roughly to 40,000 ft/sec

"Private communication, R. C. Ried, Jr., MSC, Houston, Texas.

DARK SIDE DIRECT
LINK TRAJECTORIES

60 dg LONGITUDE
TO

RTHEA	 20 deg LONGITUDE
YC 10'

LIGHT SIDE RELAY	 0 dp LONGITUDE
LINK TRAJECTORY

FV-IM
IV - 30 mm

LAUNCH:	 OCTOBER 26, 1973

VENUS ARRIVAL: 	 FEBRUARY 3, 1974

MERCURY ARRIVAL:	 MARCH 20, 1974

EV - I h,

• 30 min

FLYBY TWEI-TORY
CLOSEST APPROACH

EV . 0, ALTITUDE = 40321.

Fig. B-2. Venus capsule trajectories
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Fig. B-3. Maximum heating rates for Venus entry

for a 60-deg cone because Venera 4 involved a nearly

vertical entry with a ballistic coefficient over five times
that of a cone (3,2 versus 0.6 slugs/ft2).

Figure B-4 shows integrated heating and indicates
about the same trend with velocity as that for maximum
heating rates (Fig. B-3). Current estimates indicate that
heat shield weight increases approximately as the first to
second power of the velocity; whereas, from Fig. B-4,
the corresponding integrated radiative heating depen-
dence is about the 10th power. This much weaker de-
pendence of the heat shield weights on velocity indicates
that the ablator material is performing more efficiently
at the higher heating rates primarily due to the high heat
absorption by char sul-iimatioi..

Recent JPL calcul itions (Ref, 27) for Venus entry at
44,000 ft/sec indicate that despite the relatively high
radiation heat loads, the heat shield weight would not
likely exceed 15% of the entry weight. The calculations
also show a relatively weak sensitivity of heat shield
weight to entry angle, with a 20-deg entry angle requiring
about a 20% heavier shield than a 45-deg angle. Thus,
the primary problem is the validation of these predictions
by ground simulation as discussed below.

The environmenta l_ simulation problem can be exam-
ined by considering the entry trajectory in terms of

convective heating rate %, radiative heating rate q,-, and
stagnation pressure P-space and comparing this space to
the regions accessible with various facilities. Three such
trajectories are shown in Fig. B-5 (radiative heating is
normal to the paper). The 60-deg sphere-cone results of
Fig. B-3 are plotted for entry angles of 45 deg (corre-
sponding to the dark-side direct link) and 20 deg (cor-
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responding to the light-side relay link), and the Venera 4
conditions also are shown. Overlaid are capabilities of
test facilities at NASA/Ames and NASA/MSC. Neither of
the two proposed trajectories falls within the accessible
regions but that reducing the entry angle from 45 to
20 deg lowers the radiative heating by about 4 times,
lowers the convective heating by about 1!_,, and closes
the simulation gap somewhat between the predicted
environment and ground facilities, The preferred facility
of the two shown is the Ames unit because of its radiative
heating potential and larger model size (not indicated).
However, the Ames facility still appears 50%n low on
convective simulation and somewhat less on pressure.
These deficiencies could possibly be met by increasing
the full scale nose radius and/or decreasing ballistic
coefficient.

In summary, there appears to be no way of meeting
these environmental requirements with existing or pro-
jected facilities for the 1973 Venus/Mercury mission,
except for the 20-deg entry case. This case, however, is
seriously limited by short descent time as discussed above.

IV. Flight Test Considerations

Because facility capabilities appear inadequate, either
a large R&AD program is required or a conservative heat
shield design must be adopted. In the latter case an earth
reentry flight test of the heat shield material late in the

program might be considered to serve as a "go, no-go"-

type decision maker, Since such an earth reentry test
may appear attractive at a future time, some comments
are made regarding the degree of simulation and
costs. Reference 28 indicates that the response of an
ablating heat shield at the stagnation point for a 36,000
ft/sec earth reentry would be well simulated if the earth
reentry were vertical as compared to a 45-deg entry path
angle at Venus. On a preliminary basis, it can be stated
that the same factors that provide this satisfactory simu-
lation would be expected to be present at 44,000 ft/sec.
However, the capability to provide the ree •atry cor16itions
for a payload of useful size and weight is expensive. For
the conditions o r Ref. 28, a 50-]b entry test payload on an
Athena Super H launch vehicle is a possibility. The
corresponding payload diameter would be 27 in. for a
ballistic coefficient of about 0.4 slugs/ft', or 22 in. for
a ballistic coefficient of 0.6 slugs /ft 2 . The first stage of
this booster is not as yet developed, but the total cost
per launch (less payload) is estimated at $0.7 million .20
Existing systems that might be applicable for payloads
of up to 200 lb are both costly ($2 to 4 X 10 0 ) 20 and, in
their current state, flight tested to operate only at shallow
(0 to 15 deg) entry path angles. These possible flight
boosters are given in the following table. Schedules and
suitability of the boosters depend on a number of factors
and would require more investigation to obtain quanti-
tative information.

"Private communication, J. b1. Brayshaw and W. A. Ogram, JPL.
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Name Status
Cost Maximum Path angle PayloadI Payload
$10 1; ^, clocity, ft/sec range, deg weight, lb diameter, ft

Atlas-Fire Dormant 4.1 42,000 15 200 2

Thor-Delta In use 3,0 38,000 7 to 45 200 3.7

Scout 5-stage Development 1.5 40,000 5 to 15 30 2.5

For payload weight and size limits less than a
required Venus entry vehicle, Ref. 28 suggests that an
acceptable compromise might he to truncate a full-scale
entry configuration, at a location that permits full-scale
simulation of the stagnation region. Despite a number of
shortcomings, this approach might enable a heat shield
test to he made using a launch vehicle of the less expen-
sive Atherw Super H class.

V. Summary of Mission Characteristics

Characteristics, pro and con, of the various modes for
this mission are listed in Table B-1. Note that all pos-

sible modes have substantial disadvantages; the Venus/
Mercury oprortunity is less than ideal for flying an
entry experiment.

To compare their characteristics, a survey of Venus
opportunities has been made and capsule mission launch
periods have been generated for each of the Venus op-
portunities between 1970 and 1977. The pertinent in-
formation is summarized in Figs. B-6 and B-7 where
launch energy and approach speeds are plotted for each
of the opportunities. Note that 1975 stands out as having
reasonably low launch energies and very low entry speeds.

Table B-1. Capsule made summary

Dark side, direct link

Pro Con

Long descents acceptable High entry velocity'

No spacecraft support required Photometry degraded
after separation 'YE = 40 deg (entry 30 deg

Communications distance low from sub-earth point)'
(43 X 10' km) yE = 60 deg (entry at sub-

earth paint)'

Incompatible with simokaneous
relay link

Dark side, relay link

Spacecraft support required
after separation

High entry velocity'

Photometry degraded

-y E = 60 deg (for communica-
tion times of 90 min)'

Incompatible with	 simultaneous
direct link

-Ground simulation difficult.

Light tide, relay link

Pro Con

Photometry enhanced High entry velocity

'YE — 20-30 deg (entry Spacecraft support required

, 0-15 deg on light after separation

side of terminator) Available communication times

Ground simulation may be short (<20 min): entry-to-

possible -	 .tea data not returnable in
real time

Aerodynamic staging to higher
ballistic coefficient required
for deepest possiw!• atmo-

spheric data prior to losing
communications

Entry angle-of-attack control
difficult

Entry point sensitive to guidance
errors

Incompatible with simultaneous
direct link
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Appendix C

Alternative Maneuver Turn Sequence

s

1. 4,1roduction

The baseline spacecraft turn sequence described in
section VIII-C: it pitch-roll turn sequence. maneuver.
An alternative maneuver turn sequence (called the roll-A
i^irn sequence), which is compatible with maneuvers
performed in the vicinity of Venus and betxveen Venus
and Mercury, is discussed here.

The Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 mission requires
three maneuvers. A fourth maneuver has been allowed
for in the baseline propulsion subsystem. The three
maneuvers typically would he performed at L+8 days,
E, — 3 days, and E, + 8 days. The fourth maneuver
Would be required if the third maneuver did not achieve
the proper aim point at Mercury. Any turn sequence

would have to be compatible with the above maneuvers.
Maneuver, in the near-Venus environment are a new
requirement since previously launched Mariner space-
craft have only required maneuvers to be performed
near earth.

The pitch-roll maneuver sequence has been used on
all Mariner missions with the exception of Mariner Venus
1962 which utilized a roll-pitch sequence. Since Mariner
Venus/Mercury 1973 is using past Mariner equipment
whenever possible, the pitch-roll sequence is a likely
candidate as the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 maneuver
turn sequence. However, the roll-A turn sequence (de-
fined in section III of this appendix) appears to be a
favorable alternative to the pitch-roll turn sequence, as
certain thermal problems associated with the new ma-
neuver environment are alleviated.

For the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 mission, as in all
past missions, a certain amount of turn flexibility for any
type of maneuver should be provided to satisfy possible
maneuver constraints. These constraints typically would
be: (1) solar-dependent, such as thermal and stray light
requirements; (2) maneuver-depend: mt, such as low-gain
antenna earth cover- e; and (3) turn-accuracy-dependent,
such as gyro-drift e jr buildup. Flexibility, as used here,
is measured by the number of different ways the motor
thrust vector can be rotated to point in a given direction.

II. Thermal Problems

Near-sun maneuvers will place a more severe require-
ment on the temperature control subsystem than those
performed near earth. During the second and third
maneuvers the spacecraft will be exposed to solar intensi-
ties of approximately 1.8 solar constants (260 mW/c•m=)
and 2.2 solar constants (310 mM/c •m ), respectively. If a
fourth maneuver had to I;e performed, the solar intensity
would he still higher. Specific thermal considerations
inchidc:

(1) Limiting solar panel temperatures to 285°F (140'C)
during the maneuvers.

(2) Limiting the temperature rise of the high-gain
antenna feed due to focusing of the solar energy.

(3) Establishing and limiting the maximum allowable
temperature that the louver blades can tolerate
when exposed to direct sunlight during the ma-
neuver.

(4) Maintaining the interior bus temper-?ture within
acceptable limits.

(5) Minimizing the heating and thermal shock problem
to various exposed instruments on the spacecraft,
such as:

(a) HRIR (if there is a low temperature require-
ment)

(b) TV subsystem

(c) Helium ar,.'. tri-axial search magnetometers

(d) DFR antennas

(6) Prever fing permanent distortion of the Canopus
sensor stray-light baffle and damar+ to the Canopus
sensor.

(7) Pre-enting overhu; g of the propulsion subsys-
tem; the motor axis should not be within about 5 deg
of the sun vector for extended periods of time.

As an example of the kind of problem which may be
encounteree, a solar illumination of 310 mW/cm = on a
typical temperature control louver blade (made of thin
hollow aluminum strips) will cause an equilibrium, tnm-
peratire of approximately 840°F (450°C) in 1 to 2 min.
The present louver assembly will probably not survive
an intensity of 2.2 solar constants.
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III. Roll-A Turn Sequence Description

The roll-A sequence consists of a roll turn (spacecraft
remains sun-referenced )21 followed by a turn about an
axis perpendicular to both the engine centerline and the
roll axis. This axis is called the A axis and lies halfway be-
tween the pitch and yaw axis (Fig. C-1 and C-2). The
roll-A turn sequence requires some changes to the
Mariner Mars 1969 hardware (Fig. C-3). The inertial
reference unit would have to be rotated 45 deg about the
roll axis, and circuits to transform the gyro signals to
inputs to the pitch and yaw switching amplifiers would
be required. The roll-A sequence provides a predictable
sun exposure of the spacecraft during the turns. This
sequence provides the required turn flexibility and is
capable of pointing the engine in any desired direction.

"Mariner Mars 1971 will perform a roll tu-n first; however,
Mariner Mars 1971 will use gyros rather than sun sensors, for
pitch and yaw references during this turn.

IV. Comparison of Turn Sequences

With hoth the pitch-roll and roll-A turn sequences,
there arc four possible ways of turning to point the
engine in a desired direction (Table C-1. shows the
maximum turn ranges assumed). In the case of the pitch—
roll turn sequence, either of two pitch turns will place
the roll axis perpendicular to the plane formed by the
engine and the desired pointing direction. Then either

Table C-1. Maximum possible turn ranges

Pitch-roll

Maximum pitch turn range —'180 deg

Maximum roll turn range ± 360 deg

Roll -A

Maximum roll turn range }190 deg

Maximum A turn range X360 deg

-Y AXIS

Fig. C-1. Bay configuration and axis definition as seen from shades side
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SECOND TURN THIOUGH ANGLE SHOWN ABOUT A AXIS

NOTE:

B AND MOTOR AXIS DO NOT COINCIDE
SINCE CO OF SPACECRAFT TYPICALLY
DOES NOT LIE IN X-Y (A-B) PLANE

Fig. C-2. Arbitrary roll-A sequence
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Fig. C-3. Pitch and yaw axis control for an A-axis commanded turn

of two roll turns will point the engine :n the desired
direction. For the roll-A turn sequence there are two
different roll turns which will place the A axis perpendic-
ular to the plane formed by the engine and the desired
pointing direction; then, either of two A turns will point
the engine in the desired direction.

The temperature control problems associated with the
solar panels, and the internal bus temperatures, were
initially thought to be reduced by selecting the turns so
that the sur. remains in the forward (sunny side) hemi-
sphere of the spacecraft during the turns. Such a restric-
tion would decrease the turn flexibility of both turn
sequences. In the case of the pitch—roll sequence, there
would be two possible constrained pitch turns followed
by two possible roll turns which could be performed to
point the engine in a desired direction. The pitch turns
would have to be constrained to ±90 deg in order to
limit the sun to the forward hemisphere. In the case of
the roll-A turn sequence, there would be two possible
roll turns followed by two possible constrained A turns
which could be performed to point the engine in the
desired direction.

However, limiting the sun to the forward hemisphere
(for either sequence) does not appear to be required. For
example, during the third maneuver, if the sun strikes
normal to the back of the solar panels, the cell tempera-
tures are predicted to approach 260'F (130'C) if painted
black, and much lower if white. This is below the maxi-
mum allowable value of 285°F (140°C).

Presumably, if a fourth maneuver were required, it
would occur shortly after the third maneuver, and the
thermal environment would be approximately the same.
Also, interior bus temperatures would not rise excessively
if the sun entered the rear hemisphere. Worst case aver-
age interior temperature rises for each sequence during
the third maneuver are depicted in Table C-2. The tem-

Table C-2. Average temperature rise during
spacecraft maneuver solar constants

Sun at 90 deg

5un at 180 deg

Pitch roll (loll-A

9°F (sun on bay Vill)

5°F

2•F (Run on bay 11)

3•F

120
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perature rises shown for the sun at the zenith of the
rear hemisphere are not deemed excessive at this time.
The times assumed to generate the above temperatures
are shown in Table C-3.

Table C-3. Maneuver times

Pitch Roll

Maximum off-sun (:t180-deg pitch, --360-deg roll)	 97 min

Maximum sun in rear hemisphere time	 79 min

Maximum off-sun if sun is restricted to the
forward hemisphere. (±90-deg pitch, ±360-deg roll) 	 79 min

Maximum off-sun, maximum constraints, no turn
flexibility (±90-deg pitch, '±180-deg roll)
(sun in forward hemisphere) 	 62 min

Rol l-A
Maximum off-sun (+- 180-deg A turn) 60 min

Maximum sun in rear hemisphere 41 min

Maximum off-sun if sun is restricted to the
forward hemisphere (±90-deg A-turn) 41 min

Maximum off-sun , maximum constraints, no turn
flexibility (-90-deg A-turn) (same as above time) 41 min

Some advantages do accrue from limiting the sun to the
forward hemisphere. For example, the baseline high-gain
antenna position at the time of the third maneuver is
144 deg cone, 66 deg clock (154 deg cone, 52 deb clock at
time of second maneuver). If the sun is limited to the for-
ward hemisphere, the high-gain antenna can never look di-
rectly into the sun. If the sun were allowed to enter the
rear hemisphere, the antenna might have to be reposi-
tioned so as not to look into the sun. However, coatings
could partially alleviate problems associated with high-
gain antenna use at high solar intensities. Because
restricted maneuvers to keep the sun in the forward
hemisphere reduce the turn flexibility, and unrestricted
maneuvers do not cause undue temperature rises, such
restricted maneuvers (for either roll-A or pitch-roll) are
not recommended at this time, in spite of the advantages
mentioned above. Some care in placing critical external
elements will have to be applied to ensure a successful
thermal design, however.

Elimination of the forward hemisphere solar restric-
tion may allow enough turn flexibility so that optimum
location of the primary and secondary low-gain antennas
would allow earth communications during most, if not
all, of the time of the maneuver. Another possibility is
that the resulting flexibility may be utilized so that
temperature-sensitive equipment would not see the sun.
These possibilities must be examjned in more detail at a
later date.

V. Maneuver Turn Sequence Tradeoff

Either sequence withom sun constraints will satisfy
thermal probl-ms (1),(2),(4 land (5) (section II of this ap-
pendix) with the present configuration and appropriate
earth-based commands. However, the roll-A sequence
does satisfy problems(3)and(6)more readily.

The baseline spacecraft configuration is equipped with
louvers on all bays except bay II (propulsion) and bay IV
(TWT). These louvers would have to be designed to
look directly into the sun (for approximately 1380 sec,
worst case). Present louver blades will not survive this
environment. Modifications (e.g., coatings) would have
to be made to existing hardware for a pitch—roll sequence.
These modificatiotls would not necessarily, have to be
made for a roll-A sequence (if the louvers can withstand
0.707 X 2.2 solar constants) since bays 1, III, V and VII
always would be at least 45 deg oblique to the sun.
Table C-4 depicts worst case sun exposure for each bay.
Utilizing a pitch—roll sequence does not guarantee that
and bay does not look directly into the sun. However, a
roll-A sequence does guarantee that certain bays never
look into the sun, no matter what turn, are performed.

Since it is not known in advance what the A turn would
be, one would have to design to the combination shown
in Table C-4. This table shows that the Canopus sensor

Table C-4. Worst case Nay sun intensities during .',-turn

A — +90 deg A = — 90 deg Combined
(-270 deg) (1 270 deg) wont case

Bay Intensity' Bay	 I Intensity' Bay Intensity

I 0 1 0.707 1 0.707 M

II 0 11 1.0" II 1.0"

nl 0 nl 0.707 Ill 1.0

1V 0 IV 0 IV 01

V 0.707 V 0 V 1.0

VI 1.0 VI 0 VI 1.0

VII 0.707 VII 0 VII 1.0

VIII 0 VlIt 0 VuI 1	 0`

'Fractlon of	 maximum	 w I or intensity at tine of	 maneuver I.e.,	 ioekiny directly
into sun).

beay II must never look directly into sun. The time of the maneuver hot to be
shifted to meet this constraint.

'Bays IV and VIII are never exposed to sun.
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0

(bay VIII),and theTWT(bay 1V) wil l never see the sun
directly.

The constraint must be imposed that bay II (propul-
sion) cannot look directly into the sun (this applies to
both turn sequences). The maneuver time will have '.o be
delayed until the desired thrust direction is at least
5 deg from the sun line.

Finally, the total maneuver velocity pointing errors
are approximately the same for either tvpe of maneuver

turn sequence; these have been estimated to be 21.3 mrad,
3o for the pitch-ro;] sequence and 21.7 mrad, 3o for the
roll-A sequence.

VI. Conclusion

Since the roll-A turn sequence enables worst case bay
intensities to be known a priori, and allows two bays
never to see the sun at all while not imposing additional
problems, this alternate sequence appears to be a good
candidate for all maneuvers for the Mariner Venus/
Mercury 1973 mission.
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ia) MACRO MIRROR MOSAIC

(b) MICRO-MIRROR MOSAIC
COVERED GLASSES WITH SACK

Fig. D-1. Two methods of achieving a
mirror mosaic effect

Appendix D

Alternate Solar Panel Configurations

I. Introduction

The solar panel configuration shown as the baseline in
section VI1 B has the general appearance and size of
the Mariner 1969/1971 arrangement. However, the de-
sign is considerably different and presents new problems
in that two-thirds of the panel area is proposed to be
highly reflecting and emitting (low a /E) in order to main-
tain the solar cells below a prescribed upper temperature
limit of about 140°C. With this design concept, termed
mirror mosaic, the temperature of the solar cells near
earth will be much less than with previous designs. This
large earth-to-Mercury temperature excursion causes a
similar large change in solar cell voltage output so that
changes to previous Mariner power conditioning systems
are also required (section VIII-D), or tiltable panels may
be used as described below.

To prevent an unacceptably large voltage change
with mirror mosaic flat panels the baseline power sub-
system (section VIII-D) specifies that the solar panel
powe, distribution arrangement (located in the power
source logic box) would be designed to switch from a
parallel to it hookup, thus raising the voltage. For
the 35 Vdc specified minimum, this switching should
occur at about a panel temperature of +60°C or 0.6 AU
(— 20 days past Venus closest approach); a decreasing
voltage trend would again ensue, but would not go be-
low 43 Vdc at 20 days past closest approach to Mercury

II. Types of Mirror Mosaic Designs

Two possible methods have been considered in a re-
search and advanced development (R&AD) study to
obtain a mirror mosaic effect as shown in Fig. D-1. One
method, which is referred to as a macro-mirror mosaic,
is to place scccud :surface (back silvered) mirrors in
hetween the solar cells (Fig. D-la). The sec ond. called a
micro-mirror mosaic, has se-ond surf,ce mi-roe tripes,
or another pattern, on each solar cell cover glass
(Fig. D-lb). The macro- and micro-mosaic designs shown
require about the same solar panel size for equivalent
temperature control perform,-:,c,, Lind thereff re, interact
with the spacecraft configu ation and power conditioning
system similarly. However, there may be considerable
differences in development costs, schedule, and reliability.

Ill. Alternatives to Mirror Mosaic Panels

Besides the above mirror mosaic concept chosen as
the baseline design, alternative approaches are also be-
ing studied under R&AD funding such as tiltable solar
panels and spectrally selective narrow bandpass filters
for the solar cells. Of these latter two approaches, the
use of tiltable mirrorless panels appears preferable to
selective filters and has some particularly attractive
features, but not without introducing some problems.
Also, it does not appear feasible to achieve the required
temperature control with selective filters alone, but such
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solar cell filters can be used to permit an increase in
active solar cell area or reduce tilt angles.

IV. Tiltable Solar Panels

The primary advantages of the tilted parel approach
are: (1) a much smaller temperature excursion is possible,
and (2) only two 111ariner Mars 1969-sized panels without
mirrors are required. The smi'Iler excursions of tempera-
ture and, therefore, solar c M voltage are demonstrated
in Figs. D-2 and D-3. These figures give estimates of
temperature and power output per 80 ft = of flat mirrored
(mosaic) cr mirrorless tiltable panels, as compared to flat
non-mirrored panels. With a nominal maximum temper-
ature of 140°C, a fla: non-mirrored panel is clearly unac-
ceptable shortly beyond Venus. In contrast, a four-panel,
flat, 66% mirror arrangement is predicted to remain
below 140°C, but very large temt.-,rature and voltage
changes occur, although the power output appears ac-
ceptable.

This large temperature excursion could possibly be
reduced by approximately 45% by tilting the panels
65 deg 15 days after Venus encounter at a condition
where the upper temperature limit of 140 o C is ap-
proached (hatched lines on Fig. D-2). The power output
is sufficiently high that two panels (— 40 ft 1 ) rather than
four would be acceptable. Figure D-3 illustrates an ap-
proximate constant temperature and maximum power
operating condition which requires, in effect, continuous
tilting beyond Venus.

In considering tiltable panels, it would be desirable
to delay tilting of the panels until after the third maneu-
ver because: (1) a maneuver following tilting might
return a panel normal to the sunline, causing overheating,
and (2) any CG shift that might affect attitude control
could be avoided. Executing the third maneuver prior
to panel tilting would cause the peak in the temperature
curve and the dip in the power curve of Fig. D-3.

Table D-1 presents some of the factors involved in
considering the flat mosaic versus the tilted panel ap-
proach. The table indicates new problems are introduced
by either approach, but that tilted panels involve more
system interactions than the mirror mosaic panels. Further
analysis and evaluation are required to assess these
interactions.

Table D-1. Tilt-mirror comparisons

Factors to be considered in a selection between flat
mosaic and tilted panels

Item Mirror mosaics Tiltable panels

Typical power of earth, 350 850

W/80 ft'

Number of 10 Its 4 2

panels requirr I

Total panel weight Similar to Mariner Half Mariner Mars

Mars 1969 1969 plus tilt

100 lb) mechanism

(-63 lb)

Photovoltaic consider- Uncertain	 cell	 output Uncertain cell/filter

ations behavior at high behavior at high

solar intensities tilt angles

Large voltage swing

from earth to Mer-

cury

System interface con- Some as previous Variable spacecraft

siderations Mariners reflectivity	 affect-
ing navigation

(continous	 tilt)

Possible obstruction of

instruments and

antenna look
angles

CG shift of up to 7 in.

or unbalanced solar

pressure

Attitude control

jet placement

Possible thermal 'nter-

action

Lost maneuver may

have to be made
before tilti ig

Thermal control con. Sensitivity of panel Sensitivity of	 ±^•I

siderations temperature to temperature to
stability of mirror misorientation
reflectivity during maneuvers

Material/fabrication New wiring for macro- Till mechanism design
considerations mosaic

T hermal shock effects Thermal shock effects
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Appendix E

Alternate High-Gain Antenna Positioning for Extended Miss%ins

I

I. Introduction

The baseline mission terminates at E„ + 20 days. The
principal baseline configuration constraint at that time
is the h:gh-gain antenna which cannot be pointed close
enough to earth. This appendix examines alternate
schemes for providing communications through at least
E„ + 90 days (L + 240 days for the reference trajectory).

Two high-gain antennas are considered: a circular
40-in. paraboloi ] and an elliptical 33- X 66-in, paraboloid.
A requirement for telemetry capability of at least 8?^
bits/sec is assumed.

In any case, command capability can be provided to
L + 240 days through the secondary low-grin atAeona
using the 210-ft DSIF antenna and 20 kW.

II. Circular 40-in. Paraboloid

A telemetry design control table is shown in Table
E-1 which assumes:

Cruise mode I (8';i bit/sec)

Maximum spacecraft—earth range occurring during
the first 240 days of flight of 268 X 101, kin

High power mode

A 40-in. circular paraboloid spacecraft antenna

An 85-ft receiving antenna

The table, which assumes no spacecraft antenna
pointing loss, shows an overall performance margin of
13.4 ±4.4 dB. Thus, the spacecraft antenna gain could be
degraded by up to 9.0 dB (i.e., antenna gain of 16.6 dB
would suffice) and still assure communication. Figure
E-1 shows that an antenna pointing error less than 6.9
deg is required to provide this gain. If the 210-ft DSIF
antenna were employed, a spacecraft antenna gain of
only 7.6 dB would be required. The 40-in. spacecraft
antenna must be pointed within 9.0 deg to provide this
gain.

Figure E-2, which is a pointing error plot for the
alternate antenna hinge axis described in section VII-F,
shows that cruise mode I re: eptaon is possible through
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L + 240 days over the 210-ft antenna. However, retention
on the 85-ft antenna would be in the blackout region after
about L 4- 210 days. It is possible that a slight modifica-
tion to this alternate hinge orientation could be made so
that telemetry could be received at L + 240 days on the
85-ft antenna at the expense. of slightly reduced perfor-
mance earlier in the mission.

The problems of mounting the 40-in. antenna to allow
positioning through its full, usable rangy have not been
investigated. However, they should be considerably less
than those which are discussed for the Al ; ptical antenna
described in the next section.

III. Elliptical 33- X 66-in. Paraboloid
A possible solution to the antenna pointing problem for

an extended duration mission is to use an elliptical antenna
pattern with the wider beam aligned normal to the direc-
tion of antenna movement. Such a scheme has been in-
vestigated, assuming an elliptical 33- X 66-in. paraboloid,
whose on-axis gain is 27 dB. Using this antenna with the
alternate hinge-axis orientation described in the preceding
section, cruise mode I telemetry can be received by the
85-ft DSIF antenna through L + 240 days; in addition,
performance is improved earlier in the mission. Figure E-1
shows the major axis radiation pattern of this elliptical
antenna.

Figure E-3 shows two views of the spacecraft conhg,
ration required to support this antenna. The additional
field of view for the antenna requi.es that it be located
on a boom which is deployed after launch, allowing
the antenna to operate in the sun during all portions of
the mission. Obstruction of the field of view of the TV
could be avoided if the high-gain antenna were attached
fron. the front face of the spacecraft and canted toward
the sun such that the tip of the antenna would not inter-
fere with the field of view of the TV over the edge of
the spacecraft. The thermal problems (e.g., distortion)
associated with this antenna operating at full sun inten-
sity have not been estimated at this time. No large
problems are anticipated since the high-gain antenna is
primarily a passive mechanism; however, a mesh antenna
may be required. The drive motor at the pivot point on
the antenna might be subject to extreme environments.
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There are two other areas resulting from this config-
uration which require further study:

(1) The attitude control gas loading, which would
have to be increased because of loss of symmetry
(as presented to the sun) in the spacecraft
configuration.

(2) The effect of changing reflective area on naviga-
tion ability which may degrade the measurement
of general relativity effects through tracking
data. (General relativity investigation may be
one of the objectives of an extended-duration
mission.)

Table E-1. Telemetry design control table, cruise mode I

Engin«ring data: 8 1/3 bits/sec
	

DSS: 65-ft antenna
	

Arrival: 4/l/74
Science data: none
	

Spacecraft: high-gain antenna Time in mission: L r 240 days

No. Parameter Nominal
value

Tolerante

Favorable Adverse

1 Total transmitter power, 42.320 0.580 0.000
dBmW

2 Transmitting circuit loss, dB -1.450 0.250 -0.250

3 Transmitting antenna gain, dB 25.600 1.000 -1.200

4 Transmitting antenna 0.000 0.000 0.000
pointing loss, dB

5 Space loss, dB I	 268.210 0.000 0.000
F= 2297. MHz,
R= 268 X 10' km

6 Polarization loss, dB -.020 0.000 -0.110

7 Receiving antenna gain, dB 53.300 0.600 -0.600

8 Receiving antenna pointing 0.000 0.000 -0.250
loss, di

9 Receiving circuit loss, dB 0.000 0.000 -0.000

10 Net circuit lass. de 12+3 190.780 1.850 -2.410
+4+5-6-r7+8+9)

11 Total received power P(r), -148.460 2.430 -2.410
d6mW 11 +10)

12 Receiver noise spectral -181.220 -0.872 +.727
density, c1BmW/Hz
Noise temperature
= 55 ±10•K

13 Carrier power/total -2.440 0.560 -0.660
power, dB

14

Received carrier powet d6mW -150.900 2.990 -3.070
(11+13)

1

Tolerance
No. Parameter Nominal

Favorable Adverse
value

15 Carrier threshold noise BW, 10.800 -1.000 0.000
dB/Hz

Carrier tracking (one-way)

16 Threshold SNR in 2BLo, d6 0.000 0.000 0.000

17 Threshold carver power, -170.420 -1.872 0.727
d6mW (12+15+16)

18 Performance margin, dB 19.520 4.862 -3.797
(14.17)

Data channel B-8ys
bits/sec

19 Data power/total power, dB -3.660 0.750 -0.880

20 Waveform distortion loss, dB 0.000 0.000 0.000

21 loss through radio
system, d6

22 Subcarrier demod loss, d5
- 1.300 0.400 -0.400

23 Bit sync/defection loss, dB

24 Received data power, d6mW
(11+19+20+21 -153.420 3.580 -3.690
+22+23)

25 Threshold data power, d6mW -166.812 -0.872 +0.727
(12+25a+25b)

a Threshold PT/N, dB 5.200 0.000 0.000
(BER = 5 X 10-)

b Bit rate, dB bits/sec 9.208 0.000 0.000

26 Performance margin, dB +13.392 4.452 -4.417

(24.25)
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Appendix F

Solar Simulator Requirements

6

Because of the high solar intensity that the Mariner
Venus/Mercury 1973 spacecraft will encounter during
the mission, the existing solar simulators are not adequate
for the program test requirements. Therefore, a short
study was conducted to determine the solar simulator
requirements and to recommend facility procurement
action in FY 70.

The available choice of simulator options was evalu-
ated to determine the range of feasible options, and
these are listed in Table F-1 along with the estimated
costs.

The question of what sort of test program would most
likely be followed, and how that program would be im-
pacted by t}.e facility choice was considered to determine
a probp :,le qualification and acceptance test program.
Thesc tests can be summarized as:

(1) Some 650 hr of developmental and qualification
testing at the subsystem :!vel in a solar beam. (Note:
Developmental testing of solar panels is excluded;
that test program will have its own 6- in. diameter
solar beam. This facility will not be used for ther-
mal, qualification, or FA tests because of its small
size and/or unavailability.)

(2) A maximuin of 500 hr of testing at the spacecraft
system level with 120 hr of solar simulation for the
PTM and 100 hr for the flight vehicle.

The solar simulator requirements for thermal control
testing were evaluated. Based upon inspection of the size
of the components which are exposed to the sun, it was
concluded that a 1-ft solar beam would be suitable for
both thermal tests of local areas of the sunlit parts of the
spacecraft and development and qualification tests at
the subsystem level. Such items as the sun sensors,
plasma probe, sun gate, etc., would be tested in the
1-ft beam.

Using all of the above information, the total project
cost for the solar simulator test program was estimated,
as shown in Table F-2. This table shows a cost break-

Table F-1. Feasible simulator options

Facility options available Estimated
cost, $ k

Time
required for
modification,

months

I.	 Eight-foot beam in 25-ft simulator 100 6

A.	 Move existing 10-ft mirror to 25-ft
simulator; make a new mixer;
fix cooling on mirror

B.	 New 10-ft mirror for 25-ft 250 18
simulator; new mixer

Operating costs:
$330/hr with solar simulation

225/hr without solar simulation

I I.	 Three-foot beam in 10-ft simulator; 47 6
new mixer; fix cooling on mirror

Operating costs:
$200/hr with solar simulation
$180/ hr without solar simulation

(NOTE: Mariner Mars 1971 decided
not to use the 10-ft facility because of
some $100 k worth of modifications
required to bring the chamber to first-
class operational status. These costs
are not included here on the
assumption that these modifications
will be made on yearly funds prior to
Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 use)

III. One-foot beam in 7- x 14-ft chamber
(includes new window)

A.	 Commercial design 165 12

S.	 JPL "in-house" design 85 6-8

Operating costs:
$32/hr with solar simulation
$20/hr without solar simulation

IV.	 six-and one-holf-foot beam in 10-ft 380 15
simulator; new lamps; new mixer; fix
cooling on mirror

Operating costs:

$280/hr with solar simulation
$ 180/hr without solar simulation

down for the same test program regardless of the facility
option. While this is obviously an unrealistic assumption,
it was felt to be adequate at this stage of the program.
This assumption does, however, allow a qualitative esti-
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Table F-2. Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 test program costs, — $k

Solar simulator
Facility Thermal tests" With Without With sun, Without Qualify and

modification sun, PTM sun,PTM FLT suNFILT development Total
options

costs Component TCM (120 hr) (380 hr) (100 hr) (400 hr) tests (650 hr)

I.	 8 ft only (500 hr)

A 100 165 40 86 33 90 214 728

B 250 165 40 86 33 90 214 878

II.°	 3 If 47 (280 hr) (250 hr)

56 50 24 68 20 72 130 467

III.°	 1	 ft (280 hr) (250 hr)

A 165 9 50 24 68 20 72 21 429

B 85 9 50 24 68 20 72 21 349

IV.	 6 1/1 It only 380 (500 hr) 34

140 68 28 72 182 904

V.	 8 ft t 1 It (280 hr) (250 hr)

IA + IIIB 185 9 83 40 86 33 90 21 547

Is + IIIB 335 9 83 40 86 33 90 21 697

VI.	 6 1/1 it + 1 ft (280 hr) (250 hr)

IV + IIIB 465 9 70 34 68 28 72 21 767

•Where a small solar boom is available, it is assumed that component tests would use the small boom and TCM test time would be reduced.

eOptions It and III use existing Venus intensity capability in the 10-ft simulator plus electric hooters (or other techniques) for simulating Mercury level heat flux".

mate of where the largest costs would be accumulated 	 Evaluation of the preceding information leads to the
and the relative size of these to the total program. 	 following conclusions:

Because of a preference for a large solar beam for
thermal control model (TCM) testing, possible schedule
conflicts in the space simulators were evaluated consid-
ering al; potential projects. Projected schedules are
shown in Figure F-1. As can be seen, Venus/Mercury
must be squeezed in around Viking and outer planet
missions in 1972 wid 1973. If any one program slips, the
others are affectcd. Development and qualification test-
ings would also have to work around Mariner Mars 1971
and Viking if only the large simulator were built.

In order to avoid potential schedule conflicts in the
25-ft space simulator if a large solar beam is required,
the large solar beam should be in the 10-ft simulator.
That arrangement would give Mariner Venus/Mercury

a facility independent from Viking and outer
planet missions.

(1) A 1-ft solar beam is required at an early date
for developmental testing on sun-facing equip-
ments. That same beam would be used for
qualification and for thermal testings of those
components. Early funding in FY 70 is required.

(2) The highest confidence in thermal control would
be achieved if the TCM were tested in a large
solar simulator.

(3) Because of the estimated short lead time and
the estimated test periods for the TCM, fund-
ing of the large sofak beam can be deferred
until FY 71. However, decision to fund should
be made in the last quarter of FY 70.

(4) The large solar beam, if built, should be in the
10-ft space simulator in order to avoid schedul-
ing conflicts with the Viking and outer planet
missions.
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a

Nomenclature

0

Symbols, Abbreviations, and Definitions

A,B wide- and narrow-angle cameras, FY fiscal year
respectively; spacecraft coordinates GD/C General Dynamics/Convair

ac alternating current GM universal gravitational constant
ACS attitude control subsystem GMT Greenwich Mean Time

AFETR Air Force Eastern Test Range HPO, HP180 Mercury hot poles at 0°, 180° longitude
APMT Advanced Planetary Mission Technology HRIR high resolution infrared radiometer

ATS Applications Technology Satellite ID identification
AU astronomical unit IF intermediate frequency
avg average IR infrared

B aiming point vector IRR infrared radiometer
BER bit error rate JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
2BLo phase-locked loop threshold bandwidth K thermal conductivity
BW bandwidth L launch; liftoff (2-in. rise)

C, launch energy parameter LID lift/drag ratio
CC coded command LCE launch complex equipment

CC&S central computer and sequencer M. nth trajectory correction maneuver
CCW counter clockwise max maximum

CG center of gravity min minimum; minutes
CW clockwise MSC Manned Spacecraft Center

do direct current N number of planet orbits
DC direct command N unit vector to generalized body

DFR dual-frequency receiver NASA National Aeronautics and Space
DSIF Deep Space Instrumentation Facility Administration

DSN Deep Space Network OAO Orbiting Astronomical Observatory

DSS data storage subsystem OD orbit determination

E encounter, i.e., time of closest approach OGO Orbiting Geophysical Observatory

EED electroexplosive device OSE operation support equipment

eff efficiency; effective OSSA Office of Space Science and Applications

ESF explosive safe facility P stagnation pressure

EVM earth-Venus-Mercury P(T) total received power

f focal ratio PAS pyrotechnic arming switch

F frequency PCM pulse code modulated

FA flight acceptance PM phase modulated

FCS flight command subsystem PN pseudo-random noise

FLT flight model PSK phase-shift keyed

FTS flight telemetry subsystem PSU pyrotechnic switching unit
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a

Nomenclature (contd )

Symbols, Abbreviations, and Definitions (contd)

PTM proof test model

PYRO pyrotechnic (subsystem)

q heating rate

QC quantitative command

R range; radius; radius from center of earth

R&AD research and advanced development

R,S,T target plane coordinate vectors

reg regulated; regulator

req required; requirement

RF radio frequency

RFS radio frequency subsystem

S spacecraft/launch vehicle separation time

SCR silicon controlled rectifier

SDS science data subsysem

SIT separation initiated timer

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

ST/No signal-to-noise ratio (data channel)

T temperature

TA type approval

TC thermal control (subsystem)

TCM thermal control model

TV television

TVS television subsystem

TWT traveling wave tube

UJT unijunction transitor

UV ultraviolet

V,V inertial velocity

V. hyperbolic excess speed

,%V velocity change

W cross range position

W cross range velocity

WP90, WP270 Mercury warm poles at 90 0 , 2700
longitude

X down-range position

X,Y,Z spacecraft coordinates

Y number of earth orbits

a absorptivity

a„Q,y,S,e Venus radar-identified features

y atmospheric entry angle

S incremental change

E emissivity

F flight path angle

t angle between S and a vector to a
celestial body

angle between T and projection in R-T
plane of a vector to a celestial body

0 angle from T clockwise to B

a standard deviation; ballistic coefficient

0,0,E orientation angles for antenna hinge axis

W pitch angle

Subscripts and Definitions

B generalized body

c conductive ; convective

e execution errors

E earth; entry

h hinge angle

M Mercury

n nose cap; generalized subscript

r radiative

S sun

V Venus
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